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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Introduction 
Many theories have been put forth to explain the 
mechanisms of aging» but at the present time the basic 
underlying mechanisms are unknown. The immune system has 
an important! perhaps crucial» function in the aging 
process (1-4). An association has been established between 
increasing age and the decline of certain Immune responses. 
For example» In tests of proliferation and cytotoxic 
activity in T lymphocytes» humans and mice both show 
diminished function by middle age (5-12). The Immune 
response generated by B cells appears to decline even 
earlier than that for T cells (9»13). Macrophages, on the 
other hand» have been observed to retain their ability to 
interact with T and 8 cells throughout life (13). 
The primary regulatory proteins in immune responses 
are the proteins encoded by the genes of the major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) (14). It has been 
proposed that genes of the MHC might also be associated 
with regulatory control of longevity (15-21). Studies 
specifically on the association between the MHC and 
longevity have been limited. Yunis and Greenberg (15) were 
the first to suggest an MHC effect on aging. Their report 
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was followed by others from Smith and WaI ford (16) and Popp 
and Popp (19), both of which suggest some MHC control of 
the aging process. 
Two Important questions about the association of the 
MHC and aging need to be addressed. First, are certain 
alleles of the MHC more effective than others in increasing 
longevity? Second, how do the genes of the MHC function at 
the molecular level to enhance or detract from an animal's 
maximum I Ifespan? 
B. Specific Goals 
In order to study the role of the MHC In aging, we 
have established our own colony of aged mice. The two 
founding strains of mice were selected on the basis of 
their differences both in H-2 type and lifespan (A/J, H-2^. 
short-lived, and C57BL/6J, H-2^. long-lived) (22,23). 
Also, these two strains can be obtained from the National 
Institutes of Health as prototype strains for aging 
studies. Appropriate crosses were made to test for the 
segregation of lifespan with H-2 type in backcross, Fj, Fg, 
and parental generations. This dissertation presents 
results of the effects of H-2 type and gender on the 
lifespan of A and C57BL/6 mice. 
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These mice were also used to test for any age-
associated changes In the expression of MHC molecules. The 
relative amounts of MHC class I mRNA were compared among 
peripheral blood lymphocytes of mice varying In age from 2 
months (young) through 29 months (old). Slot blots of mRNA 
3 2  from the lymphocytes were hybridized with P-labelled H-2 
class I-speclfIc cDNA probes. The relative amounts of 
class I mRNA per cell were determined from dens ItometrIc 
analysis of autoradIographs from the slot blots. The data 
were tested statistically for the effects of gender, mouse 
straIn, and age upon H-2 class I mRNA expression. 
Finally, in order to determine when in the life of a 
mouse expression of the MHC genes begins, prelmplantation 
CF1 mouse embryos were probed for H-2 class I mRNA. Slot 
blots of oocytes, 2-cell, and 0-celI stage embryos were 
probed with labeI Ied H-2 class I-specifIc cDNA inserts. 
The relative amounts of class I mRNA per embryo were 
compared after dens ItometrIc analysis of autoradIographs of 
the slot blots. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Murine Major Histocompatibility Complex 
The genes of the major histocompatibility complex 
(MHC) code for a set of proteins which are closely related 
by their roles In the Immune system. The MHC was 
discovered by Peter Gorer (24,25) when he noticed that 
incompatibilities at the murine MHC (H-2) resulted in skin 
graft rejection (26). Since then, studies of diverse 
vertebrate species have shown a high degree of similarity 
among MHCs, including that of humans (HLA), rats (RT1). and 
chickens (B) (27). Because of the availability of a large 
number of inbred, congenic, and recombinant congenic mouse 
strains, the H-2 complex has been more extensively studied 
molecularly and biochemically than any other MHC. 
The H-2 genes span about 2600 kllobase pairs (kb) on 
mouse chromosome 17, whereas In humans the HLA genes cover 
about 4000 kb of chromosome 6 (28,29). A complete set of 
H-2 genes from an inbred strain Is referred to as Its H-2 
hapiotype, e.g., the haplotype of C57BL/10 mice Is H-2*^. 
Three classes of proteins are coded for by the MHC (26,29-
35). The class I and II proteins are key regulatory 
elements of eel I-mediated and humoral immune responses. 
The class III proteins Include the complement proteins C4, 
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C2, and Bf, a C4 analog. Sip, the enzyme Zl-hydroxylase, 
and tumor necrosis factor (TNF). By molecular analyses of 
genomic clones, the number of genes fn the H-2 complex and 
their order on chromosome 17 have been determined (33-38), 
with the K region proximal to the centromere (Ô) as 
foI Iows: 
0-"-""— — — —• I — — — — ^  — — — Q «^  — — *** 1* I g — «m 
No. of genes: 2 7-8 8 1-5 1-10 15-19 
The class I proteins are encoded by the K, 0., Qa, and TI a 
genes. The class II genes map to the 1 region of the H-2 
complex, with the exception of one segment which extends 
into the S region In some strains. The class III genes map 
to the S region of the H-2 complex. 
As Indicated above* the number of genes encoded In the 
H-2 complex varies; different strains of mice have 
different numbers of genes in the D., Qa., and Tla 
subreglons. The number of known protein products is not 
nearly so large as the number of known genes (33-38). The 
described protein products are as fol lows* 
K: K 
It IA and IE 
S : C4, Sip, C2, Bf, 21-hydroxy Iase, and TNF 
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D: 0 and L 
Qas Qa-1, Qa-2, Qb-1, and QIO 
TI a : T1 a 
I. Structure and function of class 1 genes and proteins 
Class I genes encode the classical transplantation 
antigens as well as a number of structurally related 
differentiation antigens expressed on all cells (29), In 
addition to their ability to elicit rejection of 
transplanted tissue, they are essential components of 
normal Immune responses because they are required for the 
recognition of target cells by cytotoxic T cells (39). 
The class I molecules are integral cell surface 
glycoproteins composed of two noncovaIent1 y associated 
polypeptides. The heavy chains have molecular weights of 
about 45 kilodaltons (45 kD), and are encoded by the 
class I genes on mouse chromosome 17. The 12 kD light 
chain, Bg-microglobulin (B^m), is encoded on mouse 
chromosome 2. The 45 kO proteins consist of three 
extracellular domains (ol, a2, a3), each about 90 amino 
acids in size, anchored to the cell by a 40-amino acid 
transmembrane segment, and a carboxy-termInaI cytoplasmic 
tail of about 30 amino acids. The heavy chain associates 
with the ggm protein at the a3 domain (26,29-35). 
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The exon-intron organization of the class I genes 
reflects the structural arrangement of their protein 
products (40). Exon 1 codes for a signal (leader) peptide. 
Exons 2, 3, and 4 code for the al« o2, and a3 protein 
domains, respectively. Exon 5 codes for the transmembrane 
segment and a small portion of the cytoplasmic tail. The 
rest of the cytoplasmic tail Is coded for by a series of 
three small exons: 6, 7, and 8. This cytoplasmic tail and 
the transmembrane segment were recently reported to be 
absent In the class I protein Q10» the first described 
soluble class I molecule (41-42). Soloski et al. (43) 
observed that activated lymphoid cells secrete another Q-
region protein» Qa-2, with the potential to be a soluble 
immune "factor." 
The first cloned segment of the MHC was a human cDNA 
from the class I region (44). The high degree of sequence 
homology among HHC genes eventually allowed the cloning of 
the complete set of class I genes of BALB/c (H%2^) and 
C57BL/10 (H-2^) mi ce (33-35,37,38). As mentioned before, 
the number of class 1 genes varies depending on the mouse 
strain. BALB/c mice have 2 K genes, 5 D genes, 7 genes and 
I pseudogene in the Qa region, and 18 T1a genes. C57BL/10 
mice have 2 H genes, 1 D gene, 10 Qa genes, and 13 Tla 
genes. Thus, BALB/c mice contain a total of 32 class I 
genes and C57BL/10 mice contain 26 (33-35,37,38). 
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2. Structure and function of class II genes and proteins 
The class II proteins are encoded by genes of the I-A 
and 1-E subrogions of the MHC. The 1-A subregion contains 
the ApJ, A^, and ^ genes, and the I-E subregion contains 
the E^ gene. The immune response associated (la) antigens 
are composed of heterodimers of the 35 l<D a and 29 kD 6 
chains encoded by the genes. These la antigens are 
expressed on the surfaces of B cells, macrophages, and 
certain epithelial cells. 
The la molecules have two primary functions. First, 
when helper T cells (T^^) are presented with foreign 
antigens in conjunction with la molecules, the T^ cells 
elaborate factors which are important to the development of 
CTL immune responses. Second, la molecules participate in 
the development of antibody responses to foreign antigens 
by B cells (35,45,46). 
The class II region of the H-2 complex also contains 
several la-related genes in addition to the la genes 
already mentioned (A^j, A^, Egj? and E.^). Two of them, A^^ 
and may code for functional proteins, while A^g Is a 
pseudogene, and the function of E^g is unknown (35). 
Molecular analyses of DNA from C57BL/10 mice show that the 
la genes are arranged as follows (35): 
--Ag3-//-Ag2-Ag|-A^-Eg;--Eg2-E^-//-Epg-
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The serologically defined border between the 1-A and 1-E 
subreglons lies in or near the gene coding for E^j (35). a 
similar I region organization has been revealed by 
molecular characterization of mice with other haplotypes 
( 4 7 , 4 8 ) .  
The a and 6 chains encoded by these genes associate 
noncova1ent1 y at the cell surface. Each chain has two 
extracellular domains, a transmembrane segment, and a small 
carboxy-termi na1 cytoplasmic tail. A third protein, the 
invariant (y) chain, has been reported to participate in 
the transport of the a and 0 heterodimer to the cell 
surface (49). 
B. The Immune System, Gender, and Aging 
1. The immune system 
All vertebrates possess an immune system that provides 
protection against foreign microorganisms and the 
metastasis of cancer cells. This protection Is mediated by 
two major types of Immune responses. First, the cellular 
immune response utilizes a population of lymphocytes called 
T cells In response to invading fungi, parasites, viruses, 
cancer cells, or foreign tissues. The second or humoral 
immune response Involves the secretion by B cells of 
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antibodies against foreign antigens. Althougli both T cells 
and B cells circulate throughout the blood and lymphatic 
systems, the primary locations of T cells are the thymus, 
lymph nodes, and peripheral blood, and for B cells, the 
blood, lymph nodes* and spleen (and the Bursa of Fabricius 
in birds) (50). 
The function of T and B lymphocytes îs highly 
dependent on the expression of genes from the major 
histocompatibility complex (35). The class I proteins, K, 
D, and L are essential for cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) to 
recognize and kill their target cells; for example, virus-
infected target cells and CTL must express similar class I 
antigens in order for CTL-mediated lysis to occur (39). A 
role for class I proteins In cell-mediated tumor Immunity 
has also been proposed. For example, a number of studies 
have described tumor cells with aberrant expression of 
class I proteins resulting from mutations or from their 
complete loss or ovei—expression (35). Molecular studies 
of fibroblasts transformed with cloned MHC genes have 
identified the functional portions of the class 1 proteins 
as their a I and <x2 domains (35,51-54). 
The role of the class 11 la molecules in T and B cell 
function is in determination of the initiation and level of 
immune responses (45,46). The la proteins are expressed 
primarily only on mature B cells, macrophages, dendritic 
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cells, and cells of the thymic epithelium (35). Helper T 
cells (T^) recognize foreign antigens only when the antigen 
presenting cells (e.g., macrophages or B cells) provide la 
proteins in association with the antigen. This cooperative 
interaction between 8 cells and cells in the context of 
la and foreign antigens triggers the differentiation of B 
cells into antibody-producing cells. 
The net function of the MHC class I and II molecules 
may be summarized as the regulation of T and B cell immune 
responses. The effects of perturbation of this system 
either at the molecular or cellular levels are manifested 
in the development of immunodeficiency, autoimmunity, and 
potentially even death of an animal. 
2. Association of H-2 haplotvoe and gender with lifespan 
Among the variety of aging processes which govern 
longevity in mouse, man, and other animals is the age-
related decline in several critical immune functions. 
These changes include decreases in proliferative and cell-
mediated cytotoxic responses (5-12), lower or aberrant 
humoral immunity (9,13), depressed IL-2 synthesis (8,55), 
and reduced la antigen expression (56). An association has 
been suggested between lifespan and the major 
histocompatibility complex, which mediates immune responses 
(15,20,21). Results of several studies involving inbred 
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and congenic mice in classical genetic crosses suggest an 
association between certain H-2 types and lifespan (16-19). 
Smith and WaI ford (16,18) and Popp and Popp (17,19) 
used mice of different H-2 types on congenic background 
genes to show that the lifespan of mice may be at least 
partially regulated by genes of the H-2 complex. In these 
studies, the association between lifespan and H-2 type was 
most apparent for "old," IOth-dec11e ml ce. 
An alternative to the use of congenic mice for testing 
genetic effects Is the use of backcross and Fg generation 
mice, segregating the alleles for a specific gene on a 
common genetic background. This approach was taken In the 
current study to test for an association between H-2 type 
and lifespan in offspring of A and C57BL/6 mice. These two 
mouse strains differ at their H-2 loci, and the mean 
lifespan of A strain (H-2^) mice has been shown to be 
significantly less than that for C57BL/6 (H-2^) mice 
(22,23). Part of the work presented In this dissertation 
is designed to test whether differences in the H-2 genes 
were at least partially responsible for the regulation of 
longevity in these mice. To address this question, H-2 and 
lifespan data were collected from backcross and hybrids 
of the A and C57BL/6 strains. 
Because gender has also been implicated as a factor in 
determining longevity, the current study Includes an 
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analysis of lifespan by the sexes of the animals as well as 
their H-2 types. For example* an effect of gender upon 
lifespan has been observed In rats (22) and is well known 
in the human population. Yunls et al. (21) and Russell 
(57) have shown that females live longer than males In some 
strains of mice. Storer (22) has shown that female ml ce of 
the A strain exhibit about 20% longer mean lifespans than 
males. Therefore» it appears Important that longevity 
studies using A strain mice take Into account any gender 
effects. 
3. Expression of H-2 mRNA and proteins throughout life 
Certain H-2 types have been shown to influence 
lifespan in mice, which raises the question, what kind of 
age-related changes in H-2 gene expression (i.e., In mRNA 
or protein) must occur to affect longevity? Both B cells 
and T cells rely on the accurate expression of specific 
intercellular signals in the form of H-2 proteins. The 
present study was motivated In part by our Interest in what 
age-related changes occur in the Immune system at the 
mo I ecu 1ar 1 eve 1 . 
Relatively little is known about age-associated 
changes In the amount of H-2 proteins expressed per 
lymphocyte. Dower and Segal (58) used ant I-H-2 monoclonal 
antibodies to measure the expression of MHC proteins on 
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spleen lymphocytes* but studied mice only up to 20 weeks of 
age (i.e.* relatively young mice). BIO.A mice at 8-iO 
weeks of age expressed 5.3 x 10^ h-2K molecules/cell, 
5 . 4  X  10^ H - 2 D  m o l e c u l e s / c e i l ,  a n d  2 , 2  x  10^ H - 2 L  
molecules/cell. Other strains of mice showed on I y 
relatively small differences in these levels. 
Interestingly* Fj ml ce from several of the strains 
expressed about 50% as many copies of each parental antigen 
as did the homozygous parents. Females expressed slightly 
higher amounts of H-2 proteins per cell than males. Also, 
a small age-related increase in H-2 proteins per cell was 
detected between about 2 and 20 weeks after birth. No 
other reports have described H-2 protein levels in 
lymphocytes from mice beyond 20 weeks old, although work Is 
currently underway to collect such data (Warner et al., 
1987, Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, ISU, 
unpublished observations). 
No parallel reports (until this current study) have 
been made concerning age-related changes In H-2 mRNA 
expression in lymphocytes. Analyses of H-2 mRNA expression 
have tended to focus on the general control mechanisms 
affecting expression rather than on the determination of 
age-associated changes. From the study of class I H-2 mRNA 
synthesis, Croce et ai. (59) proposed transcriptional 
control, and Vaessen et ai. (60) proposed post-
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transcriptional control of the expression of class I MHC 
molecules. A number of studies have shown that the 
transcription of class II mRNA synthesis can be modulated 
by one or more factors (e.g., B cell stimulatory factor-1 
or Y-interferon) (61-63), possibly through two conserved 
transcriptional control elements--X and Y—located 5' of 
the genes (64,65). 
C. Expression of H-2 Molecules During Embryonic 
Deve1opment 
1. H-2 protein expression by mouse embryos 
In addition to their regulatory role In immune cell 
communication, the class I genes of the MHC are also 
Important to cell-cell and materna 1-fetal Interactions 
during embryogenesI s. Attempts to detect H-2 class I 
antigens on mouse embryos have been hampered by the 
relatively low expression of these molecules early In 
development. The presence of H-2 proteins on the surfaces 
of preimpIantation stage embryos has been demonstrated by 
antibody-dependent cytotoxicity assays (66,67) electron 
microscopy (68), enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays 
(69,70), and, most recently, by CTL-medlated embryo lysis 
(71). The proteins have also been detected post-
Implantation as early as day 10 of development (72). One 
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of these studies (70) showed that the embryos were able to 
actively replace H-2 proteins that had been proteolytlcally 
stripped from the cell surface--a clear demonstration that 
the H-2 proteins are not just adsorbed from the mother 
mouse. 
2. H-2 mRNA expression by mouse embryos 
Embryonic transcription of H-2 class I genes has been 
even more difficult to detect than expression of the H-2 
proteins. Ozato et al. (72), using Northern blot analysis, 
were unable to detect H-2 class I mRNA prior to day 9 (mid-
somite stage) of development. Morello et al. (73) used 
single strand cONA probes in a sensitive SI nuclease 
protection analysis combined with an 18-day 
autoradiographic exposure, and showed very low levels of 
H-2D^ transcript in mouse embryos as early as the 8-cell 
stage of development. This latter study also demonstrates 
why H-2 molecules have been so difficult to detect: a pool 
of 750 blastocysts (up to 48,000 cells worth) contained 
about 80 times less class I mRNA per cell than a comparable 
set of 1i ver ce 1 Is. 
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More recently, Fahrner et ai. (74) used P-antisense 
RNA probes in a similar type of protection analysis to 
compare the mRNA transcription of several class I genes (K, 
D, Qi2» Q2» and 010). Transcripts of these genes were 
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present at very low levels in 8.5-day and 14.5-day embryos 
and In 2-day neonates, compared to most adult tissues. 
(Tests of embryos younger than 8.5 days were not reported 
in this study.) In addition, certain of the genes were 
expressed (or not expressed) in a tissue-specific manner In 
adults and neonates, but not in embryos. Although the 
embryos expressed each of the tested class I genes, the 
levels of H-2D and H-2K transcripts often differed from 
that of the Q-region genes, depending on the tissue type. 
Fahrner et ai. (74) noted that, based on their results, 
studies on H-2 expression should take Into account tissue 
variability of mRNA levels. It Is Interesting to consider 
what developmental function may be served by such tissue-
specific variability in class I gene expression. 
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I I I .  M A T E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S  
A. Materials 
1. M1 ce 
The A/J, C57BL/6J, (A/J x C57BL/6J)Fj, and BALB/cJ 
mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, 
ME. The CF-1 outbred mice were obtained from the Charles 
River Facilities at Portage, HI. Mice were housed In a 
day/night controlled room (14-hour day, 10-hour night). 
2. Buffers, solutions, and culture media 
The recipes and abbreviations for the buffers, 
solutions, and culture media used for the research in this 
dissertation are listed in Table I. All solutions used for 
this dissertation were prepared with deionized, distilled 
HgO. As protection against RNases and DNases, disposable 
plastic or latex gloves were worn for all work with DMA and 
RNA samples. Additional measures to protect the samples 
against nucleases Include the baking of glassware at 250°C 
at least four hours, and the autoclaving of plastic pipette 
tips and Eppendorf tubes prior to their use. Finally, 
stock solutions to be used with RNA were treated with 
diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC) as described for DEPC-HgO 
(Table I). (Solutions containing Tris-HCI were autoclaved, 
but not treated with DEPC prior to use.) 
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Table I. Buffers, solutions and culture media 
Name Components Source 
A Mixture A stock solution containing the 
following S-sequencIng reagents 
was stored at -20 C. 
2 0 . Q hM  ddATP 
3 7 . 5 mM  dCTP 
3 7 . 5 mM  dGTP 
37.5|iM dTTP 
S.OmM MgCI_ 
lO.OmM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5 
7.5mM DTT 
New England 
Blolabs 
(cat.#406A) 
Aery I amide-
BisacryI-
amide 
Stock solution; 
Dissolve 38 g of acrylamide 
and 2 g of blsacrylamide In 
80 ml HLO. Adjust to 100 ml 
with HgO. Oelonize with a 
mixed-Bed resin, AG 501-X8, 
filter through Whatman paper, 
and store In a light-proof 
bottle at 4°C. 
BioRad 
BloRad 
BioRad 
Ampici11 In Dilute the sodium salt of 
ampiciII in to 100 mg/ml in HLO. 
Sterilize through a 0.22 um filter 
and store at -20°C. Generally 
dilute to 50 wg/ml for most 
culture uses. 
Sigma 
ATP Stock 
Solution 
Dissolve 60 mg Na-ATP in 0.8 ml 
HpO and adjust to pH 7.0 by 
adding =«100- 150 wI of 0.5N NaOH. 
Near pH 7, finish by adding O.IN 
NaOH. Adjust to 1.0 ml with H_0 
and store as aliquots at -70°C. 
Sigma 
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Name Components Source 
C Mixture A stock solution 
following S-sequencIng 
was stored at ~20°C. 
containing the 
reagents 
0.3mM 
5.4wM 
54.0mM 
54.0uM 
5. OmM 
10.OmM 
7.5mM 
ddCTP 
dCTP 
dGTP 
dTTP 
MgCI_ 
Tris-HCl 
OTT 
pH 7.5 
New England 
Blolabs 
(cat.#406C) 
DenaturIng 
Buffer 
A I OX stock solution of RNA 
denaturing buffer consisting of 
0.2M Na,HPOj, pH 7.0, 1OmM 
and 
was mixed for 15 minutes, auto-
clavedt and stored at room 
temperature. 
l EDTA, 
0.1% v/v diethylpyrocarbonate Sigma 
DEPC-HgO RNases were removed from H-O by 
mixing with diethyIpyrocarSonate 
(DEPC) at 0.1% v/v concentration 
for 15 minutes, followed by auto-
clavlng. 
Sigma 
IM Dlthio-
threI to 1 
(DTT) 
Dissolve 3.09 g of DTT in 20 ml 
of O.OIM sodium acetate, pH 5.2. 
Sterilize by filtration and store 
as aliquots at -20°C. 
S i gma 
dNTP Chase 
Solution 
A stock solution containing the 
following reagents was stored at 
-20°C. 
0.25mM 
D.25mM 
0.25mM 
0.25mM 
dATP 
dCTP 
dGTP 
dTTP 
New England 
Biolabs 
(cat#405-3) 
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Name Components Source 
EOTA Stock Solution: 
Add 186.1 g of disodlum EOTA 
(ethylene diamine tetra­
acetate) * 2H_0 to 800 ml of HpO. 
Then adjust to »pH 8, first By 
the addition of =<20 g of NaOH, 
and then to pH 8.0 by adding 
IN NaOH. Autoclave aliquots and 
store at room temperature. 
F i sher 
Ethidium Dissolve 0.1 g of ethldium bromide Sigma 
Bromide In 10 ml of H-O. Filter through a 
0.45 um filter (Millipore), and 
store at 4°C In a light-proof 
bottle. (Wear a mask and gloves 
when weighing the powder.) 
FI CO 11 -
Hypaque 
(F-H) 
In 100ml 
Stock solutions: 
9 g FI CO I I powder 
HgO 
34 g Hypaque powder in 100 ml 
H.O 
For a density of 1.084, mix 
60% Ficoll and 40% Hypaque. 
Adjust to specific gravity with 
hygrometer. 
Store protected from light, at 
-20°C. 
Winthrop 
-Breon 
Pharmac i a 
F I uorescei n 
D1 acetate 
(FDA) 
Stock solution: Sigma 
Prepare 0.5% FDA In acetone, 
filter It through a 0.22 ym 
filter, and store at 4°C In 
a light-proof bottle. Dilute it 
1:1,000 In PBS and filter again 
before use. ^ Add =10 yl diluted 
FDA to *1x10 cells In 0.5 ml 
buffer for 15 minutes, and 
fol low with a wash. 
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Name Components Source 
G Mixture A stock solution 
following S-sequencing 
was stored at -20°C. 
containing the 
reagents 
0.3mM 
54.OwM 
5.4uM 
54.OwM 
5. OmM 
lO.OmM 
7.5mM 
ddGTP 
dCTP 
dGTP 
dTTP 
MgClg 
Tris-HC 
DTT 
pH 7.5 
New England 
Biolabs 
(cat.#406G) 
GeI-Loading 
Buffer 
1 OX gel-loading buffer contains 
0.25% bromophenol blue and 30% 
glycerol in H^O. Autoclave and 
store at 4 
L
'C. 
J. T. Baker 
Cheroi caI 
Company 
GIT Buffer A mixture of 23.6 g guanidine 
isothiocyanate (GIT) and 0.42 ml 
of 3M Na acetate, pH 6, was 
adjusted to 50 ml with 
and filtered (0.22 wm. 
Then 0.42 ml of 3-mercaptoethanoI 
was added. 
DEPC-H_0 
Millipore) 
FIuka-
Chemie 
S i gma 
Human 
Chor i on i c 
Gonadotropi n 
(hCG) 
Stock solution: 
Dilute 1 vial (5,000 IU) in 
10 ml 0.15 N NaCI and store 
at 4°C. 
Bring to working concentrations 
with 0.15 N NaCI. 
NCI 
IPTG Dilute IPTG (isopropyIthio-
galactoside) to lOOmM in H_0. 
Filter with a 0.22 wm filter and 
store at -20°C. 
5 i gma 
Ligation I OX ligation buffer consists of 
Buffer 200mM Tris-HCI, pH 7.6, lOOmM 
MgClg, lOOmM DTT, and 6.OmM ATP, 
pH 7.0. Allquots may be stored 
at -70°C. 
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Name Components Source 
Lur t a 
Bertani 
(LB) Medium 
The following 5X solution was 
sterilized by autoclaving, stored 
at room temperature, and diluted 
for use with sterile water. 
50 g Bacto tryptone 
25 g Bacto yeast extract 
50 g NaCI 
Adjust to pH 7.5 with NaOH and 
DIFCO 
DIFCO 
F i sher 
di1ute to i L with HgO. 
Lys i s 
Buffer 
5M NaCI 
NTE-SDS 
Buffer 
32 
P-CTP 
32 
A fresh solution of lysis buffer 
was prepared for each experiment 
by adding proteinase K and 
E. coli tRNA to concentrations 
of 100 wg/ml in NTE-SDS buffer. 
Dissolve 292.2 g of NaC 
H„0 and adjust to 1 L. 
afiquots and store at 
in 800 ml 
AutocIave 
4°C. 
P-dCTP Deoxycytidine 5'-triphosphate-a 
tetra(tri ethyl ammonium)sa It 
=3,000 Ci/mmol in lOmM Tricine, 
pH 7.6. 
32, 
Sigma 
Boehr i nger 
-Mannhe im 
Fresh NTE-SDS buffer consisting of 
O.IM NaCI, 50mH Tris-HCI, pH 7.5, 
5mH EDTA, and 0.5% w/v SDS was 
prepared for each experiment by 
mixing RNase-free stock solutions 
with DEPC-HgO. 
Cytidine 5'-triphosphate-a^^P 
tetra(tr i ethyIammoni urn)sa 11 
>600 Ci/mmol in 1OmM Tricine, 
pH 7.6. 
New England 
Nuc1 ear 
New England 
NucI ear 
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Name Components Source 
PhenoI the phenol under argon Fisher 
it 
at 
DIsti 11 
gas and store at -20"C. 
Prior to use, melt the phenol 
65 C until it Just dissolves. 
Extract once with an equal volume 
of IM TrIs-HCI, pH 8.0. Then mix 
with an equal volume of O.IM Tris-
HCI, pH 0.0, and store at 4°C in a 
Ii ght-proof conta 1ner. 
Phosphate 0.45 g NaH^PO.'HpO 
Buffered 7.40 g NaCT 
Saline 0.95 g Na.HPO, 
(PBS) Adjust to pH 7.0 and then dilute 
to 1 I Iter with HgO. 
Pregnant Stock solution: 
Mare Dilute I vial (2,000 units) Sigma 
Serum In 4 ml 0.15 N NaCl and store 
(PMS) at -70°C. 
Bring to working concentrations 
with 0.15 N NaCI. 
Proteinase K Dilute proteinase K to 20 mg/ml Sigma 
in TE buffer, pH 7.8, and store 
as allquots at -20°C. 
RHF Add 0.298 g HEPES (free acid) to Calbiochem 
45 ml RPMI 1640 and adjust to GIBCO 
pH 7.1 with 1 N NaOH. Add 5 ml of 
heat(56°C)-inactIvated, Y-gIobuI in-
free fetal calf serum (PCS), Hyclone 
filter through a 0.22 wm filter, 
and store on ice. 
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Name Components Source 
RNase A Dissolve RNase A to 10 mg/ml In 
lOmM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5, and 15mM 
NaCI. Heat at 100 C for 15 minutes 
to inactivate DNases, allow to cool 
slowly to room temperature, and 
store as aliquots at -20°C. 
Sigma 
35 
S-dATP Oeoxyadenos i ne_^'-(a-thio)-
triphosphate- S, 1,000-1,500 
Ci/mmol in 10 mil Triclne, pH 7.6, 
and 1 mM dithiothreitol. 
New England 
NucI ear 
Sequenc i ng 
Buffer 
(lOX) 
A stock 
pH 7.5, 
OTT was 
solution of 
0.05M MgC 21 and 
stored at -20°C. 
0.IM Tris-HCI, 
0.075M 
New England 
Biolabs 
(cat#j05-2) 
3M Sodium 
Acetate 
Solution A 
Dissolve 408.1 g of sodium acetate 
OHpO) in 800 ml of H^O. Adjust to 
the desired pH with gfacial acetic 
acid and dilute to 1 L. Autoclave 
aliquots and store at room 
temperature. 
10 mM HOPS (morphoIinopropane- Sigma 
sulfonic acid), pH 7.0, lOmM RbCl- Sigma 
was autoclaved, and stored at 
room temperature. 
Solution B 10 mM MOPS (morphoIinopropane-
sulfonic acid), pH 6.5, lOmM 
RbClg, and 50mM 
autoclaved. and 
room temperature. 
CaCI- was 
stored at 
S i gma 
S1 gma 
,cItrate * 2H_0 
:o pH 7.0 with 
SSC (30X) Dissolve 13.24 g Na 
70 ml H„0. Adjust 
1M citric acid. Dissolve 26.3 g 
NaCI in the solution and dilute to 
100 ml with HgO. Autoclave and 
store at room temperature. 
i n 
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Name Components Source 
Standard 
Sa Ii ne 
Ci trate 
(20X BSC) 
Dissolve 175.3 g of NaCl and 88.2 g 
of sodium citrate In 800 ml of H-0. 
Adjust to pH 7.0, dilute to 1 L* 
and autoclave. 
STE Buffer STE buffer was prepared by mixing 
autoclaved stock solutions with 
sterile water to give the final 
concentrations of 1OraM Tris-HCl, 
ISOmM NaCl, and ImM EDTA at the 
desired pH. 
Stop A stock solution of deionized 
Solution formamide containing 0.3% xylene 
cyanol FF, 0.3% bromophenol blue, 
and 0.37% Na.EDTA, pH 7.0, was 
stored at -26^ C. 
New England 
Biolabs 
(cat#405-4) 
Supplemented RPHI 
RPMI with 
(RPH1+) 
1640 medium supplemented GIBCO 
10% v/v fetal calf serum. Hyclone 
T Mixture A stock solution 
following S-sequencing 
was stored at -20°C. 
containing the 
reagents 
0 
54, 
54, 
5. 
5. 
6mM 
OyM 
OwM 
4jiM 
OmM 
1 0.OmM 
7.5mM 
ddTTP 
dCTP 
dGTP 
dTTP 
MgCI 
Tris-HCl 
DTT 
pH 7.5 
New England 
Biolabs 
(cat.#406T) 
TBE (5X) Stock solution: 
Dissolve 54 g Tris base and 
27.5 g boric acid in 800 ml H, 
Add 20 ml 0.5M EDTA, pH 8.0, i 
dilute to 1 L. 
0 .  
nd 
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Name Components Source 
TE Buffer lOmM Trls (trIshydroxymethylamino- Fisher 
methane), ImM EDTA (ethylene df- Fisher 
amine tetraacetic acid) was 
prepared by diluting sterile stock 
EDTA and Tris-HCl of the desired 
pH in steriIe HgO. 
Tetracycline Dilute tetracyc1ine-HC1 to 12.5 Sigma 
mg/ml in 50% ethanol and store 
at -20 C in light-proof bottles. 
Use at 12.5 wg/ml. 
To Iuene 
F I uor 
20.5 g PRO (2,4-dlphenyloxazole, 
scintillation grade) 
1.03 g POPOP (P-bls-[2-(5-
phenyloxazolyl)]-benzene, 
scintillation grade) 
4.0 L toluene 
Stir overnight to dissolve. 
F 1sher 
F Isher 
FIsher 
Tris-HCl Stock solutions: 
Prepare 1M THAH (trishydroxy­
methy 1 ami nomethane) in HgO, 
adjust to the desired pH with 
concentrated HCI, autoclave, and 
store at 4°C. 
F f sher 
Wh i tten 
and 
Biggers' 
CuIture 
Ned i um 
(WB Medium) 
0 .  162  
0.356 
5.140 
0.294 
2. 106 
1 . 0 0 0  
0.527 
0.075 
0.050 
3.700 
1.0 ml 
0.036 
Br 1 ng 
g  
g  
g  
g  
g  
g  
g  
g  
g  
g  
g  
to 
7H2O 
KHpPO, 
KCÎ " 
NaCI 
MgSOj 
NaHCO. 
g Iucose 
Ca lactate 
Pen ici I I in G, K salt 
streptomycIn 
Na lactate, 60% syrup 
1% phenol red 
Na pyruvate 
1 I iter with H, 
Sigma 
Sigma 
S1 gma 
GIBCO 
Gas with CO- in air 
'2®* 
for 15 
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Name Components Source 
to 30 minutes. 
Add 3.00 g bovine serum albumin 
(BSA). GIBCO 
Htlllpore filter (0.85 wm) 
and store at 4 C. 
XGAL Dilute XGAL (5-bromo-4-chIoro-3- Sigma 
Indolyl-e-D-galactoside) to 2% In 
dimethyl formamlde and store at Sigma 
4°C in a light-proof container. 
B. Aged Mouse Colony 
1. Development of aged mouse colony 
C57BL/6J, A/J, and (C57BL/6J x A/J)Fj mice were mated 
to produce the F^, Fg, backcross. and parental type mice 
used for these studies (Table II). The maternal strain of 
each cross is listed first, the paternal strain second. 
Every six months new C57BL/6J and A/J mice were ordered 
from the Jackson Laboratory and bred to keep a continuous 
supply of mice of various ages from these strains. 
(C57BL/6J X A/J)Fj females were mated with males of either 
C57BL/6J or A/J strains to produce two sets of backcross 
offspring, respectively designated BCI and BC2. An Fg 
generation was derived by mating (C57BL/6J x A/J)Fj females 
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and males. Lifespan data from mice of both the (A/J x 
C57BL/6J)FJ and (C57BL/6J x A/J)F| groups were compared to 
test for possible maternal effects on longevity. 
All mice were housed in a day-night cycled room (light 
4 a.m. - 6 p.m. central standard time) with controlled 
temperature, and food (Purina mouse chow) and water ad 
libitum. Virgin, same-sex litter mates were housed 
together on wood shavings in plastic cages. The mice were 
earmarked for identification and weaned at 4-5 weeks of 
age. Lifespan, gender, and H-2 type data were then 
collected for all weaned mice. Deaths of the mice were 
recorded during weekly bedding changes. 
Table II. Mouse nomenclature key 
Mice 
Nomenclature 
in this dissertation 
A A 
C57BL/6 C57BL/6 
<C57BL/6* X ArfOF Fl-1 
(AÎ X C57BL/6O»)FJ Fl-2 
[(C57BL/69 X x (C57BL/69 x Ao^oTlF F2 
(C57BL/6Î X Ao»)S x C57BL/6o* Backcross BCl 
(C57BL/6? X Ao*)¥ x Ao» Backcross BC2 
2. H-2 typing 
Mice from the F^ and backcross groups were bled and 
typed for H-2 haplotype by a cytotoxicity assay (75) soon 
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after weaning. Briefly, 0.3 ml of blood was collected from 
the orbital venous sinus and centrifuged through a F-H 
density gradient. The white blood cell layer was treated 
by ammonium chloride lysis to remove platelets and residual 
red blood cells. Aliquots of the cells were then treated 
with guinea pig complement and either anti-H-ZD^ or anti-
H-21^/^ antisera, which were provided by the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda, Maryland. The anti-
H-2D^ antiserum (NIH number Y1-8-03-29-04 FD193) was 
prepared by the immunization of (810.AKM x A.SW) mice with 
A.TH cells. The ant i-H-21antiserum (NIH number Yl-7-
01-19-01 Ia.8,+FD172) was prepared by the immunization of 
(A X BIO.A) mice with B10.A(5R) cells. The cytotoxicities 
of the antisera, and thereby the H-2 types of the mice, 
were scored by trypan blue (GIBCO) dye exclusion. 
Peripheral lymphocytes from A/J and C57BL/6J mice were 
Included as controls for antibody specificity In each 
experiment. 
3. Graphs and statistical analyses 
The proportion of mice remaining alive, % survivors, 
was calculated by monthly intervals out to the longest 
survival time for each mating group. A combination of 
commercial (SAS) and personally written Fortran programs 
(see APPENDICES A and B) was used to statistically test 
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these data for an association between lifespan and either 
H-2 type or gender. 
The original lifespan data for each mouse, including 
an identification number, genotype, birth date, death date, 
gender, and H-2 type, were stored in a computer file. For 
T-test analyses of any association between H-2 type and 
lifespan, the data were grouped by H-2 type and passed 
sequentially through the computer programs TMLIB#H2%, 
AGEBYH2.F0R, and STATS#H2TTEST (see APPENDICES A and B). 
Likewise, for tests of an association between gender and 
lifespan, the original data were grouped by gender and 
passed sequentially through the computer programs 
TMLIB#SEX%, AGEBYSEX.FOR, and STATS#SEXTTEST. Finally, the 
computer program Tellagraf 5.0, Integrated Software Systems 
Corporation, San Diego, CA, was used to prepare graphs of 
these data. 
C. Nucleic Acids 
I. PI asm id purification 
Plasmids were purified in mg quantities according to 
modifications of the procedure described by Maniatis et al. 
(76). The host bacteria were grown at 37°C with 250-300 
rpm gyratory shaking in a 2-liter flask containing 500 ml 
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of 2X LB medium and the appropriate antibiotic. The 
culture was divided between two 500 ml polypropylene 
bottles and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 5,300 x g, 4®c in 
a JA-IO rotor (Beckman). Fifty ml of ice-cold STE were 
gently swirled over the tops of the pellets and then 
discarded. Each pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of ice-
cold 10% sucrose in 50mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0, by stirring and 
pipetting with a 10 ml pipette, and then transferred to a 
50-ml polypropylene centrifuge tube. 
Next, 2 ml of freshly prepared lysozyme (Sigma) 
(lOmg/ml in 0.25M Tris-HCI, pH 8.0) and 8 ml of ice-cold 
0.25M EDTA, pH 8.0, were added sequentially to each tube 
and mixed by inversion. After a 10-mlnute incubation on 
ice, 4 ml of 10% SDS (room temperature) were mixed with 
each sample by quick, but gentle, inversion. Immediately, 
6 ml of 5M NaCI were added. The samples were mixed by 3-4 
quick, gentle inversions and placed on ice for 1 hour. The 
plasmid samples were then separated from the bacterial 
debris by centrifugation for 1 hour at 27,000 x g in a 
JA-20 rotor (Beckman) at 4°C. The supernatant of each tube 
(about 25 ml) was pipetted into a 50-ml polypropylene, 
screw cap tube (Sarstedt). Phenolichloroform:isoamyl 
alcohol (50:50:1) was added to bring the final volume of 
each tube to 35 ml. 
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Next, the samples were extracted by gentle rocking of 
the tubes for 5 minutes and then transferred to 50-ml 
polypropylene centrifuge tubes. The samples were 
centrlfuged for 10 minutes, IO°C, 27,000 x g in a JA-20 
rotor (Beckman), and the upper phase containing the plasmid 
DNA was collected. The phenol :chIoroformtIsoamyI alcohol 
extractions were repeated (usually 2-3 times) until no 
white precipitate formed at the phenol-water Interface. 
Then the sample was extracted once with chloroform:isoamyl 
alcohol (50:1). The plasmid samples resulting from 500 ml 
of bacterial culture were pooled in a 500-ml centrifuge 
bottle and precipitated by the addition of 2.5 volumes of 
-20°C 95% ethanol. After precipitation for 40 minutes at 
-80°C, the samples were centrlfuged for 15 minutes in a 
JA-14 rotor (Beckman) at 7,500 x g, 4°C. The supernatant 
was discarded and the residual ethanol removed by 
aspiration for 10-15 minutes at 30 pounds per square inch 
(ps i) in vacuo. 
The plasmid pellet was resuspended in 8.0 ml of TE 
buffer, pH 8.0, and further purified by centrIfugation 
through cesium chloride (BRL) as described by Maniatis et 
ai. (76). The amount of purified plasmid was determined by 
measuring the Aggg absorbance of an aliquot diluted in TE 
buffer. Allquots of the plasmid were stored in TE buffer, 
pH 8.0, at -80°C. 
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2. Insert DNA purification 
Electrophoresis was used to purify DNA inserts from 
restriction enzyme digested samples In 1% agarose gels 
(BloRad, UltraPure), 0.5X TBE as described by Manlatis et 
ai. (76). Next, an aliquot of 5M NaCl was added to the DNA 
to bring the final concentration either to 0.2M NaCl for 
inserts less than 1,000 bp or 0.5M NaCl for Inserts greater 
than 1,000 bp. The sample was loaded by gravity flow onto 
a MACS (BRL) column prepared as specified by BRL. After 
the column was washed with 5 ml of the sample loading 
buffer, the insert was eluted with 2M NaCl in TE buffer, 
pH 7.2, as described by BRL. The eluted insert was then 
mixed with 2.5 volumes of -20®C 95% ethanol in a 1.5-ml 
Eppendorf tube and precipitated overnight at -20°C or 30 
minutes at -70°C. The sample was centrifuged for 10 
minutes at 4°C. Then the supernatant was discarded, and 
residual ethanol was removed by Speed Vac (Precision) 
aspiration for 5 minutes. The DNA was resuspended In 20 wl 
of TE, pH 8.0, and stored at either 4®C or -20°C, 
3. DNA 1 I gat ions 
Purified cDNA Inserts were collected after NACS column 
chromatography and ethanol precipitation and then ligated 
to plasmid vectors according to the procedure described by 
Dillon et ai. (77). The plasmid vector, pBS+ (Stratagene), 
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was also digested with the appropriate restriction enzymes 
and purified by NACS column chromatography for this 
procedure. About 0.5 wg of plasmid DNA and 0.5 wg of 
insert DNA were mixed with 2 uI of 1 OX ligation buffer and 
HgO to give a final volume of 19 wl. 
Next, I ii1 of T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, 400 
units/ul) was added, and the sample was incubated 0-16 
hours at 12°C. Five microliters of the sample were run on 
a 1% agarose minigel to check for successful ligation. 
About 5 Ml of the sample were then used to transform 
competent bacteria. The remaining portion of the sample 
was stored at 4°C In case a second attempt at transfor­
mation was required. 
4. Transformation of E. coli 
a. Preparation of competent E. coli Competent 
E. coli were prepared from the strain JMI09 essentially as 
described elsewhere (78). For blue-white colony screening, 
the pBS plasmid vector requires a host bacterium such as 
JM109, which is recA~ and carries the F' episome (79). The 
bacteria were grown overnight at 37°C with shaking at 250-
300 rpm in 20 ml of sterile IX LB medium. Next, the 
bacteria were poured into a sterile 30-ml Corex tube and 
centrifuged for 5 minutes at 3,000 x g and 4°C in a JA-20 
rotor (Beckman). After the supernatant was decanted, the 
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cells were resuspended in 1  ml of Ice cold Solution A and 
then adjusted to 10 ml with the same solution. The cells 
were centrifuged again, resuspended in 10 ml of ice cold 
Solution B, and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. The cells 
were centrifuged one final time, resuspended in I ml of 
solution 0, and placed on Ice, ready for transformation. 
(Alternatively, the competent cells could be frozen on dry 
ice in 1 ml of Solution B containing 15-20% v/v glycerol 
and then stored for up to 5-6  weeks at -70°c . )  
b. Transformation of JM109 with recombinant PBS A 
0.2-ml aliquot of the competent JM109 and 5 wI (=0.1 yg) of 
the llgated, recombinant pBS and Insert ONA, were gently 
mixed in a 1.5-ml sterile Eppendorf tube and placed on ice 
for 30 minutes. The sample was heat-shocked for 1 minute 
at 42-43°C and then placed on ice for 2 minutes. Next, 1 
ml of 2X LB medium was added to the sample. The bacteria 
were then cultured for 2 hours at 37°C with about 250 rpm 
gyratory shaking. 
During the 2-hour incubation, Petri plates of LB 
medium and XGAL were prepared to test the transformed 
bacteria for the presence of recombinant plasmids by the 
blue-white colony screening assay (79). For 10 plates (100 
X 15 mm, Fisher), 40 ml of 1.5% agar in IX LB medium were 
autoclaved. The hot medium was poured into a 50-ml 
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polypropylene tube (Sarstedt) and then cooled to 50°c In a 
water bath. Next, 1 ml of 2% XGAL, 20 ill of 100 mg/ml 
ampfcMlin. and 200 yl of lOOmH IPTG were mixed with the LB 
medium. Four milliliters of this top agar mixture were 
used to cover a pre-warmed (37°C) LB-agar plate containing 
50 ug/ml of ampicillln. After the top agar solidified for 
about 15 minutes at room temperature, the plates were 
returned to a 37®C Incubator. 
The transformed bacteria were diluted 1:10 In 37®C 2X 
LB medium and then plated on the XGAL plates (0.2 ml/plate) 
as described by Manlatls et al. (76). The bacteria were 
cultured for 12-18 hours at 37®C, and placed at 4°C for 2 
hours to enhance the color of any blue colonies present. 
White colonies were picked and screened for recombinant 
pI asm i ds. 
c. Screening recombinant plasmids bv minipreparations 
Approximately 10-20 white colonies from the plates of 
transformed bacteria were tested for the presence of 
recombinant plasmids according to the "MInl-Prep" method 
described by Davis et ai. (80) and agarose gel 
electrophoresis. For each tested colony, a sterile tooth­
pick was used to transfer some of the bacteria to 20 ml of 
sterile 2X LB medium containing 50 Mg/ml of ampicillln. 
The cultures were grown overnight (=16 hours) at 37°C with 
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250-300 rpm of gyratory shaking. Then a11 except a few 
hundred microliters of the cultures were transferred to 
15-ml polypropylene or Corex centrifuge tubes and used to 
prepare the plasmid samples. The remaining few hundred 
microliters of the cultures were stored at 4°C as temporary 
bacterial stocks of the potential recombinant plasmid. 
Upon detection of the desired recombinant, the stock of 
that recombinant was used to inoculate medium for 
preparation of large quantities of the plasmid, and the 
other bacterial stocks were discarded. 
Plasmids from the minipreparation were precipitated 
with ethanol and resuspended in 50 wI of TE, pH 8.0. Then 
5 iil of each plasmid sample were digested with restriction 
enzymes in a 20-jil final volume. The restriction enzymes 
were selected for their utility in distinguishing between 
monomer, dimer, trimer, etc., inserts, or for their ability 
to determine the orientation of the insert relative to the 
pBS T7 and T3 promoters. After digestion for 2 hours, the 
samples were eIectrophoresed through 1 % agarose gels as 
described by Maniatis et al. (76). The resulting 
restriction patterns of the plasmids were compared with the 
patterns predicted by the computer program MicroGenie 
(Beckman) based on the known pBS and insert DNA sequences. 
Then recombinant plasmids containing monomer Inserts were 
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selected and purified In mg amounts from bacterial cultures 
as described elsewhere In this dissertation. 
5. Sequence analysis of cloned DNA 
a c 
a. DIdeoxv sequencing with S-dATP The cDNA 
inserts of the plasmlds pEB.BLUP and pH2IIIBS+ were 
partially sequenced according to a modified version of the 
method originally described by Sanger et al. (81). 
Covalently closed circular forms of the plasmids were 
purified through CsCI as described elsewhere in this 
dissertation. Then the method described by New England 
Biolabs (82) was used to synthesize ^®S-Iabelled DNA for 
sequence analysis. 
A mixture of template, primer, and Klenow polymerase, 
referred to as TPK, was prepared as follows. Two 
micrograms of supercoiled plasmid DNA were diluted to 20 uf 
in autoclaved HgO. Next, 2 yl of 2N NaOH, 2mM EDTA were 
incubated with the DNA for 5 minutes at room temperature. 
The sample's pH was neutralized by the addition of 3 yl of 
2M NHj'acetate, pH 4.5, 7 pi of HgO, and 75 yl of -20°C 95% 
ethanol. The DNA was precipitated for 5 minutes on dry ice 
and then centrifuged for 6 minutes at 4®C in an Eppendorf 
centrifuge ( = 12,500 x g). All but about 20 jil of the 
supernatant were removed, and 100 y I of -20°C 70% ethanol 
were mixed with the sample by inversion. The sample was 
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centrifuged again, and all but about 20 wI of the 
supernatant were discarded. The remaining supernatant was 
removed by drying in a Speed Vac (Precision) for 5-10 
minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 9 w1 of autoclaved 
HgO. One microliter of a 10 wM solution of oligonucleotide 
sequencing primer (Stratagene), specific for either the T3 
or T7 promoter regions of the plasmid pBS+, was added. 
Then 1.5 yl of 1 OX sequencing buffer and 2 wI of [a-
^^S]dATP (1,000-1,500 Ci/mmol, lOmCi/ml, NEN) were added. 
After the template and primer had annealed at 37®C for at 
least 15 minutes, 1.5 w1 of the Klenow fragment of DMA 
polymerase (5,000 units/ml, Stratagene) were added. 
During the above annealing incubation, 4 autoclaved 
Eppendorf tubes were labelled A, C, G, or T, and then 
placed on ice. Next, 2 w1 of the A, C, G, or T Mixtures 
(New England Blolabs) were added to tubes A, C, G, and T, 
respectively. After the annealing reaction was completed, 
3 Ml of the TPK were added to each of the A, C, G, and T 
tubes, and the solution was quickly mixed by pipetting. 
The tubes were then incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes. 
Next, 1 w1 of dNTP chase solution was quickly mixed with 
each sample. After an additional 20-minute incubation at 
37°C, 10 ul of Stop Solution were added to each vial. At 
this point, the samples could be stored at -20°C for 
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several weeks or denatured for electrophoresis by heating 
for 3 minutes at ^  90°C. 
The sequencing gel was prepared, run, and 
autoradiographed as described by Williams et ai. (83). For 
a 33 cm X 40 cm gel with 0.4 mm thick teflon spacers, an 8% 
sequencing gel was prepared by mixing the following 
reagents in the given order. [Mixing of the reagents In 
this order produced gels which, for some unknown reason, 
eIectrophoresed at the lowest observed voltage (i.e., 1600 
volts), and provided the most evenly running sample bands.] 
In a 250-ml beaker, 63 g ultra pure urea (Schwartz-Mann), 
30 ml of acrylamide-bisacrylamide, and 30 ml 5X TBE were 
added. While the mixture was being stirred, H^O was added 
to bring the final volume to 150 ml. The mixture was 
brought Into solution by gentle heating and stirring just 
until 20°C was reached. Then 80 wl of TEMED (N,N,N',N'-
tetramethylethylene diamine, BioRad) and 600 yl of freshly 
prepared 10% ammonium persulfate (BioRad) were added to the 
stirring, 20°C aery I ami de solution. The solution was 
immediately poured between the two siliconized, ethanol-
rinsed glass sequencing plates. The shark's tooth combs 
were inserted into the gel top prior to polymerization, 
with the flat sides of the combs toward the gel. The glass 
plates were clamped together and laid at about a 15° angle 
for the gel to polymerize. 
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About 1 hour after the gel had been poured, the combs 
were inverted and placed teeth-first into the gel. The 
glass plates and the gel were clamped into the 
electrophoresis chamber (BRL) and then overlaid with IX TBE 
buffer. The gel was pre-equiIibrated by electrophoresis 
for 30 minutes at 60 watts constant power (=«1600-1900 
volts). Next, 3 ji 1 of freshly heat-denatured DNA 
sequencing sample were loaded to each gel well. The 
samples were e1ectrophoresed for 2-2.5 hours at 60 watts 
constant power. Then a second set of samples were loaded 
into a new set of wells, and the electrophoresis was 
resumed for about 2 more hours. 
Next, one of the glass plates was removed, and the gel 
was gently washed for 15-20 minutes in a solution of 5-10% 
methanol, 5-10% acetic acid. The gel was overlaid with an 
equal-sized piece of Whatman 3MM paper and then removed 
from the remaining glass plate. The gel was covered with a 
sheet of Saran Wrap (DOW) and dried to the paper for about 
1 hour at 80°C in a vacuum gel drier (BioRad, Model 483). 
After removal of the Saran Wrap, an autoradiograph of the 
sequence was prepared as described elsewhere in this 
dissertation. 
b. MicroGenle analysis of the DNA sequences The 
sequences of the subcloned DNA inserts were read from 
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autoradiographs of the sequencing gels and stored In 
computer files for analysis by the program MicroGenie 
(Beckman). Approximately 200 bp of ONA insert sequence 
were read beginning at either the T3 or T7 polymerase 
promoter regions. The sequences determined from the gels 
were compared with published data to check that only the 
desired ONA was Inserted and to determine the orientation 
of the insert. Then, MicroGenie was used to generate 
printed information about the restriction enzyme patterns 
and the entire ONA sequence of the combined vector and 
insert sequences. The printed restriction information was 
used to determine which enzymes to use for linearization of 
the new subclones prior to RNA synthesis. 
6. Synthesis of RNA From cDNA subclones in pBS plasmids 
a. Linearization of plasmid templates Prior to 
the in vitro synthesis of RNA from either pBS2III or 
pcEBs2BS+, 20 wg of the plasmids were linearized by 
restriction enzyme digestion near one end of their cDNA 
inserts and phenol/chloroform extracted as described by 
Maniatis et al. (76). Depending on the orientation of the 
coding and non-coding strands of a cONA between the T3 and 
T7 RNA polymerase promoters, a messenger RNA-like (-RNA) 
transcript or its complement (+RNA) can be synthesized. 
For synthesis of -RNA, pBS2III was digested with Bam HI, 
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and pcEBS2BS+ was digested with Hind III. For synthesis of 
+RNA, pBS2III was digested with Hind III, and pcEBS2BS+ was 
digested with Bgl II. After digestion, each plasmid was 
extracted once each with phenol and chloroform, ethanol 
precipitated, resuspended In 20 ul of TE buffer, pH 8.0, 
and stored at 4°C. The digested plasmids were then tested 
for linearity by comparison with Hind III digested A phage 
molecular size markers on 1% agarose minigels as described 
by Maniatls et al. (76). 
b. Synthesis of ^ ^P-RNA The linearized pBS2III 
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and pcEBs2BS+ plasmids were used to synthesize P-RNA 
according to the following modifications of the method 
described by Melton et ai. (84). The following solutions 
were added at room temperature. In the order shown, to an 
autoclaved 1.5-ml polypropylene Eppendorf tube: 
4 y 1 DEPC-H 2° 
20 ul 5X transcription buffer (Stratagene) 
10 y I 100 mM dithiothreltol (DTT) (Sigma) 
4 w 1 RNAs i n (»35 units/ M l )  (Promega Blotec) 
20 M l  mix of 2.5 mM each of ATP, UTP, GTP in DEPC-HgO 
12 ul 0,1 mM CTP in HgO 
4 ul (0.5-1 M g / M l )  restriction linearized plasmid 
25 M l  (250 wCi) 32p-CTP (MEN, 800 Ci/mMole) 
1 M l  (about 30 units) RNA polymerase (Stratagene) 
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(either T7 or T3 polymerase, as required) 
RNA transcripts were synthesized for 1 hour at 36.5-
37.0°C. Then 1 wI more of RNA polymerase was added, and 
32 
the reaction was continued for another hour. The P-RNA 
was separated from unincorporated nucleotides by spin 
column chromatography through 3 ml of autoclaved, DEPC-
HgO-treated Sephadex G25-150 (Pharmacia) essentially as 
described by Haniatis et ai. (76). The first «ZOO yl of 
sample to pass through the column was collected into an 
autoclaved 1.5-ml Eppendorf tube containing 15 wI of 100 mh 
DTT. After the immediate addition of 100 units of RNAsin 
(Promega Biotec), the sample was placed on ice. Then 2 yl 
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of the sample were assayed In toluene fluor for P content 
by liquid scintillation in an LS7500 counter (Beckman). 
The labelled RNA samples were stored at -20°C and generally 
used within 4 days of synthesis. 
c. Synthesis of tens of uo of unlabel led RNA 
The linearized pBS21II and pcEBsZ8S+ plasmids were used to 
synthesize relatively large quantities (tens of yg) of 
3 ?  
unlabel led RNA essentially as described above for P-RNA. 
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For these reactions, 5 yl of 10 mM CTP replaced the P-CTP 
and the 12 yl of 0.1 mil CTP. Also, the total amount of 
DEPC-HgO used per reaction was 36 yl. After the spin 
column chromatography, 10 yl of the transcripts were 
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diluted in 300 p) of DEPC-HgO, and the quantitiy of RNA 
synthesized was determined from measurements of 
absorbance. 
7. Nick translation of DNA 
ONA was labelled with ^^P-dCTP by nick translation 
essentially as described by Haniatls et ai. (76). A stock 
solution of ONase I (Boehringer Mannheim Biochemlcals) 
containing 1.0 mg/ml of the enzyme in 20mM Tris-HCl, 
pH 7.6, 50mM NaCI, ImM DTT, and 50% (v/v) glycerol was 
stored at -20°C. Stock solutions of DNA polymerase I (New 
England Nuclear, 4,000 units/ml) and of dTTP, dATP, and 
dGTP (BRL) were also stored at -20°C. Each reaction used 
12.5 Wl (125 uCI) of 32p_dCTP (New England Nuclear, 3,000 
Ci/mmol) and 0.5-1.0 wg of DNA In a final reaction volume 
of 35 wI for 1 hour at 16°C. 
Reactions were terminated by the addition of 3 pi of 
0.5M EDTA, pH 8.0. Next, the labelled ONA was separated 
32 from unincorporated P-dCTP by passage through a 10-ml 
column of autoclaved Sephadex G50 (Pharmacia). The column 
buffer consisted of lOmM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50mM NaCI, and 
0.5mM EDTA. The labelled DNA was collected as a series of 
0.5-ml fractions in 1.5-ml Eppendorf tubes, and the 
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unincorporated P was collected into a disposable flask. 
32 
Then 2 pi of each fraction were assayed for P content by 
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liquid scintillation in toluene fluor. The % of ^^p-dCTP 
incorporated into DNA was generally greater than .50%. The 
specific activity of the labelled DNA was generally 
2-5 X 10® cpm/wg. The labelled DNA was stored at -20°C and 
used within 4-10 days of labelling. 
8. Oliqo-primed radioactive labelling of DNA 
As an alternative to nick translation of DNAs, cDNA 
3  2  inserts were labelled with P-dCTP by oligonucleotide-
primed DNA synthesis using a method and materials kit from 
Pharmacia (catalog no. 27-9250). About 200-500 ng of 
purified cDNA insert were diluted to 30 wI with autoclaved 
HgO and denatured by heating at 90-100°C for 10 minutes in 
an Eppendorf tube. Next, the tube was centrifuged for 20-
30 seconds at 12,500 x g to collect steam formed at the 
tube's top. Then 10 w1 of Pharmacia's reagent mix 
(containing the oligo-primer) and 2 w1 of DNase-free BSA 
(Pharmacia) were added. Next, 5 wI of [a-^^P]dCTP (3,000 
Ci/mmole, 10 uCi/wl, NEN) and 2 yl of DNA polymerase Klenow 
fragment (Pharmacia) were added. Radioactive DNA was 
synthesized for at least 8 hours at room temperature. 
Finally, the DNA sample was mixed with EOTA, chromato-
32 graphed over a Sephadex G50 column, and assayed for P 
Incorporation as described for nick translated DNAs. 
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9. Hybridization conditions 
a. Hybridization with DNA probes Both RNA and DNA 
samples that had been blotted to nitrocellulose were pre-
hybridized and hybridized as described by Maniatis et ai. 
(76) with the following changes. The prehybridization and 
hybridization temperatures were 42°C. The hybridization 
solution was prepared as for the pre-hybridization 
solution, but with the salmon sperm DNA replaced by IxlO^ 
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cpm of heat-denatured P-DNA probe in a final volume of 5 
2 
ml per 100 cm nitrocellulose. The blots were then 
hybridized for 16-24 hours. 
The first 4 posthybridization washes were for 5 
minutes each at room temperature with agitation in 250-ml 
volumes of 2X SSC, 0.1% SOS. Next, the blots were washed 
twice for 15 minutes each at 68°C with shaking in 250-ml 
volumes of O.IX SSC, 0.1% SOS. Finally, the nitrocellulose 
was air-dried at room temperature for 30 minutes and placed 
into a Seal-N-Save bag for autoradiography. 
b. Hybridization with RNA probes Nitrocellulose 
blots of DNA or RNA samples were hybridized with RNA probes 
as described for DNA probes, but with the following 
changes. Salmon sperm DNA was replaced with 0.1 mg of 
yeast tRNA (Sigma) per ml of prehybridization solution. 
The solution was not changed between prehybridization and 
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hybridization. After 4-16 hours of prehybr 1 d 1 zat.lon at 
50°C, 1x10^ cpm of ^ ^P-RNA probe were added to the blot and 
then hybridized at 55°C for 16-24 hours. 
After hybridization, the blots were washed as 
described for DNA-probed blots and dried for 
autoradiography. Occasionally, the RNA probes produced 
high background binding to the blots and required further 
washing prior to autoradiography. In such cases, the blot 
was washed 3 times for 5 minutes each at room temperature 
In 250-ml volumes of O.IM Na^PO^, pH 7, to remove residual 
SDS. Then the blot was washed for 10 minutes in 35 ml of 
TE buffer, pH 7.6, containing 0.3M NaCI and 10 yg/ml RNase 
A (Sigma) at 37°C in a Seal-N-Save bag. 
10. Autorad i ograohv 
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a. Autoradiography of blots hybridized with P-
probes After the Northern, Southern, or slot blots had 
been hybridized, washed, and air-dried, they were placed 
Inside Seal-N-Save bags for autoradiography as described by 
Maniatis et al. (76). The blots were placed next to a 
sheet of X-ray film (Kodak, X-Omat-AR), between 2 Cronex 
LIghtening-P1 us intensifying screens (DuPont, NEN) inside a 
light-proof cassette. After the film had been adequately 
exposed, it was washed for 2 minutes In Kodak X-ray film 
developer, 60 seconds in 3-5% acetic acid, and 5 minutes in 
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Kodak fixer. Then the film was rinsed for 15-30 minutes In 
water and hung to dry. 
3  5  b. Autoradiography of DNA sequencing gels 
The DNA sequencing gels were washed for 20 minutes in a 
mixture of 5-10% methanol, 5-10% acetic acid to remove 
urea, covered with a sheet of Saran Wrap (Dow), and then 
vacuum dried to a sheet of Whatman 3MM paper. Next, the 
Saran Wrap was removed, and a sheet of X-ray film was 
placed directly against the gel and exposed as described 
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above for P-hybridized blots, but without intensifying 
screens. Usually, an overnight exposure of the film was 
sufficient to allow the DNA sequence to be read and entered 
into a database for computer analysis. 
11. Southern blots to test probe specificity 
a. Liver DNA purification DNA was purified from 
mouse liver according to the following modifications of the 
method of Blin and Stafford (85). Fresh mouse liver was 
frozen in liquid nitrogen and pulverized with a pestle and 
mortar. The liver powder was poured into a 50-ml 
polypropylene tube (Sarstedt). After the liquid nitrogen 
had evaporated, 10 ml of a solution containing 0.6% SOS, 
0.25M EDTA, lOmM Tris-HCI, pH 7.5, and 0.1 mg/ml RNase A 
were added. The sample was mixed by inversion several 
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times, and Proteinase K (Sigma) was added to a final 
concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. The sample was mixed by 
several inversions during a 2-3 hour incubation at 37°C. 
Next, the sample was extracted with phenol and chloroform 
to remove proteins. The sample was dialyzed overnight in 
TE buffer, pH 8.0, and stored at 4°C. The concentration of 
DNA In the sample was then determined by reading the 
absorbance of a dilution of the DNA. 
b. Southern blot determination of probe specificity 
The method of Southern (86) as described by Haniatis et al. 
(76) was used to test the specificity of the H-2 class I 
and II cONA and RNA probes. Duplicate Southern blots of 
10 wg of mouse liver DNA were prepared. The DNA was 
digested for 2 hours at 37°C with Bam HI, Hind iii, or 
Eco RI and separated by electrophoresis through a 1% 
agarose (Sigma) gel in IX TBE buffer. Then the DNA was 
denatured, neutralized, and blotted to nitrocellulose 
(Schleicher & Schuell, BA85}. The blots were rinsed for 5 
minutes in 6X SSC and baked for 1-2 hours at 80°c, in 
vacuo, 25 psi. Next, 1 of the duplicate blots was 
hybridized with ^^P-RNA probe and the other blot with ^^P-
DNA probe as described elsewhere in this dissertation. 
32 Such blots were probed with P-label led cDNA inserts from 
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the plasmids pcEBsZ or pHZIII, or +RNA transcripts from the 
plasmids pcEBs2BS+ or pBS2III. 
12. Northern blot determination of probe specificity 
a. Spleen 1vmphocvte RNA purification Lymphocytes 
were pooled from 8-10 spleens for purification of RNA prior 
to Northern blots. The spleens of either A/J or C57BL/6J 
mice were injected with about 0.1 ml of RPHI 1640 (GIBCO) 
and squashed through a sterile 40-gauge steel mesh. The 
cells were washed in 10 ml of RPMI 1640. After 
centrIfugation for 5 minutes at 200 x g, the supernatant 
was discarded. The cells were resuspended in about 300 wI 
of RPMI 1640. Next, the cells were lysed by the addition 
of 6 ml of guanidine isothiocyanate (GIT) buffer, and the 
RNA was purified over CsCl as described by Davis et ai. 
(80). The quantities of RNA purified were determined by 
measuring ^2S0 values of diluted aliquots. The samples 
were stored as ethanol precipitates at -80°C. Prior to 
Northern blots of the RNAs, the samples were mixed by 
inversion, and the desired aliquots were removed. 
b. Northern blots of spleen RNA Aliquots of the 
purified total cellular RNA were prepared for Northern blot 
hybridization essentially as described by Thomas (87). 
Approximately 10 wg of either A/J or C57BL/6J RNA were 
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glyoxalated and loaded onto 1.5% agarose gels. Molecular 
size standards consisted either of the native I8S and 285 
ribosomal RNA, or of a separate lane of glyoxalated 
Hind III cut lambda phage ONA. A series of replicate lanes 
were prepared for each RNA sample tested. Samples were 
electrophoresed through the gel at 65 mAmps, constant 
current for about 7 hours. A peristaltic pump was used to 
maintain the buffering capacity of the electrophoresis 
buffer, 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5, by continuous flow 
of the buffer towards the anode. 
After electrophoresis, one set of lanes of the RNA 
samples and of the Hind III digested lambda DNA was stained 
with ethidium bromide and photographed as described by 
AI wine et al. (80). The rest of the RNA samples were 
transferred without denaturation to a nylon-supported 
nitrocellulose membrane, Zetaprobe (BioRad), overnight with 
20X SSC. Then the blot was baked at 80°C, 25 psf in vacuo 
for 1-2 hours, hybridized with label led RNA or DNA 
probes, and autoradiographed as described elsewhere In this 
di ssertation. 
The hybridized blots were stained with methylene blue 
according to Haniatis et ai. (76) to reveal the positions 
of the RNA samples' 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA as molecular 
size markers. 
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13. Slot blot measurement of lymphocyte H-2 mRNA levels 
a. Peripheral lymphocyte collection and EPICS cell 
sortinq For slot blots, lymphocytes were collected from 
A/J and C57BL/6J mouse blood, stained with FDA, and sorted 
away from cell debris and other cells on an EPICS cell 
sorter (Coulter). Heparin-coated capillaries (Fisher) were 
used to collect 0.3 ml of blood from the orbital venous 
sinus into a 1.5-ml Eppendorf tube containing 375 wI PBS, 
0.05% EGTA, and 25 w1 of 1,000 units heparin (Sigma) per 
ml. Next, the sample was gently loaded over 950 yl of 
filtered (0.22 um, Millipore) F-H and then centrifuged at 
5,000 X g for 5 minutes at room temperature. The white 
blood cell layer ("250-300 wl) was transferred to another 
1.5-ml Eppendorf tube. RHF was added to fill the tube and 
mixed with the sample by inversion to wash the cells. 
After centrifugation for 5 minutes at 300 x g, the cells 
were resuspended In 0.5 ml RHF. The lymphocytes were 
stained on ice for 15 minutes after the addition of 10 wI 
of 1:1,000 diluted FDA. After centrifugation for 5 minutes 
at 300 X g, the cells were resuspended in 0.8 ml RHF and 
placed on ice. 
Live, fluorescently labelled lymphocytes were sorted 
away from dead cells, platelets, and debris using an EPICS 
752 fluorescence-activated cell sorter (Coulter). The 
instrument light source was an argon ion laser operated at 
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400 mW power at a wavelength of 488 nm. Forward angle 
light scatter at a gain of 1 and a neutral density I filter 
were used. Fluorescence from the FDA stained cells was 
collected through a 457-502 nm laser blocking filter and a 
515 nm long pass filter. For slot blot analysis, at least 
5x10^ lymphocytes were collected into 1.5-ml Eppendorf 
tubes containing 0.5 ml of RHF and placed on ice. The 
counting efficiency of the cell sorter and the purity of 
the sorted lymphocytes was periodically checked by counting 
a few of the samples on a hemacytometer. 
b. Slot blots of lymphocyte RMA The lymphocytes 
were collected from the cell sorter, lysed, and blotted to 
nitrocellulose according to the following modified form of 
a method described by Plk6 et al. (89). RNases and any 
contaminating nucleic acid deposits were removed from the 
slot-forming portion of the slot blot apparatus (Schleicher 
and Schuell) by the following series of washes. First, the 
part was washed for 30 minutes In 0.15N HCI, 2X SSC. Then, 
the part was washed for 15 minutes In 0.5N NaOH, rinsed 
with several changes of DEPC-HgO, and all—dried. 
For further steps in the preparation of RNA slot 
blots, all of the stock solutions except those of Tris-HCl 
were treated with diethyl pyrocarbonate as described for 
DEPC-HgO In Table I . 
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The 0.5 ml of sorted lymphocytes were concentrated by 
centrifugation for 5 minutes at 300 x g. AM but about 
20 wI of the supernatant were removed and discarded. The 
cells were mixed with 300 wI of lysis buffer and incubated 
for 10 minutes at 37°c. Next, the lysates were extracted 
with 100 wI of TE-saturated phenoI :ch1oroform (1:1,v:v) for 
5 minutes at room temperature, and centrifuged for 3 
minutes at 12,500 x g, 4®C. The upper, aqueous phase was 
transferred to an autoclaved 1.5-ml Eppendorf tube and 
placed on ice. A 100-ul aliquot of NTE-SDS buffer was 
added to the phenol phase, and the mixture was extracted 
and centrifuged as above. The aqueous phases of both 
extractions were combined and mixed with 40 wI of 3M 
NaAcetate, pH 5.2, and 1100 wI of -20°C 95% ethanol. The 
samples were stored at -80®C. 
After at least 30 minutes at -80°C, the samples were 
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,500 x g and 4°C. All but 
about 20 wI of the supernatant were discarded. The 
residual ethanol was removed by vacuum drying for 5-10 
minutes in a Speed Vac (Precision). 
The pellet was resuspended in 15 wI of RNase-free, 
O.IM NaCl, lOmM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 5mM MgClg, 5mM DTT, 
containing 20 ug/ml DNase I (Worthington) and 0.3 units 
RNasin (Promega)/u1• After a 15-minute incubation at 37°C, 
the sample was mixed with 7 pi of 1 OX denaturing buffer. 
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12.5 wl of 12.3 M formaldehyde (Fisher, 37% w/w), and 35 wI 
of formamide (Fluka-Granite). The sample was heated for 5 
minutes at 65°C to denature the RNA, and mixed with 130 wI 
of 3OX SSC. The resulting sample volume was 200 pi. When 
necessary, dilutions were made in 20X SSC. For measure­
ments of H-2 class I mRNA with the cDNA insert probe of 
5 pBS2III, each lymphocyte sample was blotted at 0.5-1.0x10 
cells per slot. 
Prior to blotting, the nitrocellulose slot blot strips 
(Schleicher and Schuell, BA85) were soaked for 5 minutes In 
DEPC-HgO, and for at least 15 minutes in 20X SSC. Next, 
the nitrocellulose was placed over two 20X SSC-soaked 
blotting pads (Schleicher and Schuell) in the slot blot 
apparatus. Next, lOO-jjl aliquots of the samples were 
loaded to the blotter's wells and aspirated through the 
nitrocellulose. Then the blots were baked as described for 
3  2  
Southern blots, and hybridized with P-cDNA inserts. 
Finally, the blots were exposed to x-ray film, and the 
resulting autoradiographs were analyzed for the relative 
amount of H-2 mRNA present. The autoradiographs were 
scanned by a Zeiss Image Processing System (SEM-IPS 
software version 4.4) (Carol Jacobson, et ai.. Department 
of Anatomy, Veterinary Medicine, ISU). The scanner 
converted an optically-collected image of the autoradio­
graphic bands into digitized pixel values, and then used a 
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computer proaram (Zeiss, SEM-IPS, version 4.4) to convert 
the pixels to the average optical density (O.D.) and the 
2 
area (mm ) for each Image. The relative H-2 mRNA per 
lymphocyte was calculated as the product of the average 
O.D. and the area, divided by the number of cells. 
c. Slot blots of RNA standards and controls A set 
of replicate blots using in vitro synthesized -RNA were 
prepared as standards by which slot blots of lymphocyte 
mRNA could be calibrated to allow experiment-to-experiment 
comparisons. Non-radioactive class I -RNA was synthesized 
from the plasmid pBS2III. Then 1:2 serial dilutions of the 
-RNA were slot blotted from 100 pg down to 6.25 pg per well 
according to the method described for lymphocyte mRNA slot 
blots. In addition, a set of control samples were blotted 
which contained no source of RNA other than the carrier 
E. coli tRNA normally included for slot blots of 
lymphocytes. (The tRNA-only samples served as one type of 
negative control, and were not expected to bind probe 
directed to H-2 class I mRNA.) Next, one of these standard 
blots was included during hybridization and autoradiography 
of mouse lymphocyte class 1 mRNA slot blots. The resulting 
standard blots provided a way to account for experiment-to-
experiment variability in the autoradiographs and the 
specific radioactivities of the probes. 
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Two types of control RNA slot blots were used. In the 
first type, a pair of slot blots was prepared to demon­
strate that autoradlographs of the blotted cell lysates 
reflected the presence of class 1 mRNA, and the absence of 
contaminating genomic class I ONA. Cellular extracts of 
C57BL/6 peripheral blood lymphocytes were slot blotted as 
descrI bed e1sewhere in this di ssertat ion, with the 
following modifications. Half of each sample was treated 
with DNase I and blotted exact I y as in the standard i zed 
procedure. The mRNA in those samples should remain 
relatively intact while the ONA should be digested. The 
other half of each sample was treated by a combination of 
the DNase I and 20 ug/ml RNase A (Sigma). Both the RNA and 
DNA should be digested in these latter samples. The 
expected results from hybridization of blots of these 
samples should be an autoradiographic signal from the 
DNase I-only samples, and no signal from the samples 
treated by both DNase and RNase. 
A second type of control experiment was used to test 
3 2  for the specific binding of P-RNA probe to slot blots of 
lymphocyte class I mRNA. Lymphocyte mRNA was serially 
diluted 1:10 in 20X SSC and blotted from 2x10^ to 2x10^ 
cells per well on duplicate nitrocellulose strips. Then 
one of the duplicate blots was hybridized with in vitro 
label led -RNA (sense strand) and the other with +RNA 
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(antisense strand) synthesized from the plasmid pGIII-1. 
[The plasmid pGIII-1 was originally produced by subcloning 
the cDNA insert of pHZIll into the plasmid pGEM-l 
(Promega), and later shown by DNA sequencing to contain a 
mutant form of that cDNA (unpublished data).] (The -RNA 
probe would not be expected to bind, whereas the +RNA probe 
would.) Next, autoradiographs were prepared from both 
blots. Then the blots were treated with RNase A to remove 
non-specificaI I y bound probe and re-autoradiographed as 
described earlier in this dissertation for RNA probe 
hybr idizations. 
D. H-2 Class 1 mRNA In Preimplantation Mouse Embryos 
1. Oocyte and embrvo collection 
Embryos were obtained from superovuIated CFI mice 
(Charles River Breeding Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) and 
scored for cell number per embryo as described previously 
(70). Embryos were collected into Whitten and Biggers (90) 
medium (WB) at 17, 49, and 65 hours post-hCG (human 
chorionic gonadotropin, ICN Biochemicals, Cleveland, OH) 
injection, corresponding to 1-cell, 2-cell, and 8-cell 
stages of development. Oocytes were collected at 17 hours 
post-hCG injection. 
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2. Slot blot detection of H-2 class I mRNA in mouse 
embryos 
The oocytes and embryos were placed In about 20 ul of 
WB medium in the bottom of autoclaved 1.5-ml Eppendorf 
tubes. Lysates of the samples were slot blotted to 
3 2  
nitrocellulose and hybridized with P-cONA probes as 
described for the analysis of peripheral lymphocyte H-2 
mRNA in this dissertation. Microscopic examination of the 
samples after the lysis step showed that the relatively 
tough, protective zonae pellucidae were effectively 
denatured and the cells lysed. Autoradiographs of the 
hybridized blots were analyzed by an image analyzer (Zeiss) 
as for those of lymphocyte slot blots. 
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iv. results 
A. Associations Between Lifespan and H-2 Type or Gender 
1. Comparison of A and C57BL/6 lifespans 
The data in Figure 1 demonstrate that C57BL/6 (H-2^) 
mice tend to live longer than A (H-2^) mice. A statistical 
analysis of the data, with the mice grouped into five-month 
Intervals, Is shown In Table III. The data show that the % 
survival of these two mouse strains is similar early in 
life (less than 10 months), but is significantly different 
thereafter. [The curve for the A strain mice (Figure 1) 
appears to be biphasic with an inflection occurring (for 
unknown reasons) at about 16 months.] 
2. Analysis for maternal effects on lifespan 
To test whether there might be a maternal effect on 
lifespan, the % survival data from the Fl-1 and F1-2 
offspring were compared (see Figure 2). As is shown in 
Table X, gender affected the lifespans of the Fl-1 and F1-2 
mice. Therefore, comparison of the % survival data for 
these two types of Fj mice (Table IV) was made only after 
the data had been divided into groups by sex. Essentially 
no significant differences were observed between the two 
types of Fj mice. The only statistically significant 
63 
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Figure 1. Comparative lifespans of A and C57BL/6 mice. 
The proportion of mice remaining alive, % 
survivors, was calculated by monthly intervals 
out to the longest survival time for each 
strain. Data from the male and female mice 
were pooled. The plot of % survivors 
represents data from 118 A < • ) and 122 
C57BL/6 ( • ) mice 
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Table III. Comparison of A and C57BL/6 lifespans 
t Survivors^ 
LIfespan 
(Months) A C57BL/6 pb 
<5 100.0 (1) 99.3+0.3 (3) N.S.c 
5-9 92.4+0 .9 (21 ) 94.9+0.9 (9) N.S. 
10-14 69.7+1 .6 (35) 84.9+1.0 (17) <0.0001 
15-19 45.0+1 .0 (21) 67.0+1.3 (29) <0.0001 
20-24 24.3+1 .2 (29) 38.7+1.7 (44) <0.0001 
25-29 6.4+0 .8 (10) 10.6+1.1 (18) <0.005 
30-34 1.0 (1) 1.5+0.5 (2) N.S. 
135 
% of the total mice surviving through this time 
interval; mean + the standard error of the mean, and the 
number of mice (n) which died during the interval. 
*^A t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) 
that the means of the A and C57BL/6 mice are equal. 
^ N . S .  =  N o t  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
Figure 2. Comparison of the lifespans of F1-1 and F1-2 
mice. Within each F. group, the % survivors 
was calculated for each sex by monthly 
intervals out to the longest survival time. 
The data were split into male and female 
groups to negate gender effects from this 
analysis. (A) The plot of % survivors for 
females represents data from 18 F1-1 (•) and 
25 F1-2 (•) mice. (B) The plot of % 
survivors for males represents data from 34 
F1-1 (•) and 35 F1-2 (•) mice 
Percent Survival Percent Survival 
M  ^ a> oa o O O o o o 
-J 1 ! 1 
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Table IV. Comparison of the lifespans of Fl-I and FI-2 
mice 
L i fespan % Surv i vors* 
Mice (Months) Fl- 1 Fl-2 pb 
feme 1e <5 100 .0 100. 0 
female 5-9 100 .0 100. 0 
fema1e 10-14 100 .0 92. o±z .3 (3) — — — 
fema1e 15-19 87 « 3±^4 .2 (4) 77. 7+3 .4 (6) N.S.G 
fema1e 20-24 65 .6 + 3 .3 (5) 52. 8+3 .3 (5) <0.05 
fema1e 25-29 34 .3+3 .8 (6) 29. 3+3 . 1 (1 ) N.S. 
fema1e 30-34 8 .5 + 2 .5 (2) 4. 0 + 3 .5 ( 1 ) N.S. 
fema1e 135 — — — 
ma 1 e <5 100 .0 100. 0 
ma 1 e 5-9 97 .0 (1) 100. 0 ( i ) — — — 
ma 1 e 10-14 90 .0+2 .8 (5) 84. 9+2 .0 (10) N.S. 
ma 1 e 15-19 64 . 1+2 .6 (15) 54. 4+3 .0 (11) <0.05 
ma 1 e 20-24 28 .2 + 2 .9 (9) 23. 7+2 .8 (10) N.S. 
male 25-29 9 .3+1 .5 (3) 4. 5+1 .9 (2) N.S. 
ma 1 e 30-34 3 .0 (I) 
ma 1 e 2.3 5 — — — — — — 
% of the total mice surviving through this time 
interval; mean ±. the standard error of the mean, and the 
number of mice (n) which died during the interval. 
t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) 
that the means of the Fl-I and Fl-2 mice are equal. 
^N.S. = Not significant. 
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differences between F1-1 and F1-2 mice occurred at the 20-
24 month age range for females (PiO.OS) and at the 15-19 
month age range for males (PjLO.OS). Therefore, in general, 
maternal effects on lifespan were not observed in these 
ml ce. 
3. Analysis for H-2 effects on lifespan 
To test the effect of H-2 haplotype on lifespan, data 
were collected on backcross and F^ offspring derived from 
the F1 -1 cross. The % survival data for the backcross mice 
(Fig. 3 and Tables V and VI) show that H-2 type had no 
statistically significant effect in determining the 
lifespan of these mice. Only the old mice (those living 
more than 24 months, Table V) even approached a significant 
association between lifespan and H-2 type. These H-2 
results are based on pooled data of the male and female 
mice. When the data were grouped by gender and analyzed at 
5-month intervals, H-2 type still failed to show any 
significant effect on lifespan (data not shown). 
A plot of the data for the F^ generation mice (Fig. 4) 
shows similar % survival for H-2*. H-2*^^. and H-2^ mice 
(male and female data pooled). However, because 
statistical analysis of these data shows a significant 
gender effect upon lifespan (Table X), the F^ lifespan data 
were separated into groups by gender before statistically 
Figure 3. Effect of H-2 type on the lifespan of BCl and 
BC2 backcross mice. The % survivors was 
calculated by monthly intervals out to the 
longest survival time For each H-2 type. Data 
from male and female mice were pooled. (A) 
The plot of % survivors for BCl represents 
data from 19 (•} and 27 H-2°'° (•) 
mice. (B) The plot of % survivors for BC2 
represents data from 20 H-2^'^ ( • ) and 22 
Hzl ( • ) mice 
Percent Survival Percent Survival 
-fk a 
o o 
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Table V. Effect of H-2 type on the lifespans of BCI mice 
t Survivors^ 
(ninths) H-2*/b p'' 
<5 100.0 100.0 
5-9 100.0 100.0 
10-14 97.5±3.6 (2) 97.3+2.5 (4) N.S.^ 
15-19 79.8±.3.7 (5) 74.4+2.9 (8) M.S. 
20-24 51.7+4.9 (7) 42.9+3.9 (11) N.S. 
25-29 19.8+3.1 (4) 10.3+3.1 (4) N.S. 
30-34 5.0 (1) --- • -— 
7^. of the total mice surviving through this time 
interval; mean +. the standard error of the mean, and the 
number of mice (n) which died during the Interval. 
t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) 
that the means of the H-2®' and H-2 mice are equal. 
' ^ N . S .  =  N o t  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
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Table VI. Effect of H-2 type on the lifespans of BC2 mice 
% Survivors^ 
L i fespan 
(Months) H-2a/b H-2a/a pb 
<5 100.0 100.0 
5-9 100.0 (1) 1 00.0 (I) - — -
10-14 89.5+2.3 (4) 90.0+2.7 (3) N.S 
15-19 67.7+3.2 (7) 65.6+3.0 (8) N.S 
20-24 36.2+3.9 (6) 31.0+4.3 (5) N.S 
25-29 12.8+2.4 (4) 15.0+3.4 (2) N.S 
30-34 — - - 5.0 ( 1 ) — — -
135 
% of the total mice surviving through this time 
interval; mean +. the standard error of the mean, and the 
number of mice (n) which died during the interval. 
t-test was applied.to determine the probability (P) 
that the means of the H-2 ' and H-2®'® mice are equal. 
* ' N . S .  =  N o t  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
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Figure 4, Effect of H-2 type on the lifespan 
offspring from A and C57BL/6 mice, 
survivors was determined as in Fip 
of F 
The/% 
plot represents data from. 
tizZ <•), and 38 
3. 
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testing the relationship between H-2 type and % survival 
(Table VII). The data for the generation (Table VII) 
show no significant association of lifespan and H-2 type at 
any age for the males, and up to 24 months of age for the 
females. However, in female mice which lived at least 25 
months, the H-2 heterozygous mice lived a significantly 
shorter time than the H-2 homozygous mice. Moreover, for 
the oldest females, the H-2^ haplotype mice lived 
significantly longer than the H-2® haplotype mice. 
4. Analysis for gender effects on lifespan 
In tests for gender effects, the females lived 
significantly longer than the males (Figs. 5-8 and Tables 
VIII-X). Even for C57BL/6 mice, where females and males 
exhibited relatively similar % survival curves (Fig. 5B) 
compared to other crosses, the females lived significantly 
longer than the males for at least a 14-month interval 
(Table VIII). For Fj, Fg, backcross, and A type mice 
(Tables VIII-X), females generally exhibited significantly 
greater % survival compared to males throughout the 
intermediate age range. 
Table VII. Effect of H-2 type on the lifespans of F2 female and male mice 
Female Mice 
% Survivors^ 
L i fespan 
(Months) H-2*/* H-2*/b H_2b/b a/a=a/b a/b=b/b a/a=b/b 
<5 100. 0 100.0 100.0 _ _ _  
5-9 100.0 100.0 100.0 — 
10-14 100.0 97.0+3.0 (2) 100.0 ( 1 ) N.S.c N.S. N.S. 
15-19 91.0+3.2 (5) 88.0+7.3 (1> 90.0+4.2 (3) N.S. N.S. N.S. 
20-24 65.8+5.5 (6) 62.5+4.8 (8) 69.0+6.8 (4) N.S. N.S. N.S. 
25-29 34.2+3.5 (6) 25.0+4.9 (3) 43.4+3.8 (5) N.S. <0.05 N.S. 
30-34 15.0+1.6 (2) 9.5+1.6 (2) 24.0+1.1 (4) N.S. <0.001 <0.01 
135 5.0 ( 1 ) — 
of the total mice surviving through this time interval; mean _+ the 
standard error of the mean, and the number of mice (n) which died during the 
i nterval. 
t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) that the means of the 
H-2 types aa, ab, or bb are equal. 
^N.S. = Not significant. 
Table VII. continued 
Male Mice 
% Survivors^ 
L i fespan 
(Months > H-2a/b H-2b/b a/a=a/b a/b=b/b a/a=b/b 
<5 100.0 100.0 100.0 _ _ _  _ _ _  
5-9 100.0 100.0 (1) 100.0 — 
10-14 100.0 (2) 97.0+2.5 (I) 97.5+1.8 (2) N.S.c N.S. N.S. 
15-19 80.0+9.5 ( 1 ) 84. 1+3.4 (8) 75.4+3.4 (8) N.S. N.S. N.S. 
20-24 57.5+5.6 (4) 5 1.4 + 3.1 (13) 43.8+5.0 (5) N.5. N.S. N.S. 
25-29 25.0+5.5 (2) 15.9+2.8 (8) 1 7 .7+3.2 (6) N.S. N.S. N.S. 
30-34 10.0 — 
>35 — — — — 
of the total mice surviving through this time interval; mean + the 
standard error of the mean, and the number of mice (n) which died during the 
intervaI. 
t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) that the means of the 
H-2 types aa, ab, or bb are equal. 
^N.S. = Not significant. 
Figure 5. Effect of gender on the lifespan of A and 
C57BL/6 mice. The % survivors was calculated 
by monthly Intervals out to the longest 
survival time for each sex. (A) The plot of 
% survivors for A mice represents data from 62 
males (•) and 56 females (•). (B) The plot 
of % survivors for C57BL/6 mice represents 
data from 59 males ( • ) and 63 females ( • ) 
Percent Survival Percent Survival 
> 
Figure 6. Effect of gender on the lifespan of F. 
offspring from A and C57BL/6 mice. The % 
survivors was determined as in Fig. 5. (A) 
The plot represents data from 34 male ( • ) and 
18 female (•) F1-1 mice. (B) The plot 
represents data from 35 male (•) and 25 
female (•) F1-2 mice 
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Figure 7. Effect of gender on the lifespan of BC! and 
BC2 backcross mice. The % survivors was 
determined as in Fig. 5. (A) The plot 
represents data from 18 male ( • ) and 28 
female (•) BC1 mice. (B) The plot represents 
data from 23 male ( • ) and 19 female ( • ) BC2 
m i ce 
Percent Survival Percent Survival 
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Figure 8. Effect of gender on the lifespan of 
offspring from A and C57BL/6 mice. Tfie % 
survivors was determined as in Fig. 5. The 
plot represents data from 62 male (• ) and 53 
female ( • ) mice 
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Table VIII. Effect of gender on the lifespans of A and 
C57BL/6 mice 
L1fespan % Surv1vors® 
M i ce (Months) Fema1e Male pb 
A <5 100 .0 (1) 100. 0 
A 5-9 93 . 5+.1 . 1 (8) 91. 9+1 .5 (13) N .S.G 
A 10-14 76 .3+1 .9 (11) 64. 2 + 2 .5 (24) <0 .001 
A 15-19 56 .5+1 .6 (12) 35. 0+1 .4 (9) <0 .0001 
A 20-24 31 .5+1 .9 (17) 18. 5+1 .6 (12) <0 .0001 
A 25-29 8 .8+1 .6 (6) 4. 5 + 0 .9 (4) 0 .05 
A 30-34 2 .0 (1) — 
A 135 — — — 
C57BL/6 <5 100 .0 98. 7 + 0 .7 (3) 
C57BL/6 5-9 97 .8+1 .0 (4) 92. 6+1 .5 (5) <0 .05 
C57BL/6 10-14 87 • B±.l .2 (10) 82. I + I .4 (7) <0 .01 
C57BL/6 15-19 68 . I + I .9 (17) 67. 4+1 .6 (12) N .s. 
C57BL/6 20-24 39 .3 + 2 .7 (22) 39. 9+2 .4 (22) N .s. 
C57BL/6 25-29 10 .2+1 .4 (10) 12. 4+1 .6 (8) N .s. 
C57BL/6 30-34 — — — 2. 5±.0 .5 (2) - — — 
C57BL/6 135 
of the total mice surviving through this time 
interval; mean +. the standard error of the mean, and the 
number of mice (n) which died during the interval. 
*^A t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) 
that the means of the female and male mice are equal. 
' ^ N . S .  =  N o t  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
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Table IX. Effect of gender on the lifespans of BC1 and BC2 
mice 
Li fespan 1 Surv i vors^ U 
Mice (Months) F ema1e Ma 1 e 
BCl <5 100.0 100.0 
BCl 5-9 100.0 100.0 — — — 
BCl 10-14 97.3±2.4 (4) 100.0 (2) N.S.c 
BCl 15-19 81 .5±.6.2 (4) 70.3+4.i (9) N.S. 
BCl 20-24 56.9+3.9 (13) 30.2+6.3 (5) <0.01 
BCl 25-29 18 . 5±.2. 5 (6) 8.5+4.4 (2) N.S. 
BC 1 30-34 4.0 ( 1 ) — 
BCl 13 5 — - — — — — — — — 
BC2 <5 100.0 100.0 
BC2 5-9 100.0 ( 1 ) 100.0 (1 ) — — — 
BC2 10-14 89.3±2.8 (3) 90.3+2.4 (4) N.S. 
BC2 15-19 75.315. 1 (4) 60.5+3.1 (11) <0.05 
BC2 20-24 48.4±.3.5 (5) 20.8+3.2 (6) <0.001 
BC2 25-29 23.4±.4.0 (5) 4.0+8.8 ( 1 ) N.S. 
BC2 30-34 5.0 (1) — — — 
BC2 23 5 — — — — — — — — — 
% of the total mice surviving through this time 
Interval; mean + the standard error of the mean, and the 
number of mice (n) which died during the interval. 
t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) 
that the means of the female and male mice are equal. 
^ N . S .  =  N o t  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
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Table X. Effect of gender on the lifespans of F1-1, Fl-2, 
and F2 mice 
Mice 
L i fespan 
(Months > 
% Survivors^ 
pb F ema1e Ma 1 e 
1-1 <5 100.0 100.0 
1-1 5-9 100.0 98.5±1.5 (2) — — — 
1-1 10-14 100.0 (1) 89.8+2.0 (5) N.S.c 
1-1 15-19 87.3+5.3 (4) 63.8+2.8 (14) <0.01 
1-1 20-24 65.6+3.9 (5) 29.1+2.9 (9) <0.0001 
1-1 25-29 34.3+2.6 (6) 10.0+3.7 (3) <0.001 
1-1 30-34 8.5+2.5 (2) 3.0+3.5 ( 1 ) N.S. 
1-1 135 — — — 
Fl-2 <5 100.0 100.0 -- -
Fl-2 5-9 100.0 (1) 100.0 (2) - — — 
Fl-2 10-14 92.0+3 .8 (3) 84.9+2. 1 (10) N .  s .  
Fl-2 15-19 76.7+3 .3 (6) 54.4+2. 4 (11) <0. 0001 
Fl-2 20-24 52.8+3 .5 (5) 23.7+2. 5 (10) <0. 0001 
Fl-2 25-29 29.3+3 .3 (9) 4 « 5+.6. 9 (2) <0. 05 
Fl-2 30-34 4.0 (1) - — -
Fl-2 2.35 — — -— 
2 <5 100.0 100.0 - — -
2 5-9 100.0 100.0 ( 1 ) -- -
2 10-14 98.0+0. 7 (3) 97.2+0. 5 (5) N .  S. 
2 15-19 88.1+2. 3 (9) 79.6+1. 7 (17) <0. 01 
2 20-24 64.2+2. 3 (18) 49.1+2. 1 (22) <0. 0001 
2 25-29 33.2+2. 1 (14) 17.0+1. 9 (16) <0. 0001 
2 30-34 14.0+2. 0 (8) 2.0+5. 6 (1) N .  s .  
2 135 2.0 ( 1 ) — — — - — — 
of the total mice surviving through th.is time 
interval; mean t the standard error of the mean, and the 
number of mice (n) which died during the interval. 
t-test was applied to determine the probability (P) 
that the means of the female and male mice are equal. 
°N.S. = Not significant. 
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Table XI. Mean and maximum (Max) lifespan observed by 
gender and H-Z type for A and C57BL/6 mice and 
their F^, Fg$ and backcross offspring® 
Lifespan (Months) 
H-2 type Gender 
M i ce 
a/a a /b b/b Female Male 
Mean Max^ Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max 
A 16^ 31 17*= 3 1 15 27 
C57BL/6 19^ 31 19 29 18 31 
Fl-1 — 20 32 — — — - 23*^ 32 18 29 
FI-2 — — 19 33 - - 2|b 33 18 29 
F2 23 35 22 33 22 30 23*^ 35 2 1 30 
BCl — — - - 21 32 20 27 21 32 19 27 
BC2 19 32 19 28 M M tm 21 32 18 25 
^Data from mice bred in our laboratory. 
'^Female and male lifespan means were shown by a t-test 
to be significantly different at P<0.05. All other means 
were not significantly different within each group. 
'^The age of the longest living mouse within each group 
is given as the maximum (Max) observed lifespan. 
*^The lifespan mean of the A mice (16 months) is 
significantly less (P<0.01) than that for the C57BL/6 mice 
(I 9 months). 
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5. Comparison of mean and maximum lifespans bv H-2 type 
and gender 
A further analysis of these data is shown in Table XI, 
where mean and maximum lifespans are reported. Fj, Fg, and 
A type females exhibited significantly greater lifespan 
means compared to males. Although the single longest 
living mouse in each of these mating groups was a female, 
the % of males surviving to old age (at least 25 months) 
was generally not significantly different from that of 
females (Tables VIIl-X). 
B. Use of RNA and DNA Probes To Compare Lymphocyte H-2 
mRNA Levels 
I. Subcloninq of class 1 and II cDNAs into the pBS+ RNA 
synthesis vector 
The 272 bp Pst I H-2 class I cDNA insert of plasmid 
pH2III was purified by e1ectroeIution and MACS column 
chromatography. The 546 bp Eco Rl/Pst I H-2 class II cDNA 
of plasmid pcEBs2B5+ was purified in a similar manner. The 
molecular size and purity of the inserts were checked by 
electrophoresis through 1% agarose (see Figure 9). 
The purified inserts were then Iigated to restriction 
digested pBS+ plasmid and cloned by transformation in 
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Figure 9. Purified H-2 class I and II cDNA inserts of 
the plasmids pH2I11 and pcEBs2, respectively. 
The Pst I cDNA insert of pH2III (lane 1) and 
the Eco RI cDNA insert of pcEBs2 (lane 3) were 
partially purified by eIectroe1ution from 
agarose gels. The inserts were further 
purified by NACS (BRL) column chromatography 
and ethanol precipitation. The molecular 
sizes of the inserts were determined by 
comparison with Pvu II (lane 2) or Hind III 
(lane 4) digested X phage DNA 
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B. coli JM109. The first attempt to clone the class I cDNA 
produced a dimer insert with each fragment oriented in the 
same 5'-3' direction. The dimer insert was first noticed 
during restriction analysis of the clone, and later proven 
3 5 
by partial S-ONA sequence analysis (data not shown). The 
original purpose for subcloning the insert Into the pBS+ 
vector was to take advantage of the vector's special RNA 
32 polymerase promoters for making P-probes of very high 
specific radioactivity. 
In order to avoid any potential problems posed by 
having a dimer rather than monomer insert (e.g., altered 
hybridization specificity), a second attempt was made to 
secure a monomer clone. Fortunately, a unique restriction 
enzyme site, Oxa NI occurs once in the 272 Pst I fragment, 
and nowhere in the pBS+ vector. Upon this observation, the 
dimer clone was digested with Oxa NI, and the larger of the 
two resulting fragments was purified by agarose gel 
electrophoresis and NACS (BRL) column chromatography. 
Next, the fragment was Iigated to itself and transformed 
into fresh E. coli. From this preparation came the desired 
clone, PBS2III, which contains only a monomer of the 272 bp 
class I cDNA. Restriction enzyme analysis (Figure 10) and 
3 5 S-ONA sequencing (data not shown) were used to verify the 
presence of a monomer, and to determine the orientation of 
the insert relative to the T3 and T7 RNA polymerase 
9 1  
DBS2ID: P CEBS2BS + 
B 
U U P A O  U H B H A  
Figure 10. Determination of the orientation of the class 
I and II cDNA inserts cloned, respectively, 
into the plasmids pBS2III and pcEBs2BS+. 
Linear, open circular, and covalently closed 
circular forms of the plasmids are visible in 
the undigested (U) samples. Restriction 
analysis of the samples includes comparison of 
\ phage size markers to the plasmids after 
digestion with Hind III (H), Bgl II (B), Pst I 
(P), or Oxa NI (0) 
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promoters. Figure 11 shows the insert orientation and the 
restriction enzymes used to linearize the pBSZIII plasmid 
prior to in vitro RNA synthesis. 
Restriction enzyme analysis of the class II cDNA clone, 
pcEB32BS+, (Figure 10) demonstrated the presence of a 
monomer insert. However, a subsequent digestion of the 
pcEBs2BS+ clone with Pst 1 (data not shown) demonstrated 
the presence of more than the expected single Pst I site 
surrounding the insert. Further analysis showed that the 
approximately 50 bp Pst I/Eco RI fragment originally 
removed from the pBS+ vector managed to religate Into the 
plasmid, once on each side of the 546 bp class II insert. 
Fortunately, the presence of these two re-inserted 
fragments does not interfere with linearization of the 
pcEBs2B5+ plasmid prior to in vitro RNA synthesis. 
Figure 12 shows that the enzymes Hind III and Bgl II can be 
used to prepare the plasmid for RNA synthesis, depending on 
which RNA polymerase promoter is to be used. 
2. Synthesis of ^ ^P-RNA probes and Southern blot 
3 2 
comparison of them to P-cDNA probes for hybridization 
specificity and sensitivity 
Depending on the orientation of the coding and non-
coding strands of a cDNA between the T3 and T7 RNA 
polymerase promoters, a messenger RNA-like (-RNA) 
3' 
T7 
5' 
-RNA JO Cu 
5 H 
T3 
3 
Scale 
30 bp 
Figure 11. Partial restriction map for the cDNA clone pBSZIll. The restriction 
enzymes Bam HI (8), Hind ill (H), Oxa NI (0), and Pst I (P) were used 
to determine the Insert's size and orientation between the T3 and T7 
RNA polymerase promoters. The wavy lines represent portions of the 
plasmid pBS+ vector. Transcription begins at the positions 
represented by (•) and proceeds in the direction of the arrows to 
produce the + and - RNA strands 
-RNA 
B 
I l _ r 
T7 
RNA 
Hi E 
/vi iJ L T3 
Scale 
5 5 bp 
Figure 12. Partial restriction map for the cDNA clone pcEBs2BS+. The 
restriction enzymes Hind III (H), Pst I (P), Eco Rl (E), and Bgl II 
('B) were used to determine the Insert's size and the orientation 
between the T3 and T7 RNA polymerase promoters. The wavy lines 
represent portions of the plasmid pBS+ vector. Transcription begins 
at the positions represented by (•) and proceeds in the direction of 
the arrows to produce the + and - RNA strands 
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transcript or Its complement (+RNA) can be synthesized. 
For example. Figure 11 shows that a single stranded probe 
(+RNA) to detect cellular class I mRNA can be synthesized 
by T7 polymerase using Hind ill digested pBS2II I as a 
template. Conversely, T3 polymerase should generate from 
P0S2II1 a transcript (-RNA) that Is similar to the native 
cellular mRNA, and therefore should fail as a probe of 
eellular RNAs. 
This concept was used to generate label led +RNA 
probes from pBSZIII and pcEBs2BS+ after the method of 
Helton et aJ. (84). The original form of the method simply 
used ethanol precipitation or gravity-flow column 
chromatography to remove the unincorporated nucleotides 
from the transcripts. However, the ethanol precipitation 
tends not to adequately "clean" the transcripts of 
nucleotides, and the gravity-flow column subjects the 
transcripts to extended exposure to potential RNases 
(personal observations). As a result of these problems. 
Southern blot hybridizations with these probes suffer from 
generally higher background than observed for comparable 
blots with cONA probes. 
These problems were minimized by changing to the 
relatively quick spin-column chromatography of the fresh 
32 
P-transcripts in the presence of DTT and RNasin 
ribonuclease inhibitor (Promega Biotec). Figure 13 shows 
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Figure 13. Autoradiograph of agarose minigel showing 
32 
spin-column purified P-RNA synthesized in 
vitro. T7 RNA polymerase was used to 
transcribe the class I cDNA insert of pBS2III. 
Before spin-column chromatography (lane 1), 
32 
the sample contained unincorporated P-CTP 
(U) and ^^P-RNA (R). Little unincorporated 
label remained after the chromatography 
(lane 2). Aliquots of the samples were 
e1ectrophoresed through 1% agarose in 0.5X TBE 
for about 25 minutes at 45 milliamps, and 
exposed to x-ray film for 10 minutes 
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an autoradiograph demonstrating the effectiveness of the 
spin-column conditions for isolating clean and intact 
IabeI 1ed RNA. 
Southern blot analyses were used to compare the 
32 
specific binding of the class I and II P-label led +RNA 
and cDNA probes. Figure 14 demonstrates that +RNA probe 
synthesized from pBS2III hybridizes as well as the class I 
cDNA insert probe of pBSZlII to the genomic Southern blot. 
Therefore, at least for Southern blot analysis, the +RNA 
probe appears to be as useful as the cDNA probe. Both 
probes detect the polymorphic differences between A and 
C57BL/6 H-2 class I genes. 
Comparison of the class II ^^P-labelled +RNA and cDNA 
probes by hybridization to genomic Southern blots is shown 
in Figure 15. Although the +RNA probe produced a slightly 
higher background than the DNA probe, both probes exhibited 
specificity for a pair of class II DNA bands in Bam HI 
digested liver DNA. The +RNA probe and its cDNA template 
in the subclone pcEBs2BS+ are about 546 bp long, whereas 
the original pcEBs2 plasmid contains a slightly larger, 606 
bp Eco RI cDNA. When Bam HI digested mouse liver DNA was 
hybridized with the 606 bp cDNA, a third band was detected 
at about 6 kb for the A/J, 10 kb for the BALB/cJ, and 9 kb 
for the C57BL/6J mouse DNA (data not shown). The loss of 
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Figure 14. 
- 0.6 
RNA and cDNA probes from the class I insert of 
pBS2III both bind to the same mouse genomic 
bands in Southern blots. A/J (A) and C57BL/6J 
(C) liver ONA was digested with Bam HI and 
blotted to nitrocellulose. Autorad1©graphs of 
)t Ion 
•P-RNA 
from the plasmid pBS2III. Mouse genomic DNA 
bands which hybridized to these H-2 class I 
probes were sized by comparison with Hind III 
digested A phage DNA 
the blots were developed after hybrldl 
with the P-label led Pst I insert or 
99 
Figure 15. RNA and cDNA probes from the H-2 class II 
insert of pcE0s2BS+ both bind to two primary 
bands in Bam HI digested mouse DNA. A/J (A), 
BALB/cJ (B), and C57BL/6J (C) liver DNA was 
digested with Bam HI and blotted to 
nitrocellulose. Autoradiographs of the blots 
were developed after hybridization with the 
__P-label led 546 bp Pst I-Eco RI insert or the 
P-RNA from the plasmid pcEBs2BS+. Mouse 
genomic ONA bands which hybridized to these 
class II probes were sized by comparison with 
Hind III digested \ phage DNA. Two prominent 
hybridizing bands are located at about 18 
kllobase pairs (kbp) and 5 kbp for all three 
mouse strains 
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fragment as a probe should not pose any problems in 
comparing the relative number of class II transcripts among 
cells of various mice. 
3. Slot blot and Northern blot tests of class I and class 
II RNA and DNA probes for specific hybridization to MHC 
mRNA 
Initial tests of the specificity of ^^P-RNA probes for 
class I mRNA used lymphocyte slot blots probed with -RNA 
and +RNA synthesized from the plasmid pGIII-i (Figure 16). 
Only the antisense (+RNA) would be expected to bind to the 
lymphocyte class I mRNA. However, Figure 16 shows that the 
-RNA probe bound non-specifIca11 y to the lymphocyte samples 
(panel A), nearly as well as did the +RNA probe (panel B). 
Fortunately, RNase A treatment of the blot removed the non-
specifically bound -RNA (Figure 16, panel C), and by 
inference, probably also removed any non-specifica11 y bound 
+RNA probe (panel D). Thus, although the RNase A also 
lowers the autoradiographic signal produced by the +RNA 
probe (Figure 16), the use of +RNA probes combined with 
RNase treatment holds promise for measuring lymphocyte 
class I mRNA by slot blotting. 
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Figure 16. Non-specificaI 1 y bound P-label led H-2 
class I RNA probe can be removed from 
lymphocyte slot blots by RNase A digestion. 
Peripheral blood lymphocytes were lysed and 
slot blotted in duplicate to nitrocellulose. 
The blots were hybridized with -RNA (panels A 
and C) or +RNA (panels B and D) probes from 
the H-2 class 1 cDNA in plasmid pGIII-1. 
Autoradiography of the blots (panels A and B) 
shows non-specific binding of the -RNA probe, 
as well as binding of the +RNA probe. The 
blots were treated with RNase A and auto-
radiographed a second time (panels C and D). 
The +RNA probe was partially removed from the 
blot, and the non-spec Ifica11 y bound -RNA was 
totally removed, as expected 
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Northern blots of A and C57BL/6 spleen RNA were 
prepared to further test for specific binding of the RNA 
and DMA probes to MHC mRNA, The purification of intact 
mRNA is essential to producing Northern blots. Initial 
attempts at RNA purification for Northern blot analysis 
failed because only one or two mouse spleens were 
extracted. Adequate amounts of intact RNA were finally 
obtained by pooling and extracting the spleens of about ten 
mice at a time. 
Figure 17 shows the results of a representative 
Northern blot hybridized with the H-2 class I antisense 
(+RNA) probe from pBS2III. The class I mRNA (1.6 kb) (59) 
would be expected to run a little faster than the 185 
ribosomal RNA on a Northern gel. Unfortunately, the probe 
bound especially well to two bands which match those 
observed to be ribosomal RNAs, and not to the expected size 
transcript. Methylene blue treatment of the nitrocellulose 
filter stained the 28S and 18S ribosomal bands, and they 
match exactly with the two major bands observed by 
3 2 
autoradiography of the class I P-RNA probed blot. 
3 2 
Further evidence that the class I P-RNA probe, when 
32 
compared to the P-cDNA probe, binds incorrectly to the 
Northern blots is shown In Figure 18. The class I cDNA 
insert from pBS2III hybridizes to only one band on the 
Northern blot of A and C57BL/6 spleen RNA, and the band is 
103 
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Figure 17. Northern blot analysis shows that the P-
labelled +RNA of the class I clone pBSZIII 
binds to 28S and 18S ribosomes. A/J (A) and 
C57BL/6J (C) spleen RNA was blotted, 
hybridized to a P-RNA probe from pBSZIII, 
and autoradiographed. The two major auto­
radiographic bands for both lanes A and C 
match that of the 28S and IBS ribosomal RNAs 
located by methylene blue staining of the blot 
104-105 
A C 
Figure 18. The class 1 cONA insert of plasmid pBS2IIl 
binds only to class I mRNA. A/J (A) and 
C57BL/6J (C) spleen RNA was Northern blotted 
and hybridized with the class I cDNA probe. 
Autoradiography of the blot shows the single 
class I mRNA band slightly smaller in size 
than the IBS ribosomal RNA. The IBS and 2BS 
ribosomal RNAs were visible after methylene 
blue staining of the blot 
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of the expected molecular size. Methylene blue staining of 
the cDNA-probed blot shows both the 28S and 18S ribosomal 
RNAs are of higher molecular size than the hybridized band. 
In a similar Northern blot analysis of the class II 
3 2  
P-RNA probe, the ribosomal bands also displayed strong 
affinity for this probe (data not shown). Ethidium bromide 
staining of control lanes on the Northern gel and methylene 
blue staining of the blot both revealed 28S and IBS size 
bands which matched the bands on the autoradiograph (data 
not shown). (A Northern blot using the class II cDNA 
insert of pcEBs2BS+ remains to be prepared.) 
These results indicate that further work will be 
required to determine the optimal hybridization stringency 
and RNase-treatment conditions (see Figure 16) that 
eliminates binding of H-2 +RNA probes to ribosomal RNA and 
maximizes binding to H-2 mRNA. On the other hand, the cDNA 
probes showed no non-specific binding to ribosomal RNA, 
and, provided the specific acitivity of the probe is high 
enough for work with low numbers of cells, they can be used 
for studying mRNA levels in peripheral blood lymphocytes 
and mouse embryos. 
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DNase + RNase DNase cel ls 
Figure 19. Class I H-2 mRNA is present, and genomic ONA 
absent in slot blots of mouse cells after 
DNase 1 treatment. Peripheral blood 
lymphocytes were lysed and digested with 
either DNase I or a combination of DNase I and 
RNase A. Samples from each treatment were 
blotted in triplicate at either 4 x 10 or 
4 X 10 cells per slot. The blots were 
hybridized with the H-2 class 1 P-cDNA 
insert of the plasmid pBS2III and exposed to 
x-ray fiIra 
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Figure 20. Slot blot comparison of H-2 class I mRNA expression in peripheral 
blood lymphocytes of young, middle-aged, and old A and C57BL/6 (C) 
mice. Ages range from 2-29 months. The lymphocytes were stained 
with FDA and sorted by flow cytometry to remove red blood cells and 
other contaminants. Lysates of^the cells were slot blotted to 
nitrocellulose (5 x 10 - 1 x 10 cells / slot) and hybridized with 
the H-2 class I cDNA insert of pBS2III. In vitro synthesized pBSZIil 
-RNA strand was serially diluted and blotted as a standard RNA over a 
range of 6.25-100 pg per slot. These standards were also hybridized 
with the class I cDNA probe and served as a tool for determining when 
autoradiography of the lymphocyte samples fell into the linear range 
of exposure for the x-ray film. The arrow (< ) points in the 
direction of increasing mouse age for both females and males 
: 
Male Female 
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Figure 20. Continued 
Table XII. Effect of age on H-2 class 1 mRNA levels 
Class I mRNA per Lymphocyte^ 
Age A C57BL/6 
(Months) F ema1e Male Female Ma 1e 
2-3 0.65+0.15^ 2.96+0.23 1.26+0.65 4.65+1.12 
8 1.09+0.35 3.62+0.68 1.32+0.16 2.30+0.56 
15 1.75+0.90 3.19+0.62 4.61+1.27 3.97+0.66 
22-24 6.00+0.57 9.62 b 2.78+0.91 
29 7.52 b 
^The class I mRNA per lymphocyte was calculated from 
image analysis of an autoradiograph of slot blotted 
peripheral blood lymphocytes. The amount of mRNA/cel1 was 
calculated as the product of the autoradiograph slot 
intensity times the area of the slot, divided by the cells 
per slot. Data values are given as the mean of several 
measurements + the standard error of the mean. 
'^Only data from a single mouse was available for this 
t ime point. 
^A t-test shows the amount of class I mRNA to be signifi­
cantly different (p<0.001) for A strain female and male mice at 
the 2-3 month age. No other strain or gender differences were 
observed (p<0.05), although a few gender differences approached 
significance. 
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Age (Months) 
H-2 class I mRNA levels in peripheral 
lymphocytes of young, middle-aged, and 
senescent A female (•> and male (•) and 
C57BL/6 female <•) and male <0) mice. The 
plotted points are mean values of class I mRNA 
determined by scanning densitometry of an 
autoradiograph of a slot blot. The 
lymphocytes were hybridized with the cDNA 
insert of pBS2III 
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autoradiograph of the blot is shown in Figure 20. The 
optical density and area of each slot was determined by 
scanning with a Zeiss image analyzer. The amount of H-2 
class I mRNA per lymphocyte was calculated as the product 
of the optical density and area, divided by the cell number 
per slot. A summary of the data is presented in Table XII. 
Statistical analysis [analysis of variance by the General 
Linear Models (GLM) program, SAS] indicates that the 
apparent age-related increase In the level of H-2 class I 
mRNA per peripheral lymphocyte is significant. Samples 
from the truly old mice exhibited about 2-5 times more 
class 1 mRNA per cell than the rest of the mice (Table XII 
and Figure 21). (Blood samples were not available from A 
strain males beyond 15 months of age; so data for truly 
"aged" animals was not collected for this mouse group.) 
Also, t-test analysis of the data (Table XII) indicates a 
significant difference (p<0.001) in the amount of class I 
mRNA expressed by A strain males versus females at the 2-3 
month age. No other statistically significant (p<0.05) 
gender or strain differences were observed, although a few 
gender differences approaced significance. Perhaps these 
potentially significant differences would be revealed upon 
the addition of data gathered by repeating this experiment. 
The relative amount of lymphocyte class I mRNA in the 
present experiment was determined to be about 6.25 to 25 pg 
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per we11 when compared to the RNA standards blot 
(F i gure 20). 
C. Detection of H-2 Class I mRNA in Preimplantation Mouse 
Embryos 
Preimplantation stage CFl mouse oocytes, and 1-cell, 
2-cell, and S-cell stage embryos were lysed and dot blotted 
to nitrocellulose. An autoradiograph of the hybridized 
blot was scanned by a Zeiss image analyzer to determine the 
relative amounts of H-2 class I mRNA present. The results 
are summarized in Table XIII. Even after a long exposure 
to x-ray film, the amount of class I mRNA appeared very 
low. However, the level of class I transcripts appears to 
increase by the 2-cell and 8-cell stages to about 2-3 times 
that observed in oocytes. 
Table XIII. Blot analysis of CFI embryo MHC class 1 mRNA^ 
Oeve1opmenta1 mRNA No. of No. of mRNA Per 
Stage Embryos Cel Is Embryo Cel 1 
Oocyte 8.0 93 93 0.086 0.086 
1 -ce 11 10.0 105 105 0.095 0.095 
2-ce11 12.0 63 126 0.190 0.095 
8-ce11 20.0 100 800 0.200 0.025 
^Lysates of CF1 embryos were dot blotted to nitrocellulose. 
After hybridization with the class I cDNA insert of pHZIIa, 
the filter was exposed to x-ray film for 9 days with 2 intensi­
fying screens at -70°C. A Zeiss image analyzer was used to 
scan the autoradiograph for determination of the mRNA (autoradio­
graphic intensity) of each blotted sample. 
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v. discussion 
A. Lifespan, H-2 Genes, and Gender 
The results reported In this dissertation show that 
gender interacts with H-2 haplotype to affect longevity in 
very old mice, with H-2^ female mice tending toward a 
significantly greater lifespan than H-2^ mice when compared 
on common background genes. To come to this conclusion, we 
studied both backcross and generation mice from A and 
C57BL/6 parents. In tests of the parental strains, the A 
mice. In agreement with results of other studies 
(22,23,91,92), exhibited a shorter lifespan mean than the 
C57BL/6 mice (Tables XI and XIV). 
Although mean lifespan data may be used to draw 
conclusions about which factors regulate longevity, the 
factors that influence lifespan over only a limited period 
of time may be more precisely Identified by analyzing 
lifespan data over a series of age intervals. When the % 
survival data of the A and C57BL/6 strains were analyzed by 
5-month Intervals (Table III), the difference In lifespan 
was first apparent 10 months after birth and continued 
throughout the remaining age range. This difference in 
lifespan must be the result of genetic control rather than 
environmental factors since both strains of mice were 
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maintained under identical conditions. The suggestion that 
genetic factors contribute to lifespan is supported by the 
observations of Allen and Hong (23); the A and C57BL/6 
mouse strains retain their difference in lifespan under 
specially controlled, specific pathogen-free (SPF) 
conditions. 
An analysis of the mice, showed that the only 
significant effect of H-2 type on % survival was for female 
mice which lived at least 25 months (Table VII). The 
backcross mice showed no statistically significant 
association between H-2 type and lifespan either when 
grouped by gender (data not shown) or pooled and analyzed 
(Tables V, VI, XI). Interestingly, Yunis et ai. (21) 
tested (C570L/6 x 0BA/2)Fj x DBA/2 backcross offspring 
(H-2^^^. H-2^/^) and found that H-2 type had a significant 
effect on lifespan in males (P<O.Oi), but not in females 
(P<0.38). 
Smith and Walford (16,18) used H-2 congenic strains to 
study the effect of H-2 haplotype on longevity. Despite 
the differences in experimental approach taken in the 
current study and that of Smith and Walford, some 
comparison of results is possible. In both studies the old 
mice exhibited a significant effect of H-2 type on 
lifespan. However, mean lifespan results contrast between 
these studies. While our results indicate no significant 
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H-2 type effects on mean lifespan (Table XI), Smith and 
Walford observed some effects. In fact, the large set of 
data from the congenic studies of Smith and Walford appears 
to show that the H-Z-assoc i ated differences in lifespan at 
least partially depend on the type of background, non-H-2 
genes, present. For example, their results indicated mean 
Q t) 
lifespan differences between H-2 and H-2 haplotypes on 
the genetic background of the A strain [A/Wy (H-2^) versus 
A.BY (H-2^)], but not on the genetic background of the 
C57BL/10 strain [BIO.A/Sg (H-2^) versus C57BL/10 (H-2^)1. 
These results suggested Interaction between the background 
and H-2 genes. When lifespan differences occurred between 
mouse strains, lOth-decile (i.e., the last surviving 10% of 
3 b 
mice), H-2 mice generally lived longer than H-2 mice. 
This relationship between H-2 type and lifespan occurred in 
the congenic mice studied by Smith and Walford (16,18) and 
in the backcross mice of the present study (Tables V-VI). 
However, in the present study this relationship for the 
â b lifespans of H-2 and H-2 mice was reversed for the Fg 
mice over 30 months of age (Table VII) and in general for 
the parental strains in which C57BL/6 (H-2^) mice lived 
longer than A (H-2^) mice (Table XI). 
Thus, several interesting observations have been made 
by others and ourselves with respect to the role of H-2 
genes in determining longevity. First, products of 
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background genes must interact with or function in addition 
to those of the H-2 complex in determining longevity. 
Second, differences in the effects of H-2 alleles on aging 
appear to be manifested especially later In life. Finally, 
it is likely that certain H-2 types affect longevity to a 
relatively greater extent than do others. 
Gender, in contrast with H-2 type, had a greater and 
more consistent effect on lifespan in the offspring of A 
and C57BL/6 crosses. The females generally lived 
significantly longer than the males (Tables VIII-X). It is 
interesting that, although mean lifespan data for C57BL/6 
males and females shows no significant gender effect on 
longevity, analysis of the data by 5-month intervals shows 
that the females exhibited significantly greater % survival 
from 5-14 months of age (Table VIII). At a glance these 
effects of gender on longevity appear to contradict 
Storer's observation from 22 mouse strains that there 
exists "a high degree of correlation between male and 
female longevity within strains" (22). However, although 
this generalization may fit most of the strains used in 
Storer's study, a closer look at his mean longevity data 
(in days) shows similar C57BL/6 male (676^2.03) and female 
(692^15.7) lifespans, and an apparent 100-day difference 
between A male (490^18.4) and female (590^18.8) lifespans. 
This pattern agrees with our observations (Table XIV). 
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Table XIV Mean 
mice 
1 1 fespan data for A and C576L/6 virgin 
Mean Lifespan (days) 
Strai n Sex Source 1® 
K n 
Source 2 Source 3 Source 4*^ 
A Female 590 688 694 528 
Ma I e 490 662 634 442 
C57BL/6 Fema1e 692 818 789 573 
Ma 1 e 676 827 841 578 
®Storer (22). 
'^Altman and Katz (89). 
"^Heiniger and Dorey (90). 
'^Data from the current study. 
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The results from several other studies (summarized In 
Table XIV) appear to fit this trend even though the 
absolute values for mean lifespan vary from one laboratory 
to another. For C57BL/6 mice the mean lifespan of females 
may be less than or greater than that for males, but it is 
generally similar. However, in A strain mice females 
consistently exhibited greater lifespan means compared to 
males. 
The effect of gender on lifespan has also been 
observed in rats (93). However, based on Storer's 
observations (22) and, as cautioned by Hollander (93), 
females In some mouse or rat strains do not live longer 
than males: therefore, the effect of gender on lifespan 
should not always be automatically assumed. Results from 
the study of SPF and conventionally raised mice provide an 
example of the complex association between gender and 
lifespan (23). Under SPF conditions, shorter mean 
lifespans were observed for C57BL/6 females versus males 
and for A strain males versus females, but under 
conventional laboratory conditions these trends were 
reversed. 
From the present study, the first conclusion which may 
be drawn is that the effects of H-2 type upon longevity, at 
least within the tested strains, appears to be manifested 
primarily in the oldest mice. The second conclusion taken 
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from these data is that females of some mouse strains 
exhibit significantly greater lifespans than males. 
Finally, because both H-2 type and gender affect lifespan 
in some mouse strains but not others, it appears that one 
or more gene products must interact to regulate longevity. 
Attempts should be made to isolate and characterize these 
gene products and their physiological effects at a 
biochemical and molecular level. 
B. Expression of The MHC Genes in Mouse Lymphocytes 
Genes of the MHC control the Initiation and magnitude 
of immune responses. In order to study how potential 
changes in the expression of the MHC genes relate to 
longevity, H-2 class I mRNA levels were compared among 
lymphocytes of young, middle-aged, and senescent A and 
C57BL/6 mice. Initial attempts to use H-2 class I and II 
32 
P-RNA probes to provide high sensitivity in the analysis 
failed; Northern blots demonstrated that the probes 
hybridized non-specifica11 y to ribosomal RNA, masking 
detection of the much lower quantities of the H-2 mRNAs 
(see Figure 17 and the related RESULTS section). On the 
other hand, the class I and II cONA probes were shown to 
bind specifically to their respective H-2 mRNAs (see Figure 
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18 and the related RESULTS section). These observations 
are supported by recent work on class II RNA and cDNA 
probes other than (Janick-Buckner, Department of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics, I SU, unpublished data). 
It is important to note that the Northern blot 
analysis of the +RNA probes did not include an RNase A 
treatment. Such a treatment, by inference from the results 
of Figure 16, may have removed the non-specificaI I y bound 
probe from the ribosomal bands and left only probe bound to 
class I mRNA. However, because the cDNA probes showed the 
desired hybridization specificity, work with the +RNA 
probes was temporarily suspended, and ensuing lymphocyte 
class I mRNA slot blots used only the cONA probes. 
In a preliminary analysis, the cDNA insert of plasmid 
pBSZIII was used to probe H-2 class I mRNA levels in 
peripheral blood lymphocytes (Figure 20). Results from a 
densitometric scan of the blot (Table XII and Figure 21) 
indicate few, if any, strain differences in the amount of 
class I transcripts per peripheral lymphocyte. In 
contrast, gender and age both appear to affect H-2 class I 
mRNA expression. The male mice express about twice as much 
class I mRNA per lymphocyte as females. 
Age appears to affect a striking increase in class I 
mRNA expression, at least in senescent mice (Table XII and 
Figure 21). This contrasts with what has been observed at 
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the protein level for these mouse strains (Figure 22, 
borrowed from Briggs-Landers, Hall, and Warner, Department 
of Biochemistry and Biophysics, ISU, unpublished data) and 
in mice up to twenty weeks of age in other strains (58). 
In these two studies, H-2 class I protein per lymphocyte 
exhibits a small increase in the early months of life, then 
reaches a plateau, and (as observed by Briggs-Landers et 
al.) decreases during senescence. 
Assuming that further experiments confirm these 
preliminary protein and mRNA data. It is interesting to 
consider what might cause class I mRNA levels to increase 
and class I protein levels to decrease in senescent mice. 
Aberrant transcription, translation, or both might be 
involved. Changes in the turnover rates of these molecules 
might also be influential. For example, Emerson et ai. 
(94) have shown that the steady state levels of class I 
protein expression depend on the relative rates of 
synthesis and shedding of these molecules and on the H-2 
haplotype of the mouse. 
In other studies (59,62-65), some of the biochemical 
and molecular factors which generally influence the level 
of MHC mRNA expression have also been studied. However, no 
studies prior to the present one have been reported 
concerning age effects upon H-2 mRNA expression. 
Therefore, the specific mechanisms which affect the 
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Figure 22. H-2 class I protein levels In peripheral 
lymphocytes of young, middle-aged, and 
senescent A female (•} and male (•) and 
C57BL/6 female (•) and male (O) mice. The 
lymphyocytes were labelled with fluorescently 
tagged antl-H-2 class I-speclfc antibodies. 
Then flow cytometry was used to determine the 
mean fluorescence channel (i.e., the relative 
level of surface H-2 class I protein) of the 
lymphocytes (Br Iggs-Landers, et al.. Dept. of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics, ISU, unpublished 
data) 
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apparent Increase in H-2 class I mRNA expression in 
senescing mice remain to be determined. 
It is interesting to consider whether this age-related 
increase in H-2 mRNA expression contributes to maximizing 
the longevity of these lucky few long-lived mice or is more 
the result of these mice finally showing signs of age 
through aberrant mRNA expression. One possible way to 
address this question would be to perform a longitudinal 
study of H-2 expression rather than the population cross 
section analysis used in the present study. In a 
longitudinal study, all individuals of a large group of 
2-month-old mice (e.g., 100) would be monitored for H-2 
expression at regular intervals throughout life. Then the 
data could be analyzed to see if H-2 mRNA levels routinely 
increase Just prior to death of the mice, or if mice with 
consistently high levels of H-2 expression survive longer 
than the others. 
As noted by Dower and Segal (58), the apparent strict 
regulation of H-2 expression (except in the case of old 
mice) may have evolved as a health benefit to the animal. 
Dower and Segal propose that "because conjugate formation 
is strongly dependent on the densities of both ligand and 
receptor at the ce11:cell interface," cell surface 
expression of H-2 proteins above the "normal" level could 
result in cytotoxic T lymphocytes accidentally binding to 
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and killing normal cells. Alternatively, expression of too 
few H-2 proteins could result in lost communication among 
lymphocytes and insufficient immune responses to prevent 
the death of the animal. The combination of over- and 
undei—expression of H-2 molecules would, therefore, select 
for the proliferation of animals with strictly regulated 
MHC expression. 
The analysis of H-2 class I mRNA expression presented 
in the current study should be repeated before firmly 
stating any conclusions. Unfortunately, lack of adequate 
numbers of mice and time precluded such further analyses 
from this dissertation. The number of samples available 
for analysis are limited by several factors: 1) each 
autoradiographic slot consumes the total peripheral 
lymphocytes collected from one mouse, 2) the mice need 
about two months recovery time between bleedings, and 3) 
too few mice survive to the interesting senescent age. 
Despite these problems, the methodology has been 
established, and further analyses are currently underway. 
C. H-2 Class 1 Expression in Pre imp Iantation Embryos 
The final part of this dissertation examines the 
expression of MHC class I mRNA in preimplantation stage CFI 
mouse embryos. Other reports have been presented (66-
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68,70,95-98) in which either no or low levels of MHC 
class I proteins were detected in preimp1antation stage 
embryos. In contrast with the large number of studies 
presented on the embryonic expression of MHC class I 
proteins, relatively few reports are available concerning 
the expression of MHC class I mRNA in mouse embryos 
(72,74,99). The present study presents results in which 
the preimplantation embryonic MHC class I mRNA expression 
was monitored and compared to the results of class I 
protein expression determined by Goldbard et ai. (70). 
Initial blot measurements of mRNA expression (Table 
XIII) indicate that H-2 class 1 genes are transcribed in 
mouse embryos. H-2 class I mRNA expression increases 
detectably from the oocyte to the 2-cell stage, and in 
8-cell stage embryos reaches a level that is several times 
the amount observed in oocytes. 
Results based on enzyme-1 inked immunosorbent assay 
measurements of the developmental expression of H-2 class I 
proteins (70) parallel those for the mRNA expression. As 
might be expected, a burst of class I mRNA synthesis at the 
2-cell stage of development just precedes the rise in cell 
surface expression of H-2 class I proteins seen between the 
2-cell and 8-cell stages. Together, these results 
demonstrate that the expression of H-2 class I molecules 
begins soon after fertilization and continues at least 
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through the blastocyst stage of development. In addition 
to these demonstrations of the expression of H-2 molecules 
in preimp1antation stage embryos, Ewoldsen et al. (71) 
recently reported that CTLs recognize H-2 antigens on 
preimpIantation stage mouse embryos. 
Several developmental roles for the expression of MHC 
class I molecules have been proposed. One study (100) 
suggests that the class I molecules may serve as anchorage 
sites for regulatory proteins which direct organogenesis. 
In other studies (101,102), insulin receptors were found to 
be in close association with class I molecules. Most 
recently, Goldbard et ai. (69,70) suggested that class I 
molecules from the Qa. region influence the rate of 
pre imp 1antation embryonic development. 
In conclusion, preimplantation stage CF1 mouse embryos 
showed an increase In H-2 class I expression per embryo 
from the oocyte to the blastocyst stage of development. 
The initial increase in expression of class I mRNA occurs 
from the oocyte to the 2-cell stage, and preceeds the 
initial increase in expression of class I proteins (70) 
which occurs from the 2-cell to the 8-cell stage of 
deve1opment. 
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D. Summary 
The observations described in this dissertation may be 
summarized as follows. First, female mice, at least in the 
tested crosses, exhibit significantly longer average 
lifespans than males. However, gender does not affect the 
maximum observed lifespan. Second, the effect of H-2 type 
on lifespan is manifested most noticeably late in life, 
i.e., in the 10^^-decile survivors. Next, preliminary data 
indicate that the expression level of H-2 class I mRNA 
exhibits a marked increase in those old, 10^^-decile 
survivors. Finally, transcription of the H-2 class I 
genes, in agreement with studies of protein expression, 
occur as early as the preimplantation embryonic stages of 
I ife. 
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vi. further experiments 
Now that a method for comparisons of lymphocyte H-2 
mRNA expression has been established, several experiments 
may be pursued.' First, the results presented in this 
dissertation concerning H-2 class I mRNA expression should 
be repeated. If the observed increase in H-2 class I mRNA 
content can be confirmed in lymphocytes of senescent mice, 
these would be the first data at the molecular level to 
show significant association between lifespan and the 
expression of the MHC genes. 
Analysis of H-2 class II mRNA expression should be 
possible in parallel with the class I studies. Our 
laboratory recently acquired cONA probes for each of the 
four types of class II genes. One potential problem with 
assaying peripheral blood lymphocytes for so many different 
H-2 transcripts Is the shortage of cell samples. However, 
we have recently learned to use nylon-supported 
nitrocellulose membranes (Zetaprobe, BioRad) which can be 
re-hybridized many times for a single set of blotted cells. 
Re-hybridization of a single blot with the various H-2 cDNA 
probes should be a good way to determine if the expression 
of certain H-2 genes varies with age while the expression 
of others remains constant. 
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It would also be Interesting to know if the expression 
of H-2 proteins parallels that of H-2 mRNA. Our laboratory 
has recently developed an assay which uses fluorescently 
labelled anti-H-2 antibodies and a flow cytometer to 
compare the relative levels of H-2 antigens on mouse 
lymphocytes. The cells pass unharmed through the 
instrument and may then be blotted for analysis of H-2 mRNA 
expression. Results from such an analysis might reveal if 
post-transcriptional controls affect H-2 expression in 
senescing mice. 
The types of analyses described for studying H-2 
expression In peripheral lymphocytes should also work on 
spleen lymphocytes. In fact, the yield of lymphocytes from 
mouse spleens is usually 100 times greater than from 
peripheral blood; a larger variety of H-2 probes may be 
used, each with improved sample size. Also, the ratio of 
T:B cells in mouse spleens (s15:85) is different from that 
in peripheral blood (=85:15) (103). A difference in the 
level of H-2 expression between lymphocytes of these two 
sources might be worth pursuing. However, there is a 
tradeoff between these sources in that the mouse must be 
sacrificed to obtain the spleen, but not to get the 
peripheral blood. 
Finally, the study of H-2 class I mRNA expression in 
pre imp Iantation mouse embryos needs repeating. The slot 
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blot method described in this dissertation is very 
sensitive, but collecting enough oocytes or embryos for the 
analysis is extremely expensive. Nearly 100 female mice 
(s$7.00/mouse) are needed just to collect about a thousand 
8-celI embryos for a single experiment. A less expensive 
alternative might be to use ^ H-label led probes to detect 
embryonic H-2 mRNA by in situ hybridization of small 
numbers of embryos. Finally, conditions should be explored 
under which the +RNA probes could work for either slot blot 
or in situ hybridization. The +RNA probes have several 
advantages as hybridization probes: 1) they can be 
synthesized at very high specific activities, 2) they can 
be purified as single stranded probes without gel 
isolation, 3} these single stranded probes are often more 
effective in Northern blot and in situ hybridizations than 
nick translated DNA probes, 4) RNA probes are potentially 
more effective than single stranded DNA probes for 
hybridization to RNA blots because RNA-RNA duplexes are 
more stable than DNA-RNA duplexes, and that should permit 
the use of more stringent hybridization and washing 
conditions, 5} finally, it is possible to use RNase to 
remove non-specifica11 y bound RNA probe while leaving the 
RNA-RNA hybrids relatively intact (84). 
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i X .  A P P E N D I X  A :  F O R T R A N  P R O G R A M S  F O R  D E T E R M I N I N G  %  
SURVIVAL 
A. AGEBYH2.F0R Determines The % Survival Within H-2 Groups 
INTEGER NPRCNT.NTOTAL.LlVE0,BClAB,BCiBB,BC2AA,BC2AB,Fl1,F12, 
+F21AA,F21AB,F21BB,PI,P2,VALUE,CHECK 
CHARACTER XLINE1»13 -
WRITE(*,3) 
3 FORMATC THIS PROGRAM WILL RUN CORRECTLY ONLY IF THE', 
+' INPUT DATA FILE CALLED "PERCNTBY.H2" IS IN DRIVE B:') 
C 
C 
C THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS "AGEBYH2.FOR". 
C AGEBYH2.F0R WAS CREATED AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY BY TERRY MEYER 
C IN 1985-1987 FOR USE WITH A ZENITH 150 COMPUTER AND ZENITH 
C FORTRAN COMPILER. 
C 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES % SURVIVORS FOR MICE GROUPED BY H2 TYPE 
C WITHIN MATING CLUSTERS IN OUR AGING MOUSE COLONY. THE DATA 
C FOR THIS PROGRAM COMES FROM OUTPUT OF A WYLBUR SAS STATISTICS 
C PROGRAM CALLED TMLIB#H2% WHICH MUST BE TRIGGERED BY TYPING: 
C " RUN HOLD NOTIFY UNNUMBERED " 
C ON THE NAS 9160 COMPUTER AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
C THE "UNNUMBERED" PART OF THAT ACTION IS IMPORTANT. THE 
C SAS PROGRAM ACTS ON DATA IN A WYLBUR FILE CALLED BACKCROS. 
C 
C THE PROGRAM, AGEBYH2.F0R, USES DATA FROM MICE WHICH HAVE ALREADY 
C DIED AND THOSE WHICH ARE STILL ALIVE AT THE TIME OF CALCULATING 
C THE X SURVIVORS. THE OUTPUT FILE, B:H2%BYAGE.OUT, LISTS THE 
C MATING CLUSTER AND IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF EACH MOUSE, AS WELL AS 
C ITS SEX, AGE, AND H-2 TYPE. ALSO INDICATED IS WHETHER THE MOUSE 
C IS STILL ALIVE ($) OR DEAD (.) AT THE TIME OF THE ANALYSIS. THE 
C % SURVIVOR VALUE FOR EACH MOUSE INDICATES THE % OF MICE WHICH LIVED 
C AT LEAST AS LONG AS THAT MOUSE WITHIN A GIVEN GROUP. 
C 
C 
EXAMPLE INPUT IS AS FOLLOWS, BUT WITHOUT THE LEADING "C" AND 
5 BLANKS. 
c BCl .3M4 M 13 , BCl ab 
c BCl .9F2 F 14 « BCl ab 
c BCl .9H3 M 16 BCl ab 
c BCl . lOMl M 17 BCl ab 
c BCl . 10M3 M 17 BCl ab 
c BCl .4F2 F 18 BCl ab 
c BCl .5F1 F 19 BCl ab 
c BCl .2FI F 21 BCl ab 
c BCl .2M1 M 21 * BCl ab 
c BCl . 10F4 F 21 BCl ab 
c BCl .3F2 F 23 BCl ab 
c BCl .3FI F 1 1 * BCl bb 
c BCl .3F3 F 1 1 « BCl bb 
c BCl .3F4 F 1 1 • BCl bb 
c BCl .3M3 M 13 BCl bb 
c BCl .7M5 M 15 BCl bb 
c BCl .6F1 F 17 BCl bb 
c BCl . 10M2 M 17 * BCl bb 
c BCl .6M1 M 18 BCl bb 
c BCl .7M3 M 18 BCl bb 
c BCl .9M1 M 18 BCl bb 
c BCl . 1M2 M 19 BCl bb 
c 
c EXAMPLE OUTPUT IS AS FOLLOWS, BUT WITHOUT THE LEADING "C" AND 
C BLANK. 
C 
C MOUSE-ID SEX AGE-(MONTHS) $=STILL ALIVE MATING H2 % SURVIVORS 
C BC1.3M4 M 13 . BCl ab 100 
C BC1.9F2 F 14 . BCl ab 91 
C BC1.9M3 M 16 . BCl ab 82 
C BCl.lOMl M 17 . BCl ab 73 
C BCl.10M3 M 17 . BCl ab 73 
C BC1.4F2 F 18 . BCl ab 55 
c BC1.5F1 F 19 BCl ab 45 
c BCl.2F1 F 21 BCl ab 36 
c BC1.2H1 21 BCl ab 36 
c BCl.iOF4 F 21 BCl ab 36 
c 
c 
BC1.3F2 F 23 BCl ab 9 
c BC1.3F1 F 1 1 BCl bb 100 
c BC1.3F3 F 1 1 BCl bb 100 
c BC1.3F4 F 1 1 BCl bb 100 
c BC1.3M3 M 13 BCl bb 73 
c BC1.7M5 M 15 BCl bb 64 
c BC1.6F1 F 17 BCl bb 55 
c BCl.10M2 M 17 BCl bb 55 
c BC1.6M1 M 18 BCl bb 36 
c BC1.7M3 M 18 BCl bb 36 
c BC1.9M1 M 18 BCl bb 36 
c BCl.1M2 M 19 BCl bb 9 
c 
C 
C XLINEl _ THE ID NUMBER OF A MOUSE. 
C INAGE = THE AGE OF THAT MOUSE IN MONTHS (AS AN INTEGER VALUE). 
C AGE = THE AGE OF THAT MOUSE IN MONTHS (AS A CHARACTER VALUE). 
C XMARK = IF XMARK EQUALS '#' IN AN INPUT LINE OR '$' IN AN 
C OUTPUT LINE THEN THE MOUSE IS NOT DEAD YET. 
C FOR OTHER MARKS THE MOUSE IS DEAD. 
C CLUS = THE MATING CLUSTER (E.G., F1-2) TO WHICH THE MOUSE BELONGS 
C XLINE2 = THIS IS JUST A POSITION HOLDER DURING DATA INPUT. 
C H2 = THE HISTOCOMPATIBILITY TYPE OF THE HOUSE (EG, AA OR BB). 
C NTOTAL = THE TOTAL MICE WITHIN A GROUP DEFINED BY CLUS AND H2. 
C NPRCNT = % OF MICE SURVIVING AT LEAST "INAGE" AMOUNT OF MONTHS 
C WITHIN THE GROUP DEFINED BY CLUS AND H2. 
C LIVED = THE NUMBER OF MICE LIVING AT LEAST "INAGE" AMOUNT OF 
C MONTHS WITHIN THE GROUP DEFINED BY CLUS AND H2. 
C KEEP = A VARIABLE WHICH KEEPS TRACK OF THE PREVIOUS "INAGE" 
C VALUE SO THAT NPRCNT IS CALCULATED PROPERLY. 
C OLCLUS = VARIABLE TO KEEP TRACK OF THE PREVIOUS CLUS VALUE. 
C 0LDH2 = VARIABLE TO KEEP TRACK OF THE PREVIOUS H2 VALUE. 
C BCIAB, BCIBB, BC2AA, BC2AB, Fll, F12, F21AA, F2IAB, F21BB, 
C PI, AND P2 ALL SERVE AS COUNTERS TO FIND THE TOTAL 
C MICE WITHIN EACH OF THE MATING CLUSTERS (EG, WITHIN 
C BCl, BC2 ETC.) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C THE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES ARE OPENED AND COLUMN HEADINGS 
C ARE WRITTEN TO THE OUTPUT FILE, B;H2%BYAGE.OUT. 
C 
0PEN(7,FILE='B:TEMP.0UT',STATUS='NEW') 
0PEN(6,FILE='B:PERCNTBY.H2',STATUS='0LD') 
0PEN(5,F1LE='B:H2%BYAGE.0UT',STATU5='NEW') 
WRITE(5,4) 
4 FORMATC MOUSE-ID SEX AGE-(MONTHS) $=STILL ALIVE MATING S 
+'H2 % SURVIVORS') 
C 
C 
C ASSIGN INITIAL VALUES TO SOME OF THE PROGRAM VARIABLES. 
C 
BC1AB=0 
BC1BB=0 
BC2AA=0 
BC2AB=0 
F1 1=0 
FI2 = 0 
F21AA=D 
F21AB=0 
F21BB=0 
1F(CLUS.EQ.'F21 AND.H2.EQ.'aa')THEN 
F21AA=F21AA+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'F21 
F2lAB=F2lAB+l 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF<CLUS.EQ.'F21 
F21BB=F21BB+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'P-1 
P1=PI+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'P-2 
P2=P2+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
AND.H2.EQ.'ab')THEN 
.AND.H2.EQ.'bb')THEN 
.AND.H2.EQ.'bb')THEN 
.AND.H2.EQ.'aa')THEN 
IF A NON DATA LINE WAS READ. THEN SKIP IT AND GO TO 
LINE 5 TO READ A NEW DATA LINE. 
GO TO 5 
IF A DATA LINE WAS 
ABOVE SERIES OF IF 
TO WRITE THAT DATA 
CALLED TEMP.OUT. 
CORRECTLY INPUT (AS 
STATEMENTS) THEN GO 
LINE TO A TEMPORARY 
DETERMINED BY THE 
TO PROGRAM LINE 8 
OUTPUT FILE 
8 WRITE(7,6)XLINE1,AGE,XMARK,CLUS,XLINE2,H2 
C 
C 
C GO TO LINE 5 AND GET A NEW INPUT DATA LINE. 
C 
GO TO 5 
C 
C REWIND FILE 7 (TEMP.OUT) TO RESET THE PROGRAM POINTER 
C TO THE FIRST DATA LINE OF THAT FILE. TEMP.OUT NOW BECOMES 
C THE INPUT FILE. 
C 
10 REWIND 7 
C 
C INITIALIZE OLCLUS AND 0LDH2. 
C 
0LCLUS='XXXX' 
0LDH2='ZZ' 
C 
C INPUT THE DATA AND CALCULATE THE % SURVIVORS FOR EACH GROUP 
C BY CLUSTER AND H-2 TYPE. 
C 
20 READ(7,Z1,END=I000)XL1NEI.INAGE,XMARK,CLUS,XLINE2,H2 
21 F0RMAT(AI3,12,A3,A4,A1,A2) 
C 
C CHECK FOR START OF INPUT FROM NEW MATING CLUSTER OR H-2. IF THE 
C HOST RECENT INPUT DATA LINE IS NOT FROM A NEW MATING 
C GROUP THEN GO TO LINE 110. OTHERWISE, RESET OLCLUS, 0LDH2, 
C AND NTOTAL TO THE CORRECT VALUES FOR THE NEW INPUT MATING 
C GROUP. 
C 
1F(CLUS.EQ.OLCLUS.AND.H2.Eq.OLDH2)GO TO 110 
OLCLUS=CLUS 
OLOH2=H2 
IF(CLUS.NE.'BCl '.OR.H2.NE.'ab')G0 TO 22 
NT0TAL=BC1AB 
GO TO 100 
22 IF(CLUS.NE.'BCl '.OR.H2.NE.'bb')G0 TO 24 
NT0TAL=BC1BB 
GO TO 100 
24 1F(CLUS.NE.'BC2 '.OR.H2.NE.'aa')GO TO 26 
NT0TAL=BC2AA 
GO TO 100 
26 IF(CLUS.NE.'BC2 '.OR.H2.NE.'ab')G0 TO 28 
NT0TAL=BC2AB 
GO TO 100 
28 1F(CLUS.NE.'Fl-1'.0R.H2.NE.'ab')G0 TO 30 
NTOTAL=F11 
GO TO 100 
30 1F{CLUS.NE.'Fl-2'.0R.H2.NE.'ab')G0 TO 32 
NT0TAL=F12 
GO TO 100 
32 IF(CLUS.NE.'F21 '.0R.H2.NE.'aa')G0 TO 34 
NT0TAL=F21AA 
GO TO 100 
34 1F(CLUS.NE.'F21 '.OR.H2-NE.'ab')GO TO 36 
NT0TAL=F21AB 
GO TO 100 
36 IF(CLUS.NE.'F21 '.OR.H2.NE.'bb')GO TO 38 
NT0TAL=F21BB 
GO TO 100 
38 IF(CLUS.NE.'P-1 '.OR.H2.NE.'bb')GO TO 40 
NTOTAL=PI 
GO TO 100 
40 IFCCLUS.NE.'P-2 '.OR.H2.NE.'aa')GO TO 20 
NT0TAL=P2 
GO TO 100 
100 CONTINUE 
LIVED=NTOTAL 
KEEP=0 
WRITE(5,105) 
105 FORMATC , 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
C IF INAGE = KEEP, THEN THE AGE OF THE CURRENTLY ANALYZED MOUSE 
C AND THAT OF THE PREVIOUS MOUSE ARE THE SAME. THEREFORE, THE X 
C OF THE MICE SURVIVING AT LEAST INAGE MONTHS IS IDENTICAL FOR 
C THIS MOUSE AND THE PREVIOUS MOUSE. SO GO TO LINE 140. ^ 
C A. 
C ON THE OTHERHAND, IF INAGE IS LARGER THAN KEEP, THEN THE 
C CURRENTLY ANALYZED MOUSE LIVED LONGER THAN THE PREVIOUS MOUSE. 
C IN THAT CASE, A NEW VALUE MUST BE CALCULATED FOR % SURVIVORS 
C (NPRCNT). 
C 
1F(INAGE.EQ.KEEP)GO TO 140 
KEEP=iNAGE 
C 
C THE FOLLOWING HALF DOZEN LINES CALCULATE AND ROUND NPRCNT 
C TO THE NEAREST I %. 
C 
VALUE=(1000*L1VED)/NTOTAL 
NPRCNT=(100«LIVED)/NTOTAL 
NPRCNT=10*NPRCNT 
CHECK=VALUE-NPRCNT 
NPRCNT=NPRCNT/10 
IF(CHECK.GE.5)NPRCNT=NPRCNT+1 
140 CONTINUE 
IF(XMARK.EQ.' # ')XMARK=' $ ' 
WRITE(5,160)XLINE1,1NAGE,XHARK,CLUS,H2,NPRCNT 
160 FORHATC ',A13,7X,12,12X,A3,8X,A4 »3X,A2,6X,13) 
C 
C THE NUMBER OF MICE WHICH LIVED BEYOND "INAGE" NUMBER OF MONTHS 
C SHOULD NOW BE REDUCED BY 1. SO LIVED = LIVED - 1. 
C 
LIVED=LIVED-I 
C 
C IF XMARK=' $ ' THEN THE MOUSE JUST ANALYZED IS STILL ALIVE AND 
C SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM FURTHER CALCULATIONS OF NPRCNT DURING -
C THIS ANALYSIS (i.e., THE MOUSE MAY LIVE LONGER OR IT MAY NOT). « 
C THEREFORE THE VALUE OF NTOTAL SHOULD BE REDUCED BY 1 BEFORE 
C NPRCNT IS CALCULATED FOR THE NEXT MOUSE INPUT. 
C 
1F(XMARK.EQ.' $ ')NTOTAL=NTOTAL-1 
GO TO 20 
1000 CONTINUE 
WRITE(5,105) 
STOP 
END 
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B. AGEBYSEX.FOR Determines The % Survival Within Gender 
Groups 
INTEGER NPRCNT.NTOTAL,LIVEO,BC1F,BC1M,BC2F,BC2M,F11F,F11M, 
+Fl2F,F12M,F21F.F2IM,PlF,PiM,P2F,P2M,VALUE,CHECK 
CHARACTER XLINE1»I3 
WR1TE(*,3) 
3 FORMATC THIS PROGRAM WILL RUN CORRECTLY ONLY IF THE', 
+' INPUT DATA FILE CALLED "PERCNTBY.SEX" IS IN DRIVE B:') 
C 
C 
C THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS "AGEBYSEX.FOR" 
C AGEBYSEX.FOR WAS CREATED AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY BY TERRY MEYER 
C IN 1985-1987 FOR USE WITH A ZENITH 150 COMPUTER AND ZENITH 
C FORTRAN COMPILER. 
C 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES % SURVIVORS FOR MICE WHICH ARE GROUPED BY 
C SEX WITHIN MATING CLUSTERS IN OUR AGING MOUSE COLONY. THE DATA 
C FOR THIS PROGRAM COMES FROM OUTPUT OF A WYLBUR SAS STATISTICS 
C PROGRAM CALLED TMLIB#SEX% WHICH MUST BE TRIGGERED BY TYPING: 
C " RUN HOLD NOTIFY UNNUMBERED " 
C ON THE NAS 9160 COMPUTER AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
C THE "UNNUMBERED" PART OF THAT ACTION IS IMPORTANT. THE 
C SAS PROGRAM ACTS ON DATA IN A WYLBUR FILE CALLED BACKCROS. 
C 
C THE PROGRAM, AGEBYSEX.FOR, USES DATA FROM MICE WHICH HAVE ALREADY 
C DIED AND THOSE WHICH ARE STILL ALIVE AT THE TIME OF CALCULATING 
C THE I SURVIVORS. THE OUTPUT FILE, BrAGEXSEX.OUT, LISTS THE 
C MATING CLUSTER AND IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF EACH MOUSE, AS WELL AS 
C ITS SEX, AGE, AND H-2 TYPE. ALSO INDICATED IS WHETHER THE MOUSE 
C IS STILL ALIVE ($) OR DEAD (.) AT THE TIME OF THE ANALYSIS. THE 
C % SURVIVOR VALUE FOR EACH MOUSE INDICATES THE % OF MICE WHICH LIVED 
C AT LEAST AS LONG AS THAT MOUSE WITHIN A GIVEN GROUP. 
C EXAMPLE INPUT IS AS FOLLOWS, BUT WITHOUT THE LEADING "C" AND 
C 5 BLANKS. 
C 
c BC1.3F1 F 1 1 « BCl bb 
c BC1.3F3 F 1 1 a BCl bb 
c BC1.3F4 F 1 1 • BCl bb 
c BC1.9F2 F 14 BCl ab 
c BC1.6F1 F 17 • BCl bb 
c BC1.4F2 F 18 • BCl ab 
c BC1.5FI F 19 « BCl ab 
c BCl.10F3 F 19 a BCl bb 
c BC1.2F3 F 20 « BCl bb 
c BC1.2F1 F 21 « BCl ab 
c BC1.2F2 F 21 « BCl bb 
c BC1.6F2 F 21 BCl bb 
c BC1.3M3 M 13 BCl bb 
c BC1.3M4 M 13 « BCl ab 
c BC1.7H5 M 15 « BCl bb 
c BC1.9M3 M 16 BCl ab 
c BCl.lOMl M 17 a BCl ab 
c BCl.10H2 M 17 « BCl bb 
c BCl.10M3 M 17 BCl ab 
c BC1.6MI M 18 BCl bb 
c BC1.7M3 M 18 BCl bb 
c BC1.9MI M 18 BCl bb 
c BCl.1N2 M 19 BCl bb 
c EXAMPLE OUTPUT IS AS FOLLOWS, BUT WITHOUT THE LEADING "C" AND 
C BLANK. 
C 
C MOUSE-ID SEX AGE-(MONTHS) $=5TILL ALIVE MATING H2 % SURVIVORS 
C 
C BCl.3Fl F 1 1 BCl bb 100 
C BC1.3F3 F 1 1 a BCl bb 100 
C BC1.3F4 F 1 1 BCl bb 100 
C BC1.9F2 F 14 BCl ab 75 
C BCl.6F1 F 17 » BCl bb 67 
c BC1.4F2 F 18 BCl ab 58 
c BCI.5F1 F 19 BCl ab 50 
c BCl.I0F3 F 19 BCl bb 50 
c BC1.2F3 F 20 BCl bb 33 
c BC1.2FI F 21 BCl ab 25 
c BCI.2F2 F 21 BCl bb 25 
c 
Q 
BC1.6F2 F 21 BCl bb 25 
c BC1.3M3 M 13 BCl bb 100 
c BCI.3M4 M 13 BCl ab 100 
c BCI.7M5 M 15 BCl bb 82 
c 8C1.9M3 M 16 BCl ab 73 
c BCl.lOMl M 17 BCl ab 64 
c BCl.I0M2 M 17 BCl bb 64 
c BC1.10M3 M 17 BCl ab 64 
c BC1.6MI M 18 BCl bb 36 
c BC1.7M3 M 18 BCl bb 36 
c BCI.9M1 M 18 BCl bb 36 
c 
c 
BCl.1M2 M 19 BCl bb 9 
C 
C 
C XLINEl 
C INAGE 
C AGE 
C XMARK 
C 
C 
C CLUS 
C XLINE2 
C H2 
C NTOTAL 
C NPRCNT 
C 
C LIVED 
THE ID NUMBER OF A MOUSE. 
THE AGE OF THAT MOUSE IN MONTHS (AS AN INTEGER VALUE)-
THE AGE OF THAT MOUSE IN MONTHS (AS A CHARACTER VALUE). 
IF XMARK EQUALS '#' IN AN INPUT LINE OR '$' IN AN 
OUTPUT LINE THEN THE MOUSE IS NOT DEAD YET. 
FOR OTHER MARKS THE MOUSE IS DEAD. 
THE MATING CLUSTER (E.G., Fl-2) TO WHICH THE MOUSE BELONGS, 
THIS IS JUST A POSITION HOLDER DURING DATA INPUT. 
THE HISTOCOMPATIBILITY TYPE OF THE MOUSE (EG, AA OR BB). 
THE TOTAL MICE WITHIN A GROUP DEFINED BY CLUS AND H2. 
% OF MICE SURVIVING AT LEAST "INAGE" AMOUNT OF MONTHS 
WITHIN THE GROUP DEFINED BY CLUS AND H2. 
THE NUMBER OF MICE LIVING AT LEAST "INAGE" AMOUNT OF 
c MONTHS WITHIN THE GROUP DEFINED BY CLUS AND H2. 
C KEEP = A VARIABLE WHICH KEEPS TRACK OF THE PREVIOUS "INAGE" 
C VALUE SO THAT NPRCNT IS CALCULATED PROPERLY. 
C OLCLUS = VARIABLE TO KEEP TRACK OF THE PREVIOUS CLUS VALUE. 
C OLDSEX = VARIABLE TO KEEP TRACK OF THE PREVIOUS SEX VALUE. 
C SEX = THE SEX OF THE MOUSE. 
C BC1F,BCIM,BC2F,BC2M,FIIF,FI1M,FI2F,FI2M,F2IF,F21M,PIF, 
C P1H,P2F. AND P2M ALL SERVE AS COUNTERS TO FIND THE 
C TOTAL MICE WITHIN EACH OF THE MATING GROUPS (EG, WITHIN 
C BCl, BC2, ETC.). 
C 
C THE INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES ARE OPENED AND COLUMN HEADINGS 
C ARE WRITTEN TO THE OUTPUT FILE. B:AGEXSEX.OUT. 
C 
0PEN(7,FILE='B:TEMP.0UT',STATUS='NEW') 
0PEN(6,FILE='B:PERCNTBY.SEX',5TATUS='0LD') 
0PEN(5,FILE='B:AGE%SEX.0UT',STATUS='NEW') 
WRITE{5,4) 
4 FORMATC MOUSE-ID SEX AGE-(MONTHS) $=STILL ALIVE MATING " 
+'H2 % SURVIVORS') o 
C 
C 
C ASSIGN INITIAL VALUES TO SOME OF THE PROGRAM VARIABLES. 
C 
C 
BC1F=0 
BCIM=0 
BC2F=0 
BC2M=0 
F1 1F=0 
FI1M=0 
FI2F=0 
F12M=0 
F21F=0 
F21M=0 
P1F = 0 
P1M=0 
P2F=0 
P2M=0 
READ THE INPUT FILE AND DELETE NON-DATA LINES. OUTPUT THE 
DATA LINES TO A TEMPORARY FILE CALLED B:TEMP.OUT. SIMULTANEOUSLY, 
THE NUMBER OF MICE WITHIN EACH CLUSTER AND SEX ARE DETERMINED. 
READ(6,6,END=10)XLINEI,SEX,AGE,XMARK,CLUS,XLINE2,H2 
FORMAT!A11,A1,A3,A3,A4,A1,A2) 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'BCl '.AND.SEX.EQ.'F')THEN 
BC1F=BC1F+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'BCi '.AND.SEX.EQ.'M')THEN 
BCIM=BCIM+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'BC2 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'F')THEN 
BC2F=BC2F+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'BC2 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'M')THEN 
BC2M=BC2M+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'Fl-1'.AND.SEX.EQ.'F')THEN 
F11F=F1lF+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
1F(CLUS.EQ.'Fl-1'.AND.SEX.EQ.'M')THEN 
F11M=F1IM+l 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
1F(CLUS.EQ.'Fl-2'.AND.SEX.EQ.'F')THEN 
F12F=F12F+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'Fl-2'.AND.SEX.EQ.'M')THEN 
F12M=F12M+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'F21 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'F')THEN 
F21F=F21F+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'F21 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'M')THEN 
F21M=F21M+l 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'P-1 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'F')THEN 
P1F=PIF+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'P-1 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'M')THEN 
P1M=P1M+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'P-2 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'F')THEN 
P2F=P2F+I 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
IF(CLUS.EQ.'P-2 '.AND.SEX.EQ.'H')THEN 
P2M=P2M+1 
GO TO 8 
ENDIF 
C 
C IF A NON-DATA LINE WAS READ, THEN SKIP 
C LINE 5 TO READ A NEW DATA LINE. 
Oi 
ro 
AND GO TO 
GO TO 5 
C 
C 
C IF A DATA LINE WAS CORRECTLY INPUT (AS DETERMINED BY THE 
C ABOVE SERIES OF IF STATEMENTS) THEN GO TO PROGRAM LINE 8 
C TO WRITE THAT DATA LINE TO A TEMPORARY OUTPUT FILE 
C CALLED TEMP.OUT. 
C 
C 
8 WR1TE(7,6)XLINEI,SEX.AGE,XMARK,CLUS,XL1NE2,H2 
C 
G 
C GO TO LINE 5 AND GET A NEW INPUT DATA LINE. 
C 
GO TO 5 
C 
C REWIND FILE 7 (TEMP.OUT) TO RESET THE PROGRAM POINTER 
C TO THE FIRST DATA LINE OF THAT FILE. TEMP.OUT NOW BECOMES 
C THE INPUT FILE. 
C 
10 REWIND 7 
C 
C 
C INITIALIZE OLCLUS AND OLDSEX. 
C 
C 
OLCLUS='XXXX' 
0LD5EX='Z' 
c INPUT THE DATA AND CALCULATE THE % SURVIVORS FOR EACH GROUP 
C BY CLUSTER AND SEX. 
C 
20 READ(7,21,END=1000)XLINE1,SEX,INAGE,XMARK,CLUS,XLINE2,H2 
21 F0RMAT(A11.Al,I3,A3,A4,A1,A2) 
C 
C CHECK FOR START OF INPUT FROM NEW MATING CLUSTER OR SEX. IF THE 
C MOST RECENT INPUT DATA LINE IS NOT FROM A NEW MATING 
C GROUP THEN GO TO LINE 110. OTHERWISE. RESET OLCLUS, OLDSEX, 
C AND NTOTAL TO THE CURRECT VALUES FOR THE NEW INPUT MATING 
C GROUP. 
C 
IF(CLUS.EQ.OLCLUS.AND.SEX.EQ.OLDSEX)GO TO 110 
OLCLUS=CLUS 
OLDSEX=SEX 
IF(CLUS.NE.'BCl '.OR.SEX.NE.'F')G0 TO 22 
NTOTAL=BClF 
GO TO 100 
22 IF(CLUS.NE.'BCl '.OR.SEX.NE.'M')G0 TO 24 
NT0TAL=BC1M 
GO TO 100 
24 IF(CLUS.NE.'BC2 '.OR.SEX.NE.'F')60 TO 26 
NT0TAL=BC2F 
GO TO 100 
26 IF(CLUS.NE.'BC2 '.OR.SEX.NE.'M')G0 TO 28 
NT0TAL=BC2M 
GO TO 100 
28 IF(CLUS.NE.'Fl-i'.OR.SEX.NE.'F')G0 TO 29 
NTOTAL=F1 IF 
GO TO 100 
29 1F(CLUS.NE.'F1-1'.OR.SEX.NE.'M')GO TO 30 
NTOTAL=F1IM 
GO TO 100 
30 
31 
32 
34 
38 
39 
40 
41 
1 0  
10  
1 1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1F(CLUS.NE.'F1-2'.0R.SEX.NE.'F')G0 TO 31 
NT0TAL=F12F 
GO TO 100 
IF(CLUS.NE.'Fl-2'.OR.SEX.NE.'M')G0 TO 32 
NT0TAL=F12M 
GO TO 100 
1F(CLU5.NE.'F21 '.OR.SEX.NE.'F')G0 TO 34 
NT0TAL=F21F 
GO TO 100 
IF(CLUS.NE.'F21 '.OR.SEX.NE.'M')G0 TO 38 
NT0TAL=F21M 
GO TO 100 
IF(CLUS.NE.'P-1 '.OR.SEX.NE.'F')G0 TO 39 
NT0TAL=P1F 
GO TO 100 
IF(CLUS.NE.'P-1 '.OR.SEX.NE.'M')G0 TO 40 
NT0TAL=P1M 
GO TO 100 
IF(CLUS.NE.'P-2 '.OR.SEX.NE.'F')G0 TO 41 -
NT0TAL=P2F S 
GO TO 100 
1F(CLUS.NE.'P-2 '.OR.SEX.NE.'M')G0 TO 20 
NT0TAL=P2M 
GO TO 100 
CONTINUE 
LIVED=NTOTAL 
KEEP=0 
WRITE(5,105) 
FORHAT( • , 
CONTINUE 
IF INAGE = KEEP, THEN THE AGE OF THE CURRENTLY ANALYZED MOUSE 
AND THAT OF THE PREVIOUS MOUSE ARE THE SAME. THEREFORE, THE % 
OF THE MICE SURVIVING AT LEAST INAGE MONTHS IS IDENTICAL FOR 
C THIS MOUSE AND THE PREVIOUS MOUSE. SO GO TO LINE 140. 
C 
C ON THE OTHERHAND, IF INAGE IS LARGER THAN KEEP, THEN THE 
C CURRENTLY ANALYZED MOUSE LIVED LONGER THAN THE PREVIOUS HOUSE. 
C IN THAT CASE, A NEW VALUE MUST BE CALCULATED FOR % SURVIVORS 
C (NPRCNT). 
C 
IF(INAGE.EQ.KEEP)GO TO 140 
KEEP=INAGE 
C 
C THE FOLLOWING HALF DOZEN LINES CALCULATE AND ROUND NPRCNT 
C TO THE NEAREST 1 X. 
C 
VALUE=(1000*L1VED)/NTOTAL 
NPRCNT=(100*L1VED)/NTOTAL 
NPRCNT=10*NPRCNT 
CHECK=VALUE-NPRCNT 
NPRCNT=NPRCNT/10 
IF(CHECK.GE.5)NPRCNT=NPRCNT+I 
140 CONTINUE 
IF(XMARK.EQ.' # ')XMARK=' $ ' 
WRITE(5,160)XLINE1,SEX,INAGE,XMARK,CLUS,H2,NPRCNT 
160 FORMATC ' , A 1 1, A1 ,8X, 12, 12X, A3 ,8X, A4,3X, A2, 6X, 13 ) 
C 
C THE NUMBER OF MICE WHICH LIVED BEYOND "INAGE" NUMBER OF MONTHS 
C SHOULD NOW BE REDUCED BY 1. SO LIVED = LIVED - 1. 
C 
LIVE0=LIVED-1 
C 
C IF XMARK=' $ ' THEN THE MOUSE JUST ANALYZED IS STILL ALIVE AND 
C SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM FURTHER CALCULATIONS OF NPRCNT DURING 
THIS ANALYSIS (i.e., THE MOUSE MAY LIVE LONGER OR IT MAY NOT). 
THEREFORE THE VALUE OF NTOTAL SHOULD BE REDUCED BY I BEFORE 
NPRCNT IS CALCULATED FOR THE NEXT MOUSE INPUT. 
IF(XMARK.EQ.' $ ')NTOTAL=NTOTAL-1 
GO TO 20 
1000 CONTINUE 
WRITE(5,105) 
STOP 
END 
m 
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appendix B :  sas programs for t-tests of survival 
differences 
TMLIB#H2% Sorts The Original Mouse Longevity Data Into 
Groups By H-2 Type And Increasing Lifespan 
//E295#TEM JOB 13530,'TERRY MEYER' 
// EXEC SAS 
//SAS.SYSIN DD * 
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM'S NAME IS "TMLIB#H2X". IT RUNS ON SAS 
VERSION 5.16.; 
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM SORTS DATA FROM THE FILE BACKCROS BY 
CLUSTER, H2 AND AGE. THE OUTPUT IS USED BY THE FORTRAN 
PROGRAM "AGEBYH2.F0R" WRITTEN BY TERRY MEYER.; 
COMMENT TO USE THIS PROGRAM, FIRST COPY ALL LINES FROM THE 
FILE CALLED BACKCROS TO JUST BELOW THE LINE LABELLED "CARDS" 
IN THIS PROGRAM. THEN CHANGE ' ' TO ' . 
IN THE DATA LINES JUST COPIED TO THIS PROGRAM (USE "NOLIST" 
COMMAND TO AVOID HAVING ALL THE CHANGED LINES LISTED). 
THE PROGRAM IS THEN INITIATED BY ENTERING THE COMMAND 
" RUN HOLD NOTIFY UNNUMBERED 
COMMENT SEVERAL LINES OF EXAMPLE DATA FROM THE FILE BACKCROS 
HAVE BEEN COPIED TO JUST BELOW THE "CARDS" LINE OF THIS 
PROGRAM FOR MY THESIS COPY OF THE PROGRAM.; 
COMMENT 
WHEN BADDATA=* DURING INPUT, THE DATALINE FOR THE MOUSE 
WHICH CONTAINS THAT * HAS SOME UNUSUAL PROPERTIES (EG., 
MOUSE DIED OF DROWNING,ESCAPED, ETC.). 
IN SUCH CASES, THE DATA FOR SUCH A MOUSE IS USUALLY 
NOT ANALYZED UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.; 
DATA AGING; 
INFILE CARDS; 
INPUT ei MOUSE ID $ @15 H2 $ @21 BADDATA $ 026 COLOR $ 0; 
IF BADDATA='*' THEN DELETE; 
IF H2='aa' THEN INPUT 036 BIRTH MMDDYY8. @47 DEATH MMDDYY8.; 
ELSE IF H2='ab' THEN INPUT @36 BIRTH MMDDYY8. @47 DEATH MHDDYY8 
ELSE IF H2='bb' THEN INPUT @36 BIRTH MMDDYY8. @47 DEATH MMDDYY8 
ELSE DELETE; 
IF DEATH NE . THEN AGE=ROUND(((DEATH - B1RTH)/30.44),I); 
SEX=SCAN(M0USEID,2,.); 
SEX=COMPRESS(SEX,'1234567890'); 
CLUSTER=SCAN{M0USE1D.1..)î 
CURRENT=TOOAY(); 
IF DEATH=. THEN AGE = ROUND(((CURRENT-BIRTH)/30.44), 1 ); 
IF DEATH=. THEN XMARK='#'; 
ELSE XMARK='.'; 
COMMENT CLUSTER IS THE GROUP OF MICE (EG BACKCROS-I OR F2 ETC.); 
COMMENT AGE IS THE LIFESPAN OF A MOUSE GIVEN IN MONTHS.; 
• ;  
• ; 
CARDS; 
THIS FILE IS AN ABSTRACTED PORTION OF THE FILE CALLED 
BACKCROS. THIS FILE CONTAINS DATA ON A AND C57BL/6 MICE 
BORN AND ADDED TO OUR AGING MOUSE COLONY UP THROUGH APRIL, 1985. 
NOT ALL OF THE MICE HAVE DIED BY THIS DATE. THEREFORE, 
THIS FILE SHOULD BE UPDATED BEFORE ANY FUTURE PLOTS OR ANALYSES 
ARE MADE. TERRY MEYER. 
MOUSE # H-2 COAT COLOR BIRTH DEATH LIFESPAN 
P-l.IFl bb . black 5-14-84 12-27-84 xxx 
P-1.1F2 bb . black 5-14-84 2-07-85 xxx 
P-I.IF3 bb . black 5-14-84 12-20-84 xxx 
P-1.1F4 bb . black 5-14-84 6-01-85 xxx 
P-l.lMl bb . black 5-14-84 4-17-85 xxx 
P-1.1M2 bb . black 5-14-84 6-01-85 xxx 
P-1.1M3 bb . black 5-14-84 10-31-85 xxx 
P-1.1M4 bb . black 5-14-84 6-18-86 xxx 
P-1.1M5 bb * black 5-14-84 xxx 
P-1.2F1 bb . black 5-15-84 7-21-85 xxx 
P-1.2F2 bb . black 5-15-84 12-08-85 xxx 
P - 1 . 2 F 3  b b  .  b l a c k  5 - 1 5 - 8 4  1 2 - 1 1 - 8 5  x x x  
P-1.2M1 
P-1.2M2 
P-1.2M3 
P-1.2M4 
P-1.2M5 
bb 
bb 
bb 
bb 
bb 
b 1 ack 
b I ack 
black 
b I ack 
black 
5-15-84 
5—15—84 
5—15—84 
5-15-84 
5-15-84 
9-17-85 
1 1-26-85 
12-08-85 
12-08-85 
12-11-85 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
+p 
MOUSE # H-2 COAT COLOR BIRTH DEATH LIFESPAN 
P-2.IFl 
P-2.1F2 
aa 
aa 
white 
white 
5-1 1-84 
5f-l 1-84 
1-21-86 
4-29-86 
XXX 
XXX 
P-2.IMl 
P-2.1M2 
aa 
aa 
white 
white 
5—11—84 
5-11-84 
4-17-85 
7-24-86 
XXX 
XXX 
• . 
f 
• . 
f 
PROC SORT; BY CLUSTER H2 AGE; 
DATA NEWONE; 
SET AGING; 
PUT MOUSEID $ 1-10 SEX $ 12 AGE 14-15 XMARK $ 
// 
17 CLUSTER $ 19-22 H2 $ 24-26; 
P - 1 . 2 F 3  b b  .  b l a c k  5 - 1 5 - 8 4  1 2 - 1 1 - 8 5  x x x  
P-1.2M1 
P-1.2M2 
P-I.2M3 
P-1.2M4 
P-1.2M5 
bb 
bb 
bb 
bb 
bb 
black 
black 
black 
black 
black 
5—15—84 
5-15-84 
5-15-84 
5-15-84 
5-15—84 
9-17-85 
11-26-85 
12-08-85 
12-08-85 
12-11-85 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
+p 
MOUSE # H-2 COAT COLOR BIRTH DEATH LIFESPAN 
P-2. IFl 
P-2.1F2 
P-2.1M1 
P-2.1M2 
aa 
aa 
aa 
aa 
wh ! te 
white 
5—11—84 
5—11—84 
1-21-86 
4-29—86 
wh i te 
wh i te 
5—11—84 
5- 1 1-84 
4-17-85 
7-24-86 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
ro 
PROC SORT; BY CLUSTER H2 AGE; 
DATA NEWONE; 
SET AGING; 
PUT MOUSE ID 
// 
$ 1-10 SEX $ 12 AGE 14-15 XMARK $ 17 CLUSTER $ 19-22 H2 $ 24-26; 
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B. TML!B#SEX% Sorts The Original Mouse Longevity Data Into 
Groups By Gender And Increasing Lifespan 
//E295#TEM JOB 13530,'TERRY MEYER' 
// EXEC SAS 
//SAS.SYSIN DO * 
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM'S NAME IS "TMLIB#SEX%". IT RUNS ON SAS 
VERSION 5.16.; 
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM SORTS DATA FROM THE FILE BACKCROS BY 
CLUSTER, SEX AND AGE. THE OUTPUT IS USED BY THE FORTRAN 
PROGRAM "AGEBYSEX.FOR" WRITTEN BY TERRY MEYER.; 
COMMENT TO USE THIS PROGRAM, FIRST COPY ALL LINES FROM THE 
FILE CALLED BACKCROS TO JUST BELOW THE LINE LABELLED "CARDS" 
IN THIS PROGRAM. THEN CHANGE ' ' TO ' . 
IN THE DATA LINES JUST COPIED TO THIS PROGRAM (USE "NOLIST" 
COMMAND TO AVOID HAVING ALL THE CHANGED LINES LISTED). 
THE PROGRAM IS THEN INITIATED BY ENTERING THE COMMAND 
" RUN HOLD NOTIFY UNNUMBERED 
COMMENT SEVERAL LINES OF EXAMPLE DATA FROM THE FILE BACKCROS 
HAVE BEEN COPIED TO JUST BELOW THE "CARDS" LINE OF THIS 
PROGRAM FOR MY THESIS COPY OF THE PROGRAM.; 
COMMENT 
WHEN BADDATA=* DURING INPUT, THE DATALINE FOR THE MOUSE 
WHICH CONTAINS THAT • HAS SOME UNUSUAL PROPERTIES (EG., 
MOUSE DIED OF DROWNING,ESCAPED, ETC.). 
IN SUCH CASES, THE DATA FOR SUCH A MOUSE IS USUALLY 
NOT ANALYZED UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.; 
DATA AGING; 
INFILE CARDS; 
INPUT @1 MOUSEID $ @15 H2 $ @21 BADDATA $ @26 COLOR $ @; 
IF BADDATA='»' THEN DELETE; 
IF H2='aa' THEN INPUT @36 BIRTH MMDDYY8. @47 DEATH MMDDYY8.; 
ELSE IF H2='ab' THEN INPUT @36 BIRTH MHDDYYB. @47 DEATH MMDDYYB 
ELSE IF H2='bb' THEN INPUT @36 BIRTH MMDDYYB. @47 DEATH MMDDYYB 
ELSE DELETE; 
IF DEATH NE . THEN AGE = ROUND(((DEATH - BIRTH)/30.44),I ) ; 
SEX=SCAN(M0USEID,2..); 
SEX=COMPRESS(SEX,'1234567890'); 
CLUSTER=5CAN{M0USEID,1,.); 
CURRENT=TODAY(); 
IF DEATH=. THEN AGE=ROUND(((CURRENT-BIRTH)/30.44),1); 
IF DEATH=. THEN XMARK='#'; 
ELSE XMARK='.'; 
COMMENT CLUSTER IS THE GROUP OF MICE (EG BACKCROS-1 OR F2 ETC.); 
COMMENT AGE IS THE LIFESPAN OF A MOUSE GIVEN IN MONTHS.; 
CARDS; 
THIS FILE IS AN ABSTRACTED PORTION OF THE FILE CALLED 
BACKCROS. THIS FILE CONTAINS DATA ON A AND C57BL/6 MICE 
BORN AND ADDED TO OUR AGING MOUSE COLONY UP THROUGH APRIL, 1985. 
NOT ALL OF THE MICE HAVE DIED BY THIS DATE. THEREFORE, 
THIS FILE SHOULD BE UPDATED BEFORE ANY FUTURE PLOTS OR ANALYSES 
ARE MADE. TERRY MEYER. 
MOUSE # H-2 COAT COLOR BIRTH DEATH LIFESPAN 
P-l.lFl bb . black 5-14-84 12-27-84 xxx 
P-1.1F2 bb . black 5-14-84 2-07-85 xxx 
P-1.1F3 bb . black 5-14-84 12-20-84 xxx 
P-1.1F4 bb . black 5-14-84 6-01-85 xxx 
P-l.lMl bb . black 5-14-84 4-17-85 xxx 
P-1.1M2 bb . black 5-14-84 6-01-85 xxx 
P-1.1M3 bb . black 5-14-84 10-31-85 xxx 
P-1.1M4 bb . black 5-14-84 6-18-86 xxx 
P-1.1M5 bb * black 5-14-84 xxx 
P-1.2F1 bb . black 5-15-84 7-21-85 xxx 
P-1.2F2 bb . black 5-15-84 12-08-85 xxx 
P - 1 . 2 F 3  b b  .  b l a c k  5 - 1 5 - 8 4  1 2 - 1 1 - 8 5  x x x  
P-1.2M1 
P-1.2M2 
P-1.2M3 
P-1-2M4 
P-1.2M5 
bb 
bb 
bb 
bb 
bb 
b I ack 
b 1 ack 
black 
b I ack 
black 
5-15-84 
5— 1 5—84 
5-15-84 
5— 1 5—84 
5-15-84 
9-17-85 
1 1-26-85 
12-08-85 
12-08-85 
12-11-85 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
+P 
MOUSE # H - 2  COAT COLOR BIRTH DEATH LIFESPAN 
P-2.IFl 
P-2.1F2 
P-2.IMl 
P-2.1M2 
f 
«, 
aa 
aa 
aa 
aa 
white 
whi te 
5-11-84 
5-11-84 
1 - 2 1 - 8 6  
4-29-86 
white 
white 
5—1i — 84 
5-11-84 
4— 17—85 
7—24—86 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
XXX 
-J 
m 
PROC SORT; BY CLUSTER SEX AGE; 
DATA NEWONE; 
SET AGING; 
PUT MOUSEID $ 1-10 SEX $ 12 AGE 14-15 XMARK $ 
/ /  
17 CLUSTER $ 19-22 H2 $ 24-26; 
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C. STATS#H2TTEST Performs A T-test Analysis Of Survival 
Differences Between Mice Grouped By H-2 Type 
//E295#TEM JOB 13530,'TERRY MEYER' 
// EXEC SAS 
//SAS.SYSIN DO * 
COMMENT THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS STATS#H2TTEST.; 
COMMENT TO USE THIS PROGRAM, FIRST COPY ALL LINES OF OUTPUT 
FROM THE PROGRAM AGEBYH2.F0R TO JUST BELOW THE LINE LABELLED "CARDS" 
IN THE PROGRAM STATS#H2TTEST. THEN THE PROGRAM IS INITIATED BY 
ENTERING THE COMMAND "RUN". IT IS SET TO RUN UNDER SAS VERSION 5.16. 
COMMENT AN EXAMPLE OF THE INPUT DATA HAS BEEN PLACED JUST BELOW THE "CARDS 
LINE FOR MY THESIS COPY OF THIS PROGRAM.; 
DATA AGING; 
INFILE CARDS MISSOVER; 
INPUT MOUSEID $ SEX $ AGE ALIVE $ CLUSTER $ H2 $ PERCNT; 
IF H2='aa' OR H2='ab' OR H2='bb' THEN CHECK='OK'; 
ELSE DELETE; 
COMMENT CLUSTER IS THE GROUP OF MICE (EG BACKCROS-1 OR F2 ETC.); 
COMMENT AGE IS THE LIFESPAN OF A MOUSE GIVEN IN MONTHS.; 
COMMENT SCALAR IS USED TO PLACE EACH MOUSE INTO AN AGE INTERVAL; 
F AGE LT 5 THEN SCALAR=1; 
F AGE GE 5 AND AGE LT 10 THEN SCALAR=2; 
F AGE GE 10 AND AGE LT 15 THEN SCALAR=3 
F AGE GE 15 AND AGE LT 20 THEN SCALAR=4 
F AGE GE 20 AND AGE LT 25 THEN 5CALAR=5 
F AGE GE 25 AND AGE LT 30 THEN SCALAR=6 
F AGE GE 30 AND AGE LT 35 THEN SCALAR=7 
F AGE GE 35 THEN SCALAR=8 » 
« • 
t 
* • 
f 
» • ff 
« • 
CARDS; 
MOUSE-ID SEX AGE-(MONTHS) $=5T1LL ALIVE MATING H2 % SURVIVORS 
BC1.3M4 M 
BC1.9F2 F 
13 
14 
BCl ab 100 
BCl ab 95 
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D. STATS#SEXTTEST Performs a T-test Analysts of Survival 
Differences Between Mice Grouped By Gender 
//E295#TEH JOB 13530,'TERRY MEYER' 
// EXEC SAS 
//SAS.SYSIN DO * 
COMMENT THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS STATS#SEXTTEST.; 
COMMENT TO USE THIS PROGRAM, FIRST COPY ALL LINES OF OUTPUT 
FROM THE PROGRAM AGEBYSEX.FOR TO JUST BELOW THE LINE LABELLED "CARDS" 
IN THE PROGRAM STATS#SEXTTEST. THEN THE PROGRAM IS INITIATED BY 
ENTERING THE COMMAND "RUN". IT IS SET TO RUN UNDER SAS VERSION 5.16. 
COMMENT AN EXAMPLE OF THE INPUT DATA HAS BEEN PLACED JUST BELOW THE "CARDS 
LINE FOR MY THESIS COPY OF THIS PROGRAM.; 
DATA AGING; 
INFILE CARDS MISSOVER; 
INPUT MOUSEID $ SEX $ AGE ALIVE $ CLUSTER $ H2 $ PERCNT; 
IF H2='aa' OR H2='ab' OR H2='bb' THEN CHECK='OK'; 
ELSE DELETE; 
COMMENT CLUSTER IS THE GROUP OF MICE (EG BACKCROS-1 OR F2 ETC.); 
COMMENT AGE IS THE LIFESPAN OF A MOUSE GIVEN IN MONTHS.; 
COMMENT SCALAR IS USED TO PLACE EACH MOUSE INTO AN AGE INTERVAL; 
IF AGE LT 5 THEN SCALAR=1 ; 
IF AGE GE 5 AND AGE LT 10 THEN SCALAR=2; 
IF AGE GE 10 AND AGE LT 15 THEN SCALAR= 3; 
IF AGE GE 15 AND AGE LT 20 THEN SCALAR= 4; 
IF AGE GE 20 AND AGE LT 25 THEN SCALAR= 5; 
IF AGE GE 25 AND AGE LT 30 THEN SCALAR: 6; 
IF AGE GE 30 AND AGE LT 35 THEN SCALAR= 7; 
IF AGE GE 35 THEN 1 SCALAR -8; 
* • 
• 
» . 
CARDS; 
MOUSE-ID SEX AGE-(MONTHS) $=STILL ALIVE MATING H2 % SURVIVORS 
******************************************************************* 
BC1.3F1 F BCl bb 100 
m CD 00 00 03 00 00 cs 00 00 m 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 03 
n O O n O n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n o n o o n n O n 
• • • • • • 
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VAR HOUSEID SEX AGE ALIVE H2 PERCNT SCALAR; 
BY CLUSTER; 
* • 
• 
* . 
PROC SORT; BY CLUSTER SCALAR SEX H2; 
PROC TTEST; 
CLASS SEX; 
BY CLUSTER SCALAR; 
VAR PERCNT; 
// 
CD 
w 
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appendix c: abstracts of my publications 
1 8 5  
Balfnsky, D., D. J. Spannaus, H-Y Yang, C. J. Briggs, T. 
E. Meyer, and C. M. Warner. 1983. Unusual glucose 
phosphate isozyme patterns in lymphocytes from two 
C57BL/6J <--> A/J allophenic mice. J. Exp. Zool. 
227:57-61. 
Abstract. Analysis of C57BL/6J <--> A/J allophenic mice 
for their lymphocyte composition, using H-2 antigens as 
external markers, and glucose phosphate isomerase (GPI) 
isozymes as internal markers, has led to the discovery 
of two unusual mice. Both mice showed heterodimers of 
GPI isozymes upon electrophoresis of the lymphocyte 
lysate. Specific anti-H-2 antisera confirmed that the 
cells of the mice were of C57BL/6J and A/J origin, as 
expected, but that the "A/J" cells seemed to behave as 
Fj hybrids containing the Gpi-1^ and Gpi-l^ alleles. 
Possible origins of the Cpi-l^ allele in the "A/J" cells 
are di scussed. 
Warner, C. M., C. J. Briggs, 0. Balfnsky, and T. E. 
Meyer. 1985. Glucose phosphate isomerase activity in 
C57BL/6 and A mice of different ages. Gerontology 
31;315-320. 
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Abstract. Glucose phosphate Isomerase (GPI) enzyme 
activity was measured in two strains of mice, A/HeNNial 
(Gpi-l^) and C57BL/6NNlal (Gpj-1^). Seven solid tissues 
(muscle, brain, heart, kidney, liver, lung, spleen) and 
three cell types (peripheral blood lymphocytes, spleen 
lymphocytes, erythrocytes) were analyzed for GPI 
activity in mice from 6 to 36 months of age. No major 
changes In enzyme activity with age were found. The 
most striking observation was that A/HeNNial mice showed 
a significantly higher GPI activity than C57BL/6NNial 
mice in four of the solid tissues (muscle, heart, 
kidney, spleen) and two of the cell types (peripheral 
blood lymphocytes, erythrocytes) analyzed. 
3. Warner, C. M., C. J. Briggs, T. E. Meyer, D. J. 
Spannaus, H-Y Yang, and 0. Ballnsky. 1985. Lymphocyte 
aging in allophenic mice. Experimental Gerontology 
20:35-45. 
Abstract, Allophenic mice are chimeras which are 
produced from the aggregation of two genotypica11 y 
distinct embryos. In this study, embryos from the 
C57BL/6J and A/J strains were used to produce C57BL/6J 
<--> A/J allophenic mice. These strains were chosen 
because of their markedly different lifespans, their 
1 8 7  
different glucose phosphate isomerase (GPI) isozymes, 
and their different H-2 haplotypes [C57BL/6J: long-
lived, Gpi-1^, H-2^i A/J; short-lived, 6pl-l®, H-2®]. 
The mice were bled at two month intervals and the 
composition of their peripheral blood lymphocytes 
determined at each point from analysis of GPI isozymes 
and H-2 antigens. It was found that the proportion of 
long-lived (C57BL/6J) lymphocytes tended to increase 
with age. Moreover, the total lifespan of the 
allophenic mice was directly related to the percentage 
of long-lived lymphocytes in their peripheral blood. 
4. Warner, C. M., T. E. Meyer, 0. Balinsky, and C. J. 
Briggs. 1985. Variations in the amount of glucose 
phosphate isomerase in lymphocytes and erythrocytes from 
A/J and C57BL/6J mice. Biochemical Genetics 23:815-825. 
Abstract. In a comparative study of A/J (Gpi-l^) and 
C57BL/6J mice, we observed that erythrocytes of 
A/J mice exhibited significantly higher glucose 
phosphate isomerase (GPI) activity compared to 
erythrocytes of C57BL/6J mice on a per cell, per gram of 
protein, or per gram of hemoglobin basis. Higher GPI 
activity per cell was detected for peripheral blood 
lymphocytes of A/J compared to C57BL/6J mice. (A/J x 
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C57BL/6J)Fj mice expressed erythrocyte and peripheral 
blood lymphocyte GPI activities intermediate to those of 
the parental mouse strains. The GPI activities of 
spleen lymphocytes from A/J, C57BL/6J, or (A/J x 
C57BL/6J)Fj mice were not significantly different from 
each other. The higher activity in the A/J mice could 
be due to GPI of a higher catalytic rate or to the 
presence of more GPI molecules. In order to distinguish 
these two possibilities, GPI was purified to homogeneity 
from both strains of mice. The specific activities 
(activity per milligram of protein) of the purified 
enzymes from the two strains were found to be similar, 
indicating that GPI from the A/J strain was not a more 
active enzyme. Antibody to the purified enzymes was 
prepared and used in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (EL ISA) to compare the relative amounts of enzyme 
molecules in cells of A/J and C57BL/6J mice. Results of 
the EL ISA tests on peripheral blood lymphocytes 
indicated that A/J mice contain more molecules of GPI 
per cell and, therefore, have a higher GPI activity than 
C57BL/6J mice. 
5. Warner, C. M., T. E. Meyer, S. 0. Gollnick, and S. B. 
Goldbard. 1985. Ontogeny of class I antigens in 
preimp 1 antation mouse embryos, p. 337-338. iri J. W. 
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Streilein, F. Ahmad, S. Black, B. Blomberg, and R. W. 
Voellmy, eds. Advances in gene technology: Molecular 
Biology of the Immune System. Proceedi ngs of the L 7th 
Miami W i nter Svmpos i um: g. Cambridge University Press, 
New York, NY. 
Abstract. Class I MHC antigens are expressed on all 
cells of adult mice. Studies on the ontogeny of Class I 
antigens on eggs and early embryos have been difficult 
to perform due to the small size of the embryo targets 
and the limited number of embryos available. In the 
past few years a number of studies have used highly 
sensitive techniques and monoclonal antibodies to 
demonstrate the presence of H-2 antigens on early 
embryos. This paper reports the use of anti-H-2, anti-Q 
and anti-TL monoclonal antibodies to demonstrate the 
presence of H-2 and Q antigens, but not TL antigens on 
early mouse embryos. Additionally, dot blots of 
extracts from early embryos have been used to 
demonstrate the presence of mRNA for Class I MHC 
antigens in the embryos. 
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X I 1 .  I N D E X  
1 9 1  
+ RNA 44 
defined 43 
-RNA 43 
defined 43 
lOth-decile 12, 117, 129 
2,4-diphenyloxazo1e 
toluene fluor 27 
2ÛX SSC 
standard saline citrate 26 
21-hydroxy Iase 5 
30X SSC 25 
32P-CTP 23 
32P-dCTP 23 
35S-dATP 25 
35S-sequenci ng reagents 19, 20, 22, 26 
5M NaCI 23 
5X transcription buffer 44 
A 
A strain mice 2, 12, 13, 62, 74, 88, 97, 106, 
115-118, 120, 121 
A Mixture 
35S-sequencing reagents 19 
A.BY mice 117 
A/J 2, 18, 28, 52, 54, 97 
A/Wy mice 117 
Aery I amide 19 
Aerylamide-bisacrylamlde 41 
AG 501-X8 
mixed-bed resin 19 
Ammonium chloride lysis 30 
Ammonium persulfate 
for DNA sequencing gels 41 
Amp i c i II i n 19,37 
Antisense strand 
+ RNA 60 
Argon 24 
ATP Stock 19 
Auto immuni ty 11 
Autoradiographs 3 
8 
chicken MHC 4 
8 cell 10 
B cell stimulatory factoi—1 15 
8 cells 1,8-11,13 
BIO.A 14, 117 
62-microg1obu1in 6 
62m 6 
Backcross 2, 12, 28, 29, 68, 74, 116, 117 
BALB/c 7 
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BALB/cJ 18, 97 
Bf 5 
Bisacrylamlde 19 
Blood 10 
Blue-white colony screening 35, 36 
Bovine serum albumin 28 
Bromophenol blue 22, 26 
BSA 
bovine serum albumin 28 
Bursa of Fabricius 10 
C Mixture 
35S-sequencing reagents 20 
C2 5 
C4 4, 5 
C 5 7 B L / 1 0  4 ,  7, a ,  1 1 7  
C57BL/6 2 , 12 , 62, 74, 97, 106, 115-1 18, 120, 121 
C57BL/6J 2, 18, 28, 52, 54, 97 
Ca lactate 27 
Cancer 9 
Cell-mediated cytotoxic responses 11 
Cesium chloride 33 
CFI 18, 126 
Chickens 4 
Chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (50:1) 33 
Chromosome 17 4-6 
Chromosome 2 6 
Chromosome 6 4 
Class 111 4, 5 
Competent E. col i 35 
Complement 4, 30 
Congenic • * # # • « « • • • • • • • * • » • 4, 12, 116, 117 
CTL a ,  10, 15, 128 
CTL-mediated lysis 10 
Cytoplasmic tail 6, 7, 9 
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes 10, 125 
Cytotoxicity 15 
Cytotoxicity assay 29 
D 
H-2D 5-7, 10, 16 
DBA/2 116 
Denaturing buffer 
RNA 20 
Dendritic cells 11 
0EPC-H2O 
diethyIpyrocarbonate-H20 20 
Diethyl pyrocarbonate 20 
Differentiation antigens 6 
Dimethyl formamide 
for XGAL 28 
1 9 3  
DNA polymerase 1 46 
DNase 1 46 
dNTP Chase 
35S-sequencjng reagents 20 
Domain 6 
Domains 7 
DTT 44 
dithiothreltol 20 
E. COM tRNA 23, 58 
EOTA 2 1 
Electron microscopy 15 
Electrophoresis 34 
Embryonic Development 15 
Embryonic transcription 16 
Embryos 15-17 
Enzyme-I Inked immunosorbent assay 127 
Enzyme-1 inked immunosorbent assays 15 
EPICS cell sorter (Coulter) 54 
Ep1 the liai cells 8 
Ethidium bromide 2 1 
Exon 7 
Exons 7 
Extracellular domains 9 
F' episome 35 
F 1 2, 14, 18, 28, 74, 88, 1 16 
F2 2, 12, 28, 29, 68, 74, 88, 115- 117 
FDA 
fluorescein diacetate 21 
Fetal calf serum 
FCS 24 
Fibroblasts 10 
F 1 col I 2 1 
F Iuoresce i n 
FDA 21 
Formamide 26 
Fungi 9 
G Mixture 
35S-sequencIng reagents 22 
Gel-loading buffer 22 
GIT Buffer 
guanidine isothiocyanate buffer 22 
GIyoxa1ated 
RNA 53 
Graft rejection . 4 
Guanidine isothiocyanate (GIT) buffer 52 
HCG 
human chorionic gonadotropin 22 
Heavy chain 6 
Heavy chains 6 
194 
He I per T cells (Th) 8, 11 
HeparIn-coated capillaries 54 
HEPES 24 
HLA 4 
Human 13 
Human chorionic gonadotropin 60 
Humans 4 
Humoral immunity 11 
Hypaque 21 
1 region 9 
I-A 8, 9 
I-E 8, 9 
lA  5 , 1 1  
la antigens 8 
la-related genes 8 
IE 5 
lL-2 11 
immune response associated (la) antigens 8 
Immunodeficiency 11 
Inbred 4 
Intensifying screens 
autoradiography 49 
Y-interferon 15 
Intron 7 
Invariant (Y) chain 9 
IPTG 37 
IsopropyIthioga1actoside 22 
JM109 
E. col i 35, 90 
K 7 
H-2K 5, 10, 16 
Klenow polymerase 39 
L 
H-2L 6, 10 
LB 
Luria Bertani Medium 23 
LB medium 35 
Ligation buffer 
DNA 22 
Light chain 6 
Long-1 Ived 2 
Lymph nodes 10 
Lymphocytes 3 
Lysis buffer 
for cellular RNA extractions 23 
Lysozyme 
plasmid isolation 32 
Macrophages 1,8, 10, 11 
Major histocompatibility complex 1, 4 
1 9 5  
Metastasis 9 
Methylene blue 102, 105 
MIcroGenIe 
ONA sequence analysis 42 
Mid-somite stage 16 
MOPS 
morphoIinopropanesu1fonic acid 25 
Mouse chow 29 
Na lactate 27 
Na pyruvate 27 
NACS (BRL) column 34 
Nick translation 46 
Nitrocellulose 
s o u r c e  . . . .  - 5 1  
NTE-SD5 23 
NTE-SDS buffer 23 
Oligonucleotide sequencing primer 40 
Orbital venous sinus 30 
Parasites 9 
PBS 
phosphate buffered saline 24 
PBS+ 
plasmid 34, 88, 90, 92 
PBS2111 
p l a s m i d  . . .  43 ,  4 4 ,  5 2 ,  5 7 ,  5 8 ,  9 0 ,  9 7 ,  1 0 2 ,  1 0 6 ,  1 2 2  
PcEBs2 
plasmid 52, 97 
PcEBs2BS+ 
plasmid 43, 44, 52 , 88, 92, 97, 105 
PEB.BLUP 
plasmid 39 
P e n i c i l l i n  G  2  7  
Peripheral blood 10 
Peripheral blood lymphocytes 3 
PGEM-1 
plasmid 60 
PGIII-1 
Plasmid 60,100 
PH21 1 1 
plasmid 52, 60, 88 
PH21IIBS+ 
plasmid 39 
PhenoI 
preparation 24 
Phenol red 27 
PhenoI ;chIoroform:isoamyI alcohol (50:50: 1 ) 32 
PhenyIoxazoI y 1)]-benzene 
toluene fluor 27 
Platelets 30 
196 
PMS 
pregnant mare serum 24 
POPOP 
to 1uene fIuor 27 
Post-transcriptÎona1 control 15 
PPO 
toluene fluor 27 
Pro Ii ferati ve 11 
Proteinase K 23, 24 
Pseudogene 7, 8 
Ps i 
pounds per square inch, pressure 33 
QIO 6, 7, 16 
Q7 16 
09 16 
Qa 5, 7, 128 
Qa-1 6 
Qa-2 6, 7 
Qb-1 6 
Rats 4, 13, 120 
Recombinant congenic 4 
RHF 
RPMI, HEPES, Fetal Calf Serum 24 
RNase A 25 
RNasIn 
RNase inhibitor, source 56 
RPMI + 
supplemented RPMI 26 
RTl 4 
S regi on 5 
SI nuclease 16 
Sense strand 
-RNA 59 
Sephadex G50 46 
Sequencing buffer 
35S-sequencing reagents 25 
Shark's tooth combs 
DNA sequencing 4 1 
Short-1ived 2 
Signal (leader) peptide 7 
S i p  5  
Sodium acetate 
3M sodium acetate 25 
Soluble class I 7 
Solution A 36 
competent E. coll 25, 36 
Solution B 36 
competent E. coil 25, 36 
Specific pathogen-free (SPF) 116 
1 9 7  
SPF 
specific pathogen-free 116, 120 
Spin column chromatography 45 
Spleen 10, 14 
STE buffer 26 
Stop solution 
for 35S-sequencing reagents 26 
Streptomycin 27 
T  c e l l s  1 , 6 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 3  
T lymphocytes 1 
T Mixture 
35S-sequencing reagents 26 
T4 DNA I i gase 35 
TBE 26 
TE Buffer 
preparation 27 
TEMED 41 
Tetracycline 27 
T h  c e l l s  .  .  .  8 , 1 1  
THAM 
trishydroxymethylaminomethane 27 
Thymi c epitheli um 11 
Thymus 10 
Tla 5, 6, 7 
TNF 5 
To Iuene 
toluene fluor 27 
toluene fluor 27 
TPK 
template, primer, klenow polymerase mixture 39 
Transcriptional control 14, 15 
Transmembrane 6, 7 
Transmembrane segment 9 
Transplantation antigens 6 
Tris-HCI 
preparation 27 
Trypan blue 30 
Tryptone 23 
Tumor immunity 10 
Tumor necrosis factor 5 
Urea 
DNA sequencing 41 
Virus 10 
Viruses 9 
WB Medium 
Whitten and Bigger's medium 27 
X-ray film 49 
XGAL 28, 37 
1 9 8  
xylene cyanol 
2 6  
Yeast extract 23 
Zetaprobe 
source 53 
